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Part III

Policing the Contract
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12 A Duty to Disclose
Material Facts?

fit part of the hook we shall consider various wa ys in which the law
of contract regulates the agreement concluded b y the parties and allo-
cates the risk of unforeseen events between the par ties. In ('irapters 12
and 13 we shall (hscuss the obligations which arc iriiposed upon con-
Fading parties during the process of contractual negotiation,. In Chapter
14 we shall anal yse the iflthoils by which the courts allocate tire risk-
between contracting parties when they enter into a contract under a
Common fundamental mistake or an unforeseen event occurs after they
have entered into the contract which destro ys the basis on which they
entered into the contract. In Chapters IS and 16 we shall consider tire
lirllitations which arc placed trpon the enforceability of contracts by the
doctrine of illegality and by the rules relating to capacit y to enter into
contracts. Finally, in Chapter 17 we shall discuss the Unfair Terms in Con-
sumer ('out racts Reiulatiorrs 1999 (SI 1999, No. 2083). together with tire
doctrines of duress, uliLlue inlinence and inequality ol bargaining power
and their conclude this part by discLlssing tire cxtclll to which the law of
contract is concerned with the fairness of the bargain concluded by thr
parties.

12.1 Introduction

In terms of disclosing information during the process of contractual
negotiation, there are csscrltiallv two t y pes of obligation which could be
imposed b y the courts upon contracting parties. 'ftc Iii st is a dut y to dis-
close all known niater tal I acts to the other contracting pill tv. The second
is a duty to refrain from making active nnisrepr cscntations: that is to say
a contracting part y is not eorrrpcllcd to disclose information, but orree he
(lOCS disclose, he Must do so tnttiriully. Frrglish law has adopted the latter
approach and does not recognise the existence of it dul y to dis-
close material facts known to one contracting party but not to the other
Keates v. ('adogan (1851)10 ('B 591).

A number of reasons call 	 identified for this refusal to countenance
the existence of a general duty of disclosure. Air instructive example
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provided by Professor Fried (1981,109) viIl help its to appreciate these
reasons:

An oil coiiipany has nide extensive geological surveys seeking to
identify possible oil and gas reserves. 'Iliese surveys arc extremely
expensive. Havin g identified one promising site, the oil company (acting
through a broker) buys a large ti act of land from its l'osperoos farmer
owner, revealing nothing about its surve y, its purposes or even its iden-
tity. 'lie price paid is the going price for farmland of that quality ill that
rev,ion.'

An English court would undoubtedly uphold the validity of such a con-
tract and would not require the buyer to disclose his information to the
seller prior to the making of (he contract. A number of justifications can
be provided for such a rule. 'I] ie first is the simple proposition that the
information acquired by the buyer has a financial value and to expect him
to disclose it to the seller without compensation is to deprive him unfairly
of his valuable information, to provide a disincentive to the accluisit ion

Of such information and to unjustly enrich the seller. 'Ilie second is that
contractual obligations arc. generally voluntarily assumed by parties who
deal 'at arm's leitgth', seeking to make (lie best bargain they can, in such
a context contracting parties are not expected to share iillorin:ill()n with
each oiher. 'I lie third justification is that, if such a dut y crc to he reco-
nised, then questions would have to he resolved as to when it would arise
and what would be its content. '1 his justification may be called the flood-
gates argument. These are compelling justifications for the refusal of the
law to recognise the existence of a general dut y of disclosure.

But strong ai-guinents can he adduced to support the recognition of a
duly of disclosure in certain particular cases. For example, few would
support it which enabled a car dealer to sell a car which he knew to
be dangerous without revealing that fact to (lie purchaser. Thus we find
that, in certain exceptional cases, a particular duty of disclosure is held to
exist. We shall now consider these exceptions and conclude b y consider-
ing whether they have any coherent rationale.

12.2 Snatching at a Bargain

The flist example of a limited duty of disclosure arises from the rule,
which we have already noted (see Hartog v. Co/i,, and Shields [1939] 3
All ER 566, discussed at 2.2), that a claimant will be prevented from
snatching at a bargain which he knew was not intended by the defendant.
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Ilius, in Smith V. hug/u's (187 ) LIZ 6 QB 597, the principle was estab-
ished that it seller who knows that the buyer has misunderstood the

terms of his offer is under an obligation to inform the buyer of the true
nature of his offer. in other words, he is under a dut y to disclose the exis-
tence of the mistake.. But, where the buyer makes a mistake and that
mistake does not relate to the terms of tire seller's offer, then the seller,
even if he is aware of the buyer's mistake, is not under an obligation to
disclose the mistake to the buyer. It is the responsibility of the buyer to
discover his mistake and lie cannot escape from his bad bargain by
airzuing that it was the responsibility of the seller to inform him of his
mistake (see to rther, Kronman, 1978:1 and Ri owrisv, ord, 1987).

12.3 Representation by Conduct

Ilie second group of exceptions all concern liability for nhisrcpresenta-
lion (12.3-12.5). A nrisrcpresentai ion consists of a false statement of fact
(see 13.3) but the courts have, in limited circumstances been flexible in
their identification of a 'statement' of fact so that, in effect. thcv have
imposed a limited duty of disclosure by the back door. For example, a
contracting party does not have to open his mouth to make a statement:
lie can make it by his con(1uct. In Walters V. .'Jori,'wi (1861) 3 1) F & .1 718.
Campbell it - said that, while simple reticence does not amount to it

fraud, 'it 	 or a wink, or it
	 of (lie head, or a smile from the pur-

chaser intended to induce the vendor to believe the existence of it

existing fact, which might influence the price of the subject to be sold'
would be a sufficient ground for refusing to enforce a contract.

'l'lic refusal to draw it rigid distinction between statements and conduct
seenis eminently sensible in the examples given by ('ampbcll LC in
Walters. Conduct can he as misleading as words. An apparentl y straight-
for svai d example of the imposition of liability on the basis of the conduct
of (lie defendant, is provided b y Gordon v. Selico (1986) liii! .R 2 19 (see
('jlceson and MeKendriek 987). Air independent contractor. eniploved
hY the defendants, was asked to bring it flat which was infected with dry
i ot up to a very good standard for the purpose of selling it. The inde-
pendent contractor simply covered up the dr y rot and made no attempt
to eradicate it. 'I'he claimants purchased the flat and later discoveied the
presence of the dry rot. It was held that, in concealing the dry rot,
the independent contractor had knowingl y made a false representation
to the claimants that the flat did not suffer front rot and that he and
the vendors were therefore liable to the claimants in damages.

Hut, once it is recognised that a representation ma y be made by
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con(lLLct, difficulties arise ill 	 the meaning to be ascribed to
the conduct and in ascertaining the situations in which the defendant
is under -,ill to correct the meaning convcyd by his conduct.
l'oi exaniple, in a case such as Gordon v.$clico, what would have been
the position if the independent contractor had papered the diiiiiiu-
room prior to selling the house, partly because it needed redecorating
anyway and partly to hide the defective state of the plaster? What is
the meaning to he attributed to such conduct and is such a vendor
unde.r a duLy to disclose the reasons why he has papered the room? In
the II ir'hi Court in Gonlo,i v. Selico (1985) 275 EQ 899, 903, Goulding
i SUILI that

'the law must be careful not to i Un ahead of popular morality by St ig-
ruatisine as fraudulent evei y ti Mal act designed to make hnildings or
goods more readily saleable even if a highly scrupulous person might
consider it dishonest,

1 he vagueness of this principle highlights the fact that, in the absence of
a general duty of disclosure, it is extremely difficult to mark out the limits
of any partiCLIlal duty of disclosure.

.12.4 Representation Falsified by Later Events

A rerson may also be guilty of misrepresentation where lie fails to correct
a representation which, when made was true, but which subsequently, to
his knowledge. has become false or which, at the time of making it he.
believed to be true, but which lie has subsequently discovered to be false.
In Will, v. 0 J1a,w,wi 1930] ('ii 575, negotiations for the sale of a medical
practice hcgaii at a time when the practice was valued at £2000. But when
the contract of sale was concluded, the practice had become worthless
because of the ill-health of the vendor in the intervening period. It was
held that the vendor was under all to disclose the change (if
circumstances to the buyer. The justification for this rule appears to
be that a representation, once made, is deemed to lie ii c.oiiti)1I ing
representation so that, once it becomes false to the knowledge of the
rcpreseutoi and lie fails to correct it, it becomes a misrepresentation
(.S'liaiiklaimd & Co v. Robinson and Co 1920 SC (HL) 103. per Lord
Dunedin). 1-however, where the representation relates to a statement of
intention and the contracting party changes his intention before the con-
elusion of the contract, then there is no obligation to communicate that
change of intention (Wales v. Wad/mom 11977] 1 WLR 199).
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12.5 Statement Literally True but Misleading

A further situation in which a court ma y conclude that a nhisrepresenta-
lion has been made is where the statement is literally true but is never-
theless misleading because the maker of the statement has failed to
disclose all the jelevant information. In Notts Patent ]Jnck and li/c Co v.
Butler (1866) 16 OBD 77$, a purchaser of land' asked the vendor's
solicitors whether the land was subject to restrictive covenants. The solic-
itor replied that he was not aware of any, but he did not say that the reason
for his ignorance was that he had not bothered to check. It was held
that, althou gh the solicitor's statement was literally true, it nevertheless
amounted to a misrepresentation.

12.6 Contracts tjberrin,ae Fgdei

'lucre are a group of coon icts which arc known as contracts u/or, jwac
fidel or contracts of (he utmost good faith. Insurance contracts arc con-
tracts ' 1e/ ) 'rru?toc fidej'; in such contracts the insured is undci- a dut y to
disclose all facts which a reasonable or prudent insurer would regard as
material.'! lie insured is in the best position to know the relevant fact .,, and
therefore a dots' of disclosure is placed upon him.

12.7 Fiduciary Relationships

flier c is also a limited class of fiduciar y relationships in which the party
ill whoni tIlL' trust is reposed is placed under an obligation to disclose
information to I lie person who has placed his trust in him (a good example
is provided b y the cacs in which the presumption of undue irithience is
held to arise, see 17,3). Where such a fiduciary relationship exists, the
parties do not bargain 'at arm's length' and the objection to the imposi-
tion of a clutr' of disclosure disappears.

12.8 A I)iit' of Disclosure in Tort?

Rather than seek a remedy in contract, a claimant may argue that the
defendant committed the tort of negligence in failing to disclose the infor-
mation to the claimant. But the law of tort (hoes not impose a general duty
of disclosure; indeed, Lord Keith has reaffirmed that a person who sees
'another about to walk over a cliff with his head in the air, and forbears
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to shout a warning' incurs no lial)ility in the tort of negligence ( Yi'eii Kun-
yen v. Attorne y General of/-long Kong 11988] AC 175). Oil other hand
it failure to speak may give rise to liabilit y in the tort of negligence where
the defendant has voluntarily assumed it to (I1SCIOSC infor-
ination to the claimant and the claimant has relied upon that assumption
of responsibility (Banque kev.ver Ullmann SA v.Skandia (UK) lnsurwu
('o Ltd 119901 I QB 665. 794). A duty of disclosure may also be imposed
by [lie law of tort in certain other exceptional cases. Thus a doctor who
fails to disclose to it patient the risks involved in a course of treatment
may hi- liable iii the tort of negligence if lie fails to act in accordance with
a standard accepted as proper liy a responsible body of medical men
(Sidatvay v. Bet/ifen, Ro	 spta! hoital Governors 11 9951 AC 871). But these
remain exceptions to the general rule and the law of tort has not taken,
and is unlikel y to take, the step of imposing it duty on contracti ig parties
to bargain in good faith.

12.9 The Role of the Sale of Goods Act 1979

We have already noted (sec 9.8) that the Sale of Goods Act 1979 implies

certain terms into contracts for the sale of goods. Two of these. terms are
(if particular signi Iieanee here. First, where a seller sells goods ill
course of a liLisiness, them e is art implied condition that the goods supplied
under the contract are of satisfactory quality, except in relation to defects
drawn to the buyer's attention before the contract was concluded or, in
the casL where the buyer examines the goods, as regards defects which
that examination ought to reveal (s.14(2) and (2( -')). Secondl y, where the
seller sells goods in the course of a business and the hu\ Cl makes known
to the seller an y particular purpose for which the goods are being bought,
there is an implied condition that the goods supplied under the contract
are reasonably fit for that purpose (s.14(3)). In many ways the rights con-
ferred by these provisions are greater than any Protection afforded by
MIN, cltity of disclosure because the seller may be liable even where he was

1tnas are of the existence of the defect; it suffices that the goods were not
of satisfactory quality or were not reasonably fit for their put-pose The
Suppl y of (buds and Services Act 1982 and, to a lesser extent, Part I of
the Consumer Protection Act 1987 (which imposes strict liability for

defective products) further extend the scope of such regulatory legisla-
tion and lessen the need for the creation of the general duty of disclosure
because they protect the 'consumer' irrespective of whether the supplier
of the goods, the provider of the services or the manufacturer of the
product, knew of the relevant defect.
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12.10 Conclusion

lii Iieicit Uto Picture Librar 1-1dy ul v..'ithtio Yisual l'rograminc.c Ltd [1989]

OR 433, 439. Binghain ii noted that in many legal systems in the world
'the law of obligations recognises and enforces an overriding principle
that in making and carrying out contracts parties should act in good faith'.
A duty of good faith is, of course. , wider in scope than a duty of disclo-
sure because it is not confined to pre-contractual behaviour but can
extend to the way in which the parties behave during performance of the
contract and even to its termination. A case which nnrht have been caught
by it duty of good faith is /1 oos Ltd v. LA Ronaaccn ( Co [ 19331 AC 47(1

(discussed in more detail at 10.3), where the buyers under a contract of
Side rejected goods ostensibly on the ground that the y did not conform
with description but ill because the market price for the goods had
fallen. As Professor Brownsword has rioted (1992), the real objection is
that the buyers 'acted in had faith'. But English law recognises no general
principle that it must exercise his contractual rights 'reasonabl y ' or
'in good faith' and so (here was rio way in which an English court could
at that time challenge the buyers' actions on this ground (the- buyers'
action could now possibly be challenged under s.1 5A of the Sale of Goods
Act 1979, o il 	 see 10.4). The traditional hostility towards the recog-
nition of a doctrine of good faith call seen in the decision of the Flouse
of lords ill Wa/ford v. Allies [1 992] 2 AC 12$ (discussed in more detail at
4.1). where I ord Ackuer refused to imply a term that the parties would
continue to negotiate in good faith oil ground that it 'concept of a dut-
to carry on nerotiations in good faith is inherently repugnant to the adver-
sarial position of the parties when involved in negotiations'. He main-
tained that each party 'is entitled to pursue his (or her) own interests, so
long as he avoids making misrepresentations'. But there are signs that the
traditional Lnglisti hostility towaids good faith might be abating. 1 he
courts have adopted a mole sympathetic stance oil number of occasions
i ccentl y (see Timefoaij Ltd v. British JC1('U)iilfliUfjj(U(lO/jV Ltd 119951
EM I R 459: Philips Liectronique Grand Publiquc' 5,1 v. Briti.h Sk y Broad-
cus1ui ' Ltd [1995] EM! .R 472: Balfour Beatty Civil Fngitu'crinc Ltd
Docklaiulv l.ecle( Railway lid (1996) 78 Build I ,R 42, 58: and Re Debtors
(Ns -IlL) and 1150 of] 998) [[999] I All FR (Comm) 149, 157-158). and
the express references to 'good faith' iii the Unfair Terms in Consumer
Contracts Regulations 1999 and the Commercial Agents (Council Direc-
tive) Regulations 1993 (SI 1993, No 3053) will require English judges to
use the language of good faith. Thus in Director Central of lair 7adiii,,'
v. F'r.'t National Bank plc [20001 1 WLR 98, 109 Evans-Lombe i stated
that the words ' good faith' in the Unfair Terms in ('onsumer Contracts
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Regulations were not to be Cunst tie d 'iii the Frig, I is I i  law sense of absence
Of dishonesty but rather in the continental civil law sense' which he
urnlcrstootl to be a reference to a principle of fair and open dealing
(to similar effect see the judgment of Peter Gibson ii in tire Court (if
Appeal, [2000] 2 All ER 759). 'liese Regulations might serve to nudge
English Jaw further towards the recognition of a dut y of good faith and
fair dealing in that, once good faith is admitted into the lrrleira c of the
courts, it might he difficult to ring-fence it.

At present, Liiglish law appears to stand out from tirc' ninny other jirris-
dictions windi recognise the existence of a doctrine of good faith. In
Ame rica, the I Inifornl Commercial ('ode stales in s.1 203 that 'every con-
tract or duty within this Act imposes all of good faith ill its per-
fornianee or enforcement' and, for this pm pose, s.1-201 defines good faith
as 'honesty in fact in the conduct or transaction concerned (see also the
definition ill 103). Further, the recognition of a duty of good faith and
fair dealing in tire performance and enforcement of contracts iii section
205 of the Restatement (Second) of Contracts (note that it does not extend
to the negotiation of contracts) has been hailed by Professor Suninrers
(1952) as a reflection of 'one of the truly major advances in American coll.•
tract law during the past fifty years'. Article 242 of the Gerriran HG It states
that 'tile debtor is hound to effect performance according to tile require-
ments of good faith, pavirlg consideration to corrinion usage'. Article 1 134
;d-3 of the i i erich Civil ('ode states that contracts must he executed or per.
formed in good faith. Article 7(1) of the Vienna Convention on Contracts
for the International Sale of Goods states that in the interpretation of the
Convention regard is to be had, inter aim, to the 'observance of pooch fait Ii
in international trade'. Article 1.7 of the Statement of Principles for ( 'oru-
mercia] Contracts prepared by 1) nidroit (see 1 .7) states that each party
must act in accordance with good faith and fair' dealing iii international
trade' and further that ' tile parties may not exclude or limit this (llity'.The
comment to the article states that 'good faith and fair dealing may he con-
sidered to be one of the fundamental ideas underlying the Principles'.
Article I .1 (t6( I ) of the Principles of European Contract Law states that
''1 Irese Prinleiples should he. interpreted and developed in accordance with
their purposes. In prrtic.Lrlar, regard should be had to (lie need to promote
good faith and fair dealing, certainty in contractual t'efationships aild Urn-
formity of application. Hit tiler, Article 1.201 states that 'each party must
act in accordance with good faith and fair dealing' and that the 'parties
may not exclude or limit this duty'.

Yet this contrast between English law and other jurisdictions can be
over-stated, In the first place, while En glish law does not presently recog-
nise a duty of good faith, it can he very firm (possibly even harsh) in its
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treatment of those who act iii had faith. Specific examples of bad faith,
such as telling lies (see C'haptc 13), using illegitimate Pressure (see 17.2),
exp loiting the weakness of others and abusing positions of conlidence
(see 17.3 and 17.4), all constitute grounds upon which a contract can he
set aside. lliosc who make false Statements, even innocently, will find little
to cheer them in English law (see I 3.8). However it may be that it is when
WC tin n from the negative (not tel rug lies) to the positive (requiring
disclosure of the whole truth) that English law ma y be found wantinr.
Secondl y, many if not most of the rules of English contract law do in fact
conforiii with notions of good faith.'! lie individria I bricks which could he
used to Create a general principle of good faith and fair deahirie can
already be identified, The existence of contracts zthcrrimae fidei and the
limited dut y of disclosure which English law recotnises (see 12.2 12-6),
the operation of the doctrines of promissory ectoppcl (5.25) and estop-
pci by convention (5.26), the law applicable to fiduciaries (12.7), the rules
which the courts apply when seeking to interpret contracts (See 9.6) and
the willingness of the courts to imply terms into a contract in particulrr
situations (9.8 and 12.9) could all be rationalised in terms of good faith.
As Dr Clarke has ;tckuosvledc ' ecl (1993), the 'foundations of a tencral rule
of good faith can he discerned ill Common law dust' but the courts
have not been prepared to use these particular rules 'as the piles for the
building oh a principle of good faith'. Finall y, civilian lawyers may well use
the doctrine of good faith to reach results which English law would reach
by a more narrowly defined doctrine. For example. En g lish law has devel-
Wed a distinct doctrine of frustration to deal with impossibility and
impracticabil i ty illperformance (see 14.8-14.17) rather than use a broad
notion of good faith. The cli Iterence may be mole one of teclru ichue than
result.

Why then does English law not recognise a docti inc of good faith or a
general duty of disclosure'! A number of reasons call identified. The
first is that English law starts from a premiss of ru gged individualism, in
which the parties are expected to look after their own interests and to
hauaiji to obtain the best terms which the y can for themselves. Ittit, as
we have noted, this is riot the courplete picture: the colliliritment to idi-
vidualisni is not a ll absolute one. 1 he piecemeal exceptions which we have
noted represent a limited attempt by time courts ansI Parliament to protect
the expectations of consumers and to impose a limited dut y of co-
operation in an effort to avoid the unfairness and the excesses which
would arise from all refusal to recognise the existence of any
duty of disclosure or a dut y to bargain in good faith (for an alternative
explanation of these exceptions in terms of a liberal theory of contract,
see Fried, 1981. pp.77-85). The second reason is that English law is
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rcluctaiit to ciiibracc broad general principles, such as a duty of good
laith. It prefers to develop incrementally and by analogy to existing
precedents lather than by reference to broad statements of general
pi'inciple. As Uingliam 1.1 noted in I,rier/,to. while Friglisli law recoe,nises
no 'overriding principle' that parties must act in good faith, it has 'dc vel-
opc.d piecemeal solutions in response to demonstrated problems of
unfairness'. It could be said that English law pi efers to mark out on an
incremental basis what constitutes 'bad faith' but that it refuses to lay
do\Vn it 	 principle that parties must act ill good faith. the third
reason, closel y related to the second, is that it general principle
\vnLllrI generate. too niuch uncertainty. When would it dut y of good faith
arise and what would be its content? is good faith it subjective stZmfldiIid
or all objective one? Should it apply to all contracts, or only in a non -
commercial context where the need for certainty is less pressing? 'Ihese
me difficult questions which the proponents of a doctrine of good faith
must answer.

But the arguments are not all one way, particularly in i elation to the
adoption of a doctrine of good faith and fair dealing ]it so mi' as the
I louse of Lords in Wa/foil v. Milc.'' (above) refused to recognise the valid-
it',' of an obligation to negotiate in good faith, even where such an oblig-
atu)n has been expressly assumed by the parties, the decision can he
ci iticised oil iround that it has undermined both Ii ccdon of contact
and Saud it y of coulti act. If negotiating parties or contracting parties wish
to use the language of good faith, why should the law deny validity to
their agreement? it is one thing for a legal system to refuse to imply into
it conti act ot to impose on the patties it of good faith and fair dealing.
It is quite another for a legal system to refuse to give effect to such an
Obligation when it has been expressly assunierl by the parties. Secondly,
as we have seen, good faith is an important feature of International
Conventions on contract law, such as the Vienna ( 'onvenlion. the I J nidroit
Principles and the Principles of European Contract Law, TO give one
example, relevant to the obligations of negotiating parties Article 2.301
Of the Principles of European ( 'ontraet Law states that

• (1) A party is free to negotiate and is not liable for failure to reach
agreement.

(2) 1 lowever, a pat tv which has negotiated or broken oft negotiations
contrary to good faith and fair dealing is liable for the losses
caused to the other party.

(3) It is contrary to good faith and fair dealin g, in particular for a party
to enter into or continue negotiations with no real intention of
reaching an agreement with the other party.'
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Although examples can he found of I'.riglish cases in which liabilit y has
been imposed oil negotiating party who has prematurely broken off
negotiations (see, for example, Will join Lacey (liounslow) Ltd v. Davis

[19571 I \VLR 932, where the defendant was held to be tinder a restitu-
I tonary obligation to pay the claimant the reasonable value of the work
done by the claimant in iruticipation of a contract which never inateri-
alised), it knows of rio such general principle (witness, for example. the
uncertainty over whether or not an Enel isli court would follow the
decision of the I Iirzh Court of Austr alia in Walw,i Stores (lout-stan') Ltd
V. fib/icr (1988) 164 ('LR 387 (see 5.28), a case which would sur clv fall
within Article 2.301). Yet if briglish law is to enibrace international con-
ventions or to play a role in the development of the Principles of Euro-
pean Contract I :w. it must begin to get to grips with the language of good
faith. And. in what is now a global econi. III y ( sec 1.7), it may nol be pos-
sible for hngl ish contract law to resist the commercial and economic p-'-
sure in favour of an increasingly unified law of contract and that unified
law of contract will almost ceitaink , contain a significant role for good
faith and fair dealing.

lire final areLilneot ill favour of the recognition of a dnctiine of good
faith and fair dealing or a ceneral duty of disclosure is that the present
rules can create hardship in individual cases. While Ihiglish law is cur-
rentiv inilueti el or s/raped b\ notions of good faith it docs not recognise
the exLsterlce of a doctriie of good faith. I he point was well-made
by Steyn Li (as Ire then was) in First l-:nergv (UK) lid v. lli,iri,'aiznii

l,itcniaturnal Bank l,nl 11993] 2 lloyd's Rep 194, 196, when he said:

a theirre that runs through our las of contract is that the reasonable
expectations of honest nrcn must be, protected. it is not a rule or a prin-
ciple of law. It is tile objective which has been and still is the piincipirl
rrioulding t6rce of our law of contract. It affords no licence to a Judge
to depart Irorri binding precedent. On the other hand, if the pi irna
facie solution to a problem runs counter to the reasonable expecta-
tions of honest men, this criterion sometimes requires a ri gorous re-
examination of the proldcin to ascertain whether the law does indeed
compel denronst i able mr fairness.'

In this Wa, notions of good faith may be said to inform our law of con-
tiact. One of the aims of the law of contract is to produce fair and work-
able rules. which conform 10 the standards of fair and reasonable people
(see Ste yn, 1997). 'lu (he extent that ;I appears to encourage had faith.
it will be the subject of 'rigorous re-examination' by the courts. But those
who advoeue tIre irurocitiction of a doctrine of good faith argue dial this
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is not sufficient because , as Steyn u acknowledges, it CIOCS not enable
judges to depart from 'binding precedent'. Thus good faith could not be
used to overrule a case SL1ch as Arcos v. Roa.ve0 (above), nor to give
effect to the agreement of the parties in Walford v Miles (above) It can
therefore be argued that the influence of good faith is at times rather
routed and that judges require stronger weapons to combat had faith,
which can only be done by elevating good faith to the status of a legal
doctrine or a principle of law. Yet, as we have noted, such a step would
give rise to a number of probleiiis, most notabl y the uncertainty which
would thereby be caused and the difficulties involved in defining the
scope of good faith. Further, it is not at all clear that English law presently
countenances many examples of bad faith. On the other hand, the express
recognition of a dut y of good faith and fair dealing would require more
searching reexamination of rules which are alleged to be incompatible
with such a standard, it would bring English law into line with many other
jurisdictions and it would make it easier for English law to accede to inter-
national conventions. The arguments are finely balanced.

Summary

1 English law does not recognise the existence of a general duty to diclose mater-
al facts known to one contracting party but not to the other.

2 A defendant who knows that the claimant has misunderstood the terms of his offer
is under an obligation to inform the claimant of the true nature of his offer.

3 A representation may be made by conduct.
4 A person is under a duty to disclose material facts which come to his notice before

the conclusion of a contract if they falsify a representation previously made by him.
5 A person may be guilty of misrepresentation if his statement is literally true but is

in fact misleading.
6 A duty to disclose material facts is imposed in the case of contracts uberrirnae f/del

(of the utmost good faith) and in the case of Certain fiduciary relations.
7 Exceptionally a duty of disclosure may be imposed by the law of tort.
8 The existence of the satisfactory quality' and 'fitness for purpose' provisions in the

Sale of Goods Act 1979 mitigate the hardships which would otherwise be caused
by the refusal of English contract law to recognise the existence of a general duty
of disclosure. Similar obligations are now contained in the Supply of Goods and
Services Act 1982.

Exercises

1 Why does English law not recognise the existence of a general duty of disclosure?
Do you think it should recognise the existence of such a duty?

2 List the exceptional situations in which English law does recognise the existence
of a particular duty of disclosure. Do these exceptions have any coherent
rationale?
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3 In Professor Frieds illustration concerning the oil company and the farmer (see
12.1), should the oil company be required to disclose its information to the farmer?
Give reasons for your answer. Can you distinguish this illustration from the case
of Gordon v. Soli(-()?

4 Joe papered his dining-room prior to selling the house, partly because it needed
redecorating anyway and partly to hide the defective state of the plaster. Emma
bought the house and later discovered that the defective state of the plaster was
in fact caused by a serious structural fault in the dining-room wall. Has she a cause
of action against Joe?

5 It is a noticeable feature of the duty of disclosure cases which have arisen this
century that they concern contracts which fall outside the scope of regulatory
legislation, such as the Sale of Goods Act 1979. Can we learn any lessons from
this fact?



13 Misrepresentation

13.1 Introdijetion

Although English law does not recognise the existence of a general duty
to disclose information during the process of contractual neiot ration, the

ocess of contractual negotiation is not left unregulated. Rather, a duty
is imposed not to make any false statements of fact to the oilier con-
tracting party and thereby to induce him to enter into the contract. As we
shall see, the law relating to misrepresentation does have a crucial role to
play in the policing of contractual negotiations (sec 13.3).

At the outset a fundamental distinction must he drawn between a
profuse and a representation. A promise may he defined as a statement
by which the maker of the statement accepts or appears to accept an
Obligation to do or not to do something. A representation, on the other
hand, is a statement which simply asseris the truth of a given state of facts.
The distinction can he illustrated b y reference to the ease of K(eiiijort
Benson I.r/ v. ti/f ala ysra Miniçr' (orjwration Br'ilvad 1 9S) J I \VLR 379.
Ilie claimants agreed to make available to a subsidiary company of the
defendants a £10 million credit facilit y. The defendants refused to act as
guarantors but they gave to the claimants a letter of comfort which stated
that 'it is our polic to ensure that the business of [the subsidiary
company] is at all times in a position to meet its liabilities to you under

the above arrangements'. The subsidiary company ceased to trade after
the collapse of (he tin market at a time when its indebtedness to the
Claimants was £10 million. The defendants refused to honour their under-
taking in the letter of comfort and so the claimants took proceedings
against them, arguing that the defendants were in breach of contract in
failing to pay. But the Court of Appeal held that the letter of comfort did
not amount to a contractual promise by the defendants. 'Ilici efore they
were hot liable to the claimants. It was held that the letter of comfort was
simply it representation of fact as to the defendants' )ohcv at the time
when the statement was made. The defendants did not promise that they
would not change their policy for the future; they did not state that 'it is
and will at all (jme,s continue to be our policy to ensure that the subsidiary
will at all times he in a position to meet its liabilities to you'.

Thus promises and representations are functionally different and ha e
different legal consequences. A representation is a statement of fact which
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induces the other lualy to enter into a contract or otherwise act to his
detriment. ftc rept eSentor does not promise anything he simpl y asserts
the truth ol his statement and invites reliance upon that statement. If his
statement of fact is Use then it is a misrepresentation and the most
appropriate remedy is to put the othet party in the position which he
woiihl have been in had he not aciCd L1OII the Inisreplesentation to his

dctiiiiient. 'Thus, on Be facts of KIi'iitn'ort Th'nsi, had the defendants'
policy, at the time at which they made the slalenieni, not been to ensure
that the subsidiary would at all tne.s be in ii position to meet its liabili-
ties, then their statement would have anioutited to an actionable misrep.
lesCIllilhioli (see l.t.4). A promise. on the other hand, creates an
expectation that the promise will he fulfilled and the promisor accepts (or
is deemed to accept) an obligation in carr y out hisurnise. I lavi ng
accepted such an obligation, the law will call upon the promisor to fullil
that obligation and will seek, by the remedy granted. to protect the expec-
tation so created (see further 20.3). Although promises and representa-
tions are functionally different, it can be very difficult to tell whether a
particular statement is a promise or a representation. For example, in
kh'ioii'ort Ri',iso,, the trial judge, I lirst i, held that the letter of comfort
was a contractual promise, whereas the Court of Appeal held that it was
a representation of fact. Hut any difficulty experienced in drawing the line
should not blind us to the No that representations and Promises arc fun-
danieiitall y different types of statement.

One final point must be made before we consider the substance of the
law relating to misieprcsentatjon,jhat point is that misrepresentation lies
on the boundary of contract, tort and restitution. A party who has been
induced to cuter a contract b y a misrepresentation ma y seek a reined' 10
contract, tort 01 restitution. 'l'hereforc at various points in the chapter we
shall have to consider liability in all three branches of the law.

Our analysis will proceed in four stages. At the first stage we will define
a rnisrepresen(ation at the second sta ge we shall discuss the different
types of ill isreprcsentat Ion; at the third stage we shall consider the renie-
(lies for misrepresentation and at the final stage we shall discuss I lie exclu-
sion of liabilit y lot- nusrepresentation,

13.2 What is a Misrepreseni alion?

A misrepresentation may be defined as an unambiguous, false statement
of fact (or possibly of law) which is addressed to the party misled, which
is material (although this requirement is now debatable) and which
induces the contract. This (letinition may he broken down into three di-
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thict demerits. 'Ihe first is that the representation must be all

 false statement of fact or possibly of law (13.3), the second is that it
must he addressed to the party misled (13.4) and the third is that it must
be all to entry into time contract and possibly it must also be
material (13.5).

13.3 A Statement of Existing Fact (or Law?)

Until recently, the. rule was always stated in the form that a representa
tiOii must be all false Si atenicnt of existing fact. A misrep-
resentat ion of law did not give rise to a right to rescind a contract or to
claim damages at common law. But in Kleimvurt Benson Ltd. v. Lincoln
Cit y Council [199912 AC 349 the I louse of Lords held that money paid
under a mistake of law could he recovered oil 	 the same basis
as money paid under it mistake of fact. While their Lordships in Klein-
wo

r
t Benson did not comment o i l rule that a misrepresentation of law

does not give rise to a right of action at law, there does not seem to he
any justification for retaining the fact/law distinction in this context but
not in the context (if a restil Lii lonary claim to recover the value of a benefit
conferred. 'this being the ease, it is suggested that a misrepresentation of
law should in fut lire give a rcpresenlee a cause Of act ion on the same basis
as if the misrepresentation had been of all 	 fact.

Misrepresentations of law apart, the representation must he an lmnam-
biguous false statement of existing fact. 'lire need for a statement under-
lines the point that a failure to disclose information will not generally
constitute a representation, although, as we have noted, the courts have
been flexible in their identification of a 'statement' so that, for example.
a statement call made by conduct as well as by words (see 12.3-12.5).
ThestatemenI must also he one of eisIing fiicr. The following three cat-
egories of statement have been held not to constitute statements of exist-
ing fact and therefore cannot amount to actionable misrepresentations.

The first is a 'mere puff'. We have already noted (see 8.1) that a coil)-
menclatory statement may he SO vague as to he neither a promise which
is incorporated into the contract as a terni, nor ;I of fact, in
Dimniock v. Hallett (1866) LR 2 Ch App 21. fiirncr r.i said that it repre-
sentation that land was 'fertile and iniproveahle' would not, except in an
extreme case, be considered such a misrepresentation as to entitle the
innocent party to rescind the contract. But there are limits to this princi-
ple. The more specific the statcment, the less likely it is to be treated as it

mere puff (Car/ill V. Carbolic Smoke Ball Co [1893] 1 013 256, discussed
in more detail at 3.3).
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Secondly, a statement of opinion or belie F which proves to he
unfounded is not a false statement of fact. in 13i.s.cet v, WiU,jnse>ii

19271 AC 177, a vendor of a fariu in New Zealand, which had not been
Used for sheep farming before, represented to it prospective purchaser
thak in his judgment, the land could carry 2000 sheep. In fact it could
not carry 2000 sheep and the purchaser, when he discovered (Ins, sought
to set aside the contract on tine ground of the vendor's misrepresentation.
1-Ic was unable to do so because the vendor's statement was not a
We slalcment of fact but a statement of opinion which he honesil
held

Rico'f was distinguished, lnm'ever, in the important case ul Lso I'iro-
Ieuiin Lu! v. Marthnn 1976] 013 501 Esso t epresented to the defendant, it

prospective tenant of a petrol tilling station which was in ih' ploccss ol
construction, that the throughput of petrol at the station was likel y to
reach 200,000 gallons per year. However the local authorit y refused plan-
ning permission for the petrol punnps to front on to the main street.
Instead, the Station had to be built back to front with the forecourt at the
back of the station and the onl y access to the petrol pumps being from it

side street. Hsso, through their experienced officials, assured the delco-
dant that this change would not affect the projected throughput of petrol.
In fact, as a result of the change, the throughput only reached 75,00()
gallons pci year. 'lIne defendant incurred considerable losses in operating
the station and he eventually reached the position where he could no
longer pay Esso for his petrol. Eno consequently sought to repossess the
station and to recover the money owed to theni by the defendant. '[he
defendant counterclaimc'd for daniages for breach of contract and for
negligent misrepresentation. Lsso argued that their statement as to the
throughput of petrol was a statement of opinion and hence "as not
actionable. But the ('ourt of Appeal held thai Be statement was one of
fact. Lord Denning distinguished I3isser on the ground that thei e 'the land
had never been used as a sheep farm and both parties were equall y ahk
to form an opinion as to its carr y ing capacity'. Lss , on the 01 hnei hand,
had special knowledge and skill in the forecasting of the llnrounhpui of

petrol and the y were held to represent [lint the y had made the forecast
with 'reasonable care and skill'. On the facts it was held that the y had not
exercised reasonable care and skill and the y were therefore liable to thc
defendant in damages. A similar approach to that adopted in Lsso was
espoused b y Bowen I.J in SOUth V. Land and lIc'?Lvc Property Corp (1884
25 Ch 1) 7, when lie said that where

'Me facts are equally known to both parties, what one sa y s to the other
is frequently nothing but an expression of opinion ... But if the facts
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are not equally well known to both sides, then a statement of opinion
by one who knows the facts best involves very often a statement of
material fact, for he impliedly states that he knows facts which justify
his Opinion.'

Combining the principles established in Lv.vo and Smith we can
deduce the following proposition: where the representor has greater

knowledge than the representcc, the courts will imply that the represen-
tation lutist he made with reasonable care and skill (Esso) and that
the rcprescntor knows facts which justify his opinion (Smith). Ine
ffect, these cases impose upon negotiating parties who have special

skill it duty to take reasonable care in the preparation of forecasts and
opi Ilions.

Finall y, a statement of intention is not it of fact. Nor is a
promise a statement of fact. A person who fails to carry out his stated
intention does not thereby make a misrepresentation (Wales v. Wadham
[1977] 1 WLR 199). But a person who misrepresents his present intention
does make a false statement of fact because the state of his intention is a
matter of fact. In Edgingion v. Fitzniaurjc(' (1585) 29 Ch 1) 459, directors
of a company invited the public to subscribe for debentures oil basis
that the money so raised would he used to expand the business. In fact,
the real purpose in raisini the money was to P)' off company debts. It
was held that the directors were guilty of Inisrcprcsentat ion because they
had misrepresented their actual intention.

13.4 Addressed to the Party Misled

Secondly, it must be shown that the representation was addressed to the
party misled. There are two ways in which a representation may he
addressed to the party misled. The first and most obvious method is by
the direct communication of the misrepresentation to the claimant by
the representor. Alternatively, the misrepresentation may be addressed
by the repi esentor to a third party with the intention that it be 1)assc(1 on
to the claimant, In Commercial Bwiking Co of Svthzcv v. RH Bran',, and
Co 119721 2 Lloyd's Rep 360, the defendant bank misrepresented to the
claimants' hank the financial standing of one of the claimants' customers.
The claimants' bank communicated the information to the claimants, who
acted on it to their detriment. It was held that the defendants were liable
to the claimants because they knew that the claimants' hank did not want
the infomination for their own purposes and that it was to he passed on
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to a customer who was proposing to cleat with a client of tile defendant
hank.

13.5 Inducement

IrIiail\', tire representation lutist he an inducement to entr y into the con-
tract and possibly it must also be a material misreprcscntation,lTje mate-
riality rcliuirelflelrt can be taken (lust because of the Controversy which
currently surrounds it. In the old cases, frequent references can be found
to the lecluiremeirt that the nlisrcpresentation unist be niateri:ri (see. for
example. Ialiim, V. }'tt.t (I 552) 46 IT 497, r .lcssci SIR). lire precise
meaning of materiality was not always clear but it seems to have meant
that lire III srcprcsentation 11111 14 have been such as would affect tire j udg-
went 01 it reasonable hall in deciding \vlieilmer or not to enter iito the
contract on these icr iris. Thday the reqtnrernent that (lie niisrcprcsclrtir-
(ion he material is commonly doubted. Flie r cality would appear to be
that tire modern cow Is lend not to distinguish cat dully beweeri wirIer i-
alit' and inducement. Rather an inference ol inducement is often drawn
fi our a turmdnrre of rnrtcriaIrty, so that nmatcrialjty ceases to be ii distinct
i equircmcnt and becomes a part of the inquiry into whether or not the
Illisrcpresentatiorr induced tire contract. ' lire orthodox position toda y can
be stated in the lollowing Propositions. It the misrepresentation would
have iidueed it reasonable ixrsn to enter into (lie contract, then the
court will presUme that it did induce tire repi esentee to enter iril 0 tire
cmiii act arid the on u.s of proof is then placed on tile rein esentor to show
that the represcntee 111(1 riot in 1rc1 rel y on the represcrltatioir (see
Muveprwre P1 nperties Ltd v. lid/li!! / >rnpertics Ltd (1991) 61 P & C R lii,
124. per Scott J and (01e,itv AwiVest v. Barton, i/re Tunes, 29 .Jrrly 1999).
011 time other hand, where the inisrepresenrtatloll would not have induced
a reasonable person to enter into the contract, then the onus of proof is
upon the representee to show that the misrepresentation did ill fact
induce him to enter into the contract. 'I'liesc propositions ma y vcll strike
a reimsuniahie balance bctwCcji the interests of the parmies. [he (Iiflictnit
case is where an innocent arid immateiial ririsrepreseritatiori does '101-1-

allY iriihiree a reprcscntee to enter r rlto a contract. Should such it repre-
scnlee he entitled to set aside tire contract? It is not at all obvious that
Ile should, in practice it is of course extremely unlikely that a reprcsen-
tee would be able to prove that he was induced to enter into a contract
by an immaterial misrepresentation. But the possibility that a represen-
tee could do so might suggest that (lie courts ought to exercise caution
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before abandoning the materiality requirement (fraud of course consti-
tutes an exception here: a person who has been fraudulent cannot be
heard to argue I hat the representation was immaterial).

Whatever doubts we may harbour about the materiality requirement,
thci e is no doubt that the representation must induce the contract, that
is to say, it must induce the actual claimant to enter into the contract, in
Mgington v. I'itzmaurice (above) it was held that the misrepresentation
need not be the sole inducement; it is sufficient that it was an inducement
which was actively present to the representee's mind. This requirement
was not satisfied in the case of JEll Fasteners v. Marks, Bloom and Co

[1983] I All FR 583.'liie defendants negligently prepared the accounts of
a company which was taken over by the claimants. The accounts had been
made available to the claimants, who had reservations about them, but
they nevertheless decided to proceed with the take-over because they
wished to acquire the services of two of the directors of that company.
The take-over was not a commercial success and the claimants brought
an action against the defendants alleging that they had been negligent in
the preparation of the accounts, The Court of Appeal dismissed the action
oil ground that the defendants' representation did not play a real and
substantial' part in inducing the claimants to act. l'hey had taken over the
company, not in reliance upon the accounts, but because of their desire
to acquire the services of the two directors. 	 -

Tlier e are at least three sit nations in which a claimant will be unable to
show that the representation induced the contract. 'ilie first is where the
claimant was unaware of the existence of the representation ( llorsfall v.
17lonias (1862) I 1-I & C 90), the second is where the claimant knew that
the representation was untrue and the third is where the claimant did not
allow the representation to affect his judgment. A claimant does not allow
a representation to affect his judgment where he regards the representa-
tion as being unimportant (Smith v. Chadwick (1884) 9 App ('as 187) or
where he relies upon his own judgment. In Atwood v. Small (183$) 6 Cl

& F232, Atwood contracted to sell his mine to Small, but exaggerated its
earning capacity. Small appointed agents to verify Atwood's representa-
tions and they reported that his statements were true. After the contract
was concluded, Small discovered the exaggerations and sought to rescind
the contract lie was unable to do so because lie had relied upon his
agents' report lather than upon Atwood's representation. it should be
noted that this rule does not apply to the claimant who has the Opportu-
nity to discover the truth himself but does not take it. In such a case, the
claimant remains entitled to relief against the misrepresentor (Redgrai'e
v. Hard (1881) 20 Ch D 1, although note that Professor Treitel (1999,
p.314) argues that, in the light of the decision of the House of Lords in
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V. Eric S /?us/l [19901 1 AC 831, Rcdgrar'e may no longer apply
v. here it was I cirsoriahie to expect the repreSeutce to make use of the

l)1 1 rt till itv arid lie fails to do So).

13.6 The Tes of Misrepresentation

lucre are four different types of misrepresentation. It is important to
distinguish hetween the different types of misrepresentation because
the' ma y give rise to difterent remedial CoflScCluences. We shall see that
all t y pes of III isrel)reseritatioii entitle the representec to rescind the
contract but not all types of misrepresentation give rise to an action for
damages.

The firs t t ype (>1 misrepresentation is fraudulent misrepresentation.
Fraudulent uhisrepi esentation in addition to being a ground on which a
contract may, be set aside, constitutes the tort of deceit. Although the word
'fraud' bears a wide nicaning in common parlance, its meaning in law is
much narrower as a result of the decision of the House of Lords in Derrv
'.Peek (1 14 App ('as 337. In !)errv, I .ord l lers cliellcstahlkhed the
following three propositions. '[he first is that there must he proof of fraud
and nothing short of that is suffIcient. The second is that fraud is proved
s•hcn it is shori that a false representation has been made (i) k nowi nglv

or (ii) without belief in its truth or (iii) recklessly, careless whether it be
true or false. t Jnreasonablcness of belief does not of itself constitute
fraud; it simply provides evidence of dishonesty on the part of the maker
of the statement (Angus v. C'liffinil [1891] 2 ('h 449). 'thirdl y, if fraud is
proved tIre motive of the person guilt y of it is immaterial. In J'ollull v
Walter (183-1 ) 3 H & Ad 114. the rcprescntor knew that his statement was
falsc but his motive iii making the statement was to benefit his principal
and not to henelit himself, nor to injure anyone else. Notwithstanding his
good motives, he was held liable in the tort of deceit, There are relatively
few cases brought in the tort of deceit today, largely because of the diffi-
culty of proving that the i eprescritor was guilty of fraud.

The second type of m isrepresentation is negligent misrepresentation at
common law. In the period irnniccliatelv after Dcrrv v. Peek, it was thought
that negligent misrepresentation was not actionable in tort because lia-
bility in tort arose onl y in cases of fraudulent misrepresent ation (IA'
I,ievre v. Gould [1893] 1 OH 491). However , this view was rejected by the
I louse of Lords in Noctoii V Lord A.i/iburi'on [1914] AC 932. Although
the House recognised that negligent misrepresentation could he action-
able, they held that it was actionable only where there was a pre-existing
contractual relationship between the parties or where the parties were in
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a 'fiduciary relationship'. This restrictive approach prevailed in England
as late as 1951 (see Candler v. Crane, C/,rivinias and Co [1951] 2 KB 164,
but contrast the powerful dissenting judgment. of Denning U).

However, in 1964 in lied/c)' Byrne v. Heller [1964] AC 465, the House
of Lords finally expanded the ambit of liability for negligent misrepre-
sentation. The claimants were advertising agents who booked substantial
advertising space on behalf of their clients, Easipower Ltd, on terms that
they were personally liable if Easipower clef aultcd.'ihe claimants became
concerned about the financial standing of Easipower and, through their
hank, sought from the defendants, who were Easipower's bankers, a ref-
erence on the financial soundness of Easipowet. 'lime defendants replied
that.Easipowe i- were 'considered good for its ordinary business transac-
tions'. in reliance upon the reference, the claimants placed orders which,

because of the subsequent default of Easipower, resulted in a loss to them
of £17,000. The claimants alleged that the defendants were negligent in
the preparation of the reference and were therefore liable to them in
damages. Their claim failed because the defendants had provided the ref -
erence 'without responsibility', However the importance of 1-led/c)' Byrne
lies, not in the fact that the claim failed because of the disclaimer, but in
the fact that the house of Lords would have allowed the claim to succeed
had it not been for the disclaimer. III concluding, their I .oFdships sig-
iiilicantly widened the scope of liability ill tort for negligent misrepre-
sentation. 'lime important task which now remains for us is to ascertain the
limits of Hedlcy Byrne.

This is a difficult task because the courts and commentators have not
been able to agree upon the precise basis of 1-Jedley Byrne. One approach
is to utilise the concept of a 'special relationship' between the claimant
and the defendant which, it has been argued, is the key to Hed/cv Byrne.
The content of this 'special relationship' is, however, a matter of conti'o-
versy. For some time it appeared that its principal constituent elements
were a voluntary assumption of responsibility by the defendant and fore-
seeable detrimental reliance by the claimant. 'Ilien the courts began to
distance themselves from the voluntary assumption of responsibility test
(see, for example, Caparo industries p/c v. Dickman [1990] 2 AC 605, 637)
and chose instead to rely upon a number of factors in deciding whether
or not to impose liability (see, for example, the judgment of Neill Li in
Jame3 McNaughten Papers Group p/c v. hicks Anderson & Co (a firm)
[1991] 2 QB 113,125-8). More recently, the pendulum has swung back in
favour of assumption of responsibility as the basis of Hedley Byrne, espe-
cially in the speeches of Lord Goff in Spring v. Guardian Assurance p/c
[1995] 2 AC 296 and Henderson v. Merreit Syndicates Ltd [1995] 2 AC 145,
and also in the speech of Lord Steyn in Williams v. Natural Life Health
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l'oods ltd 11 998] I \VI .R 830, 837. It should be noted that the word 'vol-
untary' has been deleted from the taller formula, thereby seeking to
emphasise that the test to he applied in determining whether or not there
has been an assumption of responsibility is an objective one. Lord Mustil
in his speech in White V. Jones [1995] 2 AC 207, ?$3--7, detected four
themes in the speeches in 1/edict' Byrne, namely 'mutuality', 'special rela-
tionship', 'reliance' and 'undertaking of responsibility'. For him, ilediev
B vine liabilit y arose 'internally from the relationship in which the parties
had together chosen to place themselves' and not as a result of external
imposition b y the law.ihic is not the place to seek to resolve this complex
issue. 1 ]Cie we shall seek simpl y to identify some of the principal factors
Which the courk have employed when attempting to detme the scope of
liedley Byrne.

The fIrst is the knowledge of the reprcsentor. The greater the knowl-
edge which the representor has of the representce and of the purposes
for which the represent cc is likely to rel y upon his sl iternent, the more
likely it is that the represeiitoi- will he liable to the representee (contrast,
in this respect, the decisions of the I louse of Lords in ('aparo 1,idustrie
pie v. Dickman (above) and Smith V. Eric S Bush 11990] I AC 831). It is
sOilietinies argued that the represcntor must also be possessed of a special
skill. Ili .lutiiaI life and ( 'dieeiis /lSlI,(i/ice Cov. i:u [ 19711 AC 793,
the ma j oiitv of the Privy Council interpreted this element IS requiring
that the repre sentor be in the business of giving advice on the subject of
his representation. On the facts, the defendant insurance company had
given the claimant gratuitous advice on the wisdom of investing in the
defendants' sister compan y. It was held that the defendants were not
liable because they were an insurance compan y and not investment advis-
ers. ilie status of Eva is, however, unclear because the judgment of the
nhnority, Lord Reid and I .ord Morris, has commanded wider support in
subsequent cases. The minorit y held that a duty of care is owed by anyone
who lakes it UOfl himself to make representations knowing that another
will justifiabl y rely upon his representation. In Lcvo Pefrolcum v. Mao/on
[I 976] OR 801 Ormerod i J supported the minority view in Emour, as did
I .ord Denning and Shaw i i in Howard Ma, imu' and Dredging Co v. A

Ogden and Sons 119781 OH 574. On the basis of these dicta it is sunested
that the majority view in Evart will not be followed and that the minor-
ity view will be preferred.

The second factor is the purpose for which the statement was made.
\'here the representor makes the statement with the intention that the

mepreseiitee rel y upon it, then liability is likel y to be imposed (see Smith
v. Eric S Bush (above)), but where the statement is put into general public
cii culation with no particular person in mind as the recipient, then it is
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unlikely that liability will be imposed (Caparo v. Dickman (above)). The
third factor is that it must be reasonable for the representee to rely upon
the represenlor's statement. \Vlierc., for example, the statement is made
oil social occasion, the representee will generally find that it is difficult
to persuade a court to conclude that it was reasonable to rely o il state-
ment (cf. Clzaud/try v. Prabhakar [1989] I WLR 29). On the other hand,
where the statement is made in a commercial context the courts will gen-
erally be much readier to infer that it was reasonable to rely upon the
statement (see, for example, Smith v. Eric S Bush (above)).

Negligent misrepresentat i on at Common law must be distinguished
front the liability which ma y arise, under Section 2(1 ) of the Misreprese.n-
tat ion Act 1967. 'his is the third type of misrepresentation. Section 2(1)
provides that

'Where a person has entered into a contract after a misrepresentation
has been made to him by another party thereto and as a result thereof
he has suffered loss then, it ' the person making the misrepresentation
would he liable to damages in respect thereof had the misrepresenta-
tion been made fraudulently, that peSOD shall be so liable notwith-
standing that the misrepresentation was not made fraudulently, unless
he proves that lie had reasonable grounds to believe and did believe
up to the time that the contract was made that the facts represented
\\'ere true.'

Section 2(1) operates independently of the liedley B yrne line of author-
ity. The section is drafted in rather clumsy and unusual terms because it
imposes liability by reference to liability for fraudulent misrepresenta-
tion, even thought the misrepresentor has not been fraudulent (for a dis-
cussion of the possible consequences of the 'fiction of fraud' see Atiyah
and 'Tieitel, 1967, pp.372-5), But, stripped of its convoluted drafting, the
general effect of the section is clear; where a misrepresentation has been

made by one contracting party to another, the party making the misrep-
resentation is liable to the other in damages unless lie can prove that he
had reasonable grounds to believe and did believe up to the time that the
contract was made that his statement was true.

']'his statutory right has three advantages over a common law negli-
gence claim. The first is that the Act does not require that there be a
Jiedley Byrne relationship between the parties, thus avoiding the diffi-
culties inherent in establishing the existence of such a relationship. This
was of crucial significance in Gosling v. Anderson [19721 EGJ) 709. The
defendant, who was selling her flat, represented to the claimant, through
her estate agents, that planning permission had been obtained for build-
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i ng a garage when in fact, it Ii ad not been obtained. In (he ( 'ow t of
Appeal Reisk ill i stated that, had the action been heard before 1967,  the
Claimant's action would have failed unless she had been able to prove
ft and, but that she was now able to rely oil I ) of the 1967 Act and was
entitled to damages for the misrepresentation

The second advantage of a claim under s.2( I) is that the repreSentor is
liable unless he proves that lie had reasonable grounds to believe and did
believe tip to the time that the contract was made that the facts repre-
sented were true, whereas at common law it is for the rcpresentee to
pi ove that the lepiesentor was negligent. It is no eas y task lot ;i i epic-
senior to discharge the onus of p oof under s.2( 1) ' as can be seen froni
the case of I/oii'urd AJa,jjre v. Ogden (above). The defcndants wished to
hue baiges from the clanilajits and, during the eouise of the negotiations,
he  claimants' ma lager represented that the deadweight capacity of each

barge was 1600 tonnes when, in fact, it was only 105-5 tonnes, The defen-
dants used the barges for six troublesome innnths but, when they discov-
ered the true deadweight capacity of the barges, the y refused to continue
to ] iav the hire. The claimants sued for the Lure charges and the deferi
dants couiiterelairnecj, inter olin, for daniagi's under s.2( I ) of the 1907 Act.
The representation of the claimants' manager as to the deadweight capac-
its of the barges was based upon his recollection of the figures

,
igures in I Joy(I's

Registet (lord Denning stated that Lloyd's Register 'was regarded in
sliipping circles as the bible'). 'ftc manager's recollection was correct but,
utitisually, Llo yds were wrong. The Court of Appeal held. Lord Denning
dissenting, that the claimants ]iad not discharged the burden of prool
upon 1 hem of showing that they had reasonable gi ounds to believe that
the statement was true, 'Ibis was because the accurate figures were con-
tained in the ships' documents and tile ie claimants id failed to show
any 'objectively reasonable ground' for disregarding the figure in these
documents and preferring tile fignre in Lloyd's Register. The burden
upon the representor is therefore a heav y one and it is likely to enable
a rcprcsentec to recover where at common law lie would have failed
(for example, ill 	 M,ic itself, onl y Shaw i.i was of the opinion
that a common law claim would have succeeded).

The third advantage is that the measure of damages recoverable under
s.2( 1)rs the measul e of damages for the tort of deceit. Authority for this
Proposition is derived from the controversial case of Rol-scot trust Ltd v.
Rogerson 1 199112 OR 297. The claimant finance company was induced to
enter into a hire-purchase transaction with Mr Rogerson as a result of a
mi srepresentation by the defendant car dealers. As the defendants knew,
it was the claimants' policy not to enter into a hire hiurehase transaction
unless 20 per cent of the purchase price of a car was paid to the dealer
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by the customer. Mr Rogerson agreed with the defendants to put down
a deposit of £1200 on a car, the price of which was £7600. But that pro-
duced a deposit of only some 16 per cent of the purchase price. So tile
defendants falsely stated that the price of the car was £800() and that Mr
Rogerson had paid a deposit of £1600; thus producing the required 20 per
cent deposit (it is vital to note here that there was no allegation that the
defendants were guilty of fraud in making these changes: the case pro-
ceeded upon the assumption that the defendants had not been fraudu-
lent). Oil basis, the claimants agreed to enter into the transaction but
Mr Rogerson subsequently, in breach of contract, sold the car and ceased
to pay the hire-purchase instalments. The (1'oiirt of Appeal held that
damages under s.2(1) wete to be assessed as if the defendants had been
fraudulent, so that the claimants were entitled to recover their actual loss
directly flowing from time misrepresentation, whether or not that loss was
reasonably foreseeable. The remoteness rule applicable was that derived
from the tort of deceit, not the tort of negligence (see further 13.9). The
court held that the action of Mr Rogerson iii dishonestly selling the
car was a direct result of the defendants' misrepresentation, in the sense
that there was no break ill chain of causation between the misrepre-
sentation and the loss. The claimants were therefore entitled to recover
damages of £362, namel y the difference between the £6400 they
advanced to Mr Rogerson and the insialme nis of J:2775 they received
from him before his default. While there may remain some circumstances
in which a rcpresentee will gain all 	 by bringing a claim in
the tort of deceit rather than under s.2(1 ) (oil see I looley, 1992),
time effect of Royscot must surely he to reduce the practical significance
of the tort of deceit. After all, why go 1(1 the trouble of piovin g that the
re.presentor was fraudulent when you can recover the same measure of
damages under .s.2( 1) without even having to prove that the representor
was negligent?

Yet there is something distinctly odd about the result in Rovrcot.'Hie
defendants were not fraudulent, but they were treated as if they had been.
The point becomes even more apparent when applied to the facts of
Howard Alarine v. Ogden (above). What justification can there possibly
be for treating the claimants in Howard Marine as if they had been
fraudulent, when it was not even proved I hat they had been guilty of neg-
ligence? These anomalies could have been avoided if the court in Rovrcot
had accepted that the reference to fraud in s.2(1) was simply a 'fiction'.
But Balcombe ii rejected this argument on the ground that it was incon-
sistent with the authorities and contrary to the 'plain words of the sub-
section'. While the intention of Parliament in enacting s.2(1) may well
have been to incorporate, by analogy, the rules for the tort of deceit (see
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Cartwright, 1987a, pp.429 33), it is almost certain that Parliament could
not have foreseen the anomalies which would arise as a result of the
analogy drawn. But Royscoi makes the anomaly plain for all to see. '[here
is no justification for treating an innocent party as if he had been
fraudulent. In 5nith New Court Securities 1.0 v..S'e,iinreour Vickers (A5St'!
4ianugcnieiit) Ltd [1997] AC 254, 283 Lord Sievn noted that R '.ccot had
been the subject of 'trenchant academic criticism' (by I looley. 1991 ) and
expressed 'no concluded view' on the correctness of the decision (L old
Browne-Wilkinson also 'expressed no view' (1).267) on the correctness of
Roc.ccoi). So the point remains an open one, at least at the level of the
1 louse of I .onls. If the House. of Lords does not overrule Roysco then it
IS suggested that legislation is required to remove this anomaly. The rules
applicable to the assessment of damages should be dio ived from the
tort of negligence, not deceit (see Gran (Jeluto ltd V. RrchclifJ (Group)

Lid [1992) (h 560, where an analogy was drawn with the tort of negli-
gence, discussed further at 13.9).

Notwithstanding the advantages which the statutory cause of action
affords, there remain certain situations in which a claimant must have
recou I se to a conimon law claim. the fist situation arises whei e, as in
lied/er Byrne, the representation is made by a third party who is not party
to the contract. Section 2(1) onl y applies where the representation tins
been made b y the other party to the contract. '[he second situation in
which it ma y be necessary to have recourse to the common law arises
where the contract between the parties is void oh intio (fur example, on
the ground of non esttictum). In such a case there is no contract to which
s.2( I ) can apply.

The final t y pe of inisrepresentat ion is Innocent misrepresentation.
An innocent misrepresentation is a misiepresentatiun which is neither
fraudulent, noi negligent.

lreinedies

(.)nce the existence of a ill isreprcsen tilt to] has been established, consid-
eration must be given to the remedies available for nhisrepresenlation,
There are two principal remedies. ilie first is the setting aside of the con-
fiTniiceTtr'i'Hernisreprcsentation (this is called 'rescission' by
lawyers). 'There is a debate, which it is not necessary for us to resolve, as
to whether leseission is a contractual remedy or a restitutionarv remedy.
It is contractual in the sense that it enables the representee to escape from
the contract and to set it aside for all purposes. But it can also he char-
acterised as a restitutionary remedy in that, upon its exercise, the claimant
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is entil fed to recover the value of the enrichment 'which the defendant has
received under the contract prior to it being set aside, and the claimant
must in turn make restitution to the defendant for any benefit which
the claimant has obtained at the expense of the defendant. However a
claimant ma y not be satisfied with rescission and may also want com-
pensation for the financial loss which he has suffered.A claim for dtmjjges
does not he ill Contract when the contract has beemi cscj ntJsj but a claim
for damages may lie in toil or under statute and so we must consider the
relationship between these claims.

13.8 Rescission

Rescission is, in piimicij)le, available for all types of m[sreprcsciitnl ion
(suhiect to the discretion of (he court to award dirnages in lieu of rescis-
sion under s.2(2) of tile Misrepresentation Act 1967, see 13.9). R is
however, very important to be clear about the precise meaning of the
word 'rcscission'.Atiyah and'lrcitel (1967) helpfully distin p,uish two types
of rescission. The first t y pe, entitled 'rescission for inki cprcscntation',
arises where the contract is set aside for all pm poses. that is to say, the
contract is set aside both retrospectively and prospectively. 1-leFe the aim
is In restore, as far as I l ossilile. the pill tics to time position which they were
in before they entered into (lie contract and in paiticular to ensure that
the claimant is not unjustly enriched at the defendant's expense. 'flic
second type of rescission, called 'rescission for breach', arises where one
contracting party terminates performance of the contract because of the
breach by the other party. In the latter case the effect of rescission is to
release the [)ill ties from their obligations to perform in the future but the
contract is not trenied as if it had never existed. Therefore rescission for
hreicii dues F2(J1 operate retrospectively (see further Chapter 19). In this
chapter we shall discuss only rescission for misrepresentation.

Rescission does not occur automatically when a misrepresentation is
macIc. Misrepresentation meuders it contract voidable. 'therefore the rep-
resentee can elect either to rescind ui to affirm the contract. If lie decides
to rescind. the emierni rule is that he must bring his decision to rescind
to the notice of' the representor. This can be done in a number of ways:
for example, by seeking a declaration that the contract is invalid, by
1 estoring what he has obtained under the contract or by relying UOfl the
misrepresentation as it to all oil contract (Redgrizi'e v.
Hurd (above)). However, where the rcprcscntor deliberately absconds
and so makes it impossible for the representee to give him notice of his
decision to rescind, then it is sufficient that the represcntcc evidences his
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intention to rescind by sonic overt means, faIlin short of conilnunjcat ion
which is reasonable tii the ciieu [list ance s. So, where a thief persuade an
owner to part with ins car by a fraudulent misrepresentation and the thief
caimol subsequently he traced, the owner can validly r ecind by notify-
ing the police or the Automobile Association (Car and 1.f,iiiersa/ F6ianac'
Co v. Ca/i/ice!! 119651 1 OH 525, hut contrast the Scottish case of MacLead
v. Kerr 1965 SC 253).

Ii crc are, however, certain liniits to the right to rescind. The right to
rescind may he lost by aflirmat jon of the contract b y ( IlL' claimant after
Ile discovered (lie truth, b y the intervention of innocent third paitv ric.lils
wheic the (lord party acted in cood faith and cave consideration, or by
lapse of time ( Leaf v. liitr'r,iathnial Galleries [1 9501 2 K H $6. although
lapse 01 time does not, of itself, bar rescission in cases of fraudulent mis-
repi esentat ion). The principal ground on which the right to rescind may
he lost arises where it is impossible to restore the parties to their pie-
contractual position. A claimant who wishes to recover the value of it
benefit which he has cotiferred upon the defendant oust he prepared to
make restitution to the dcfendant for any benefit which he li:is received
at the expense of the defendant. In other words, it claimant cannot both
get hack what he has parted with and keep what he has received in return.
The aiini of this rule is to ensure that the Clainlant is not unjustl y enriched
as a result of rescission: it does not have as its aim the aoidance of loss
on the part of the defendant (McKenzie v. Ro yal Rank a! (mien/a [I 1R-1]
\C 4S). At common law the courts insisted upon precise restitution, but
the harshness of this rule is 'nitmgaled by the intervciitioii of equit. In

a party who can make substantial, but not precise, restitution can
rescind the contract if lie, returns the subject-matter of the contiact in it
altered form and gives an account of an y profits made throucIl lik use ol
the product together with an allowance for an y deterioration in the
product (Li/anger v. New So,,ibreru P/mo.vp/wte Co (157$) 3 App (is
1218). So, for example, where the claimant has made use of the asset which
he obtained from the defendant under the contract , ti l e elainiaitt obvi-
ouslv cannot return the use which he has made of the chattel but he can
make a money payment to the deleudanit which iepreseiits the use wInch
he has 

made of the chattel Given that almost ally use or alteration to it
product can he valued in muoiiey terms, k may bc that the law should
recognise that, pros ided the claimant is ptepared to restore to the defen-
dant the benefit which he has obtained at the defendant's expense, the
transact ion should be set aside (provided that no other bar to rescission
is applicable on the fads).

We have already noted that the effect of rescission is to set aside the
contract for all purposes. A consequence (if this is that earn/eu fflul
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damages cannot he claimed because the contract has been set aside for
all purposes and so there is no basis for any claim on the contract. But
rescission  may give rise to a personal rest it tit ionary claim. In W/iittin'toji
"Scale-Havoc (1900) 82 LI 49, the claimants took a lease of premises
for the purpose of bleeding prize poultry. lucy wet e induced 10 do so by
representations of the defendant's agent that the l) rcmiscs were in good
sanitar 3' Conlitiii. IJncher the lease, the claimants covenanted to execute
all such works as might he required by the local authority. 'lire premises
were not, however, in a sanitary condition and were in it of clicre-

pair. Ilic water supply was poisoned arid, as a result, the poultry died or
became valueless and the manager of the far iii bccnne ill. iii' local
authority declared the premises unfit for hihitatiw i and rcqriirtt the
claimants to renew the drains. It Was held that ilic claim ants \vei e enti-
tied to an indemnity in respect of the rates which they had paid and the
cost of carrying Out the repairs ordered by the local author ity because
these were obligations which were actually created by the lease. It was
expenditure on their part which resulted in a benefit to the defendant and
lie would have been unjustly enriched had he not been 1CCJL!ire.d to pay
for these benefits when the premises were returned to him. Oil other
hand, [he claimants were not entitled to recovei- in respect of the vallie

Of the lost stock or their loss of P1011t because these were not losses on
Ulcir pat t which resulted in a benefit to the defendant. Such iosss cart, in
P ri nciple, he recovered in a damages action in tort hut, on the facts, 

it chaini
in damages was not available.

13.9 Damages

A contractual cl a i m for danrares does not he for nlisrepresenlatjoii
unless the Jnisrepresejltafion has 1)cen subsequent[) , incorporated into.tlic
contract as it in, ill which case damuage.s call claimed for breach of
contract (see 8.1 and 8.6). But damages may he recoverable in toil wherethe misre p resentation was made fraudulently or negligently. Sections 2(1)
and 2(2) of the Mi srepreseirtatioti Act 1967 also make provision br the
recovery of damapes for misrepresentati on. Provided there is no element
of double recovery, a claimant may rescind and claim damages (except
under s.2(2) of the Misrepreseritttion Act 1967. see below). When con-
siciet ing tile entitlement of a claimant to damages for misrepresentation
it is vital to give separate treatment to each type of Illisreprescrlta(j()r1

Where the misreprcscfllatjn is fraudulent then damages may be
recovered in the tort of deceit. 'l'he aim of all 	 of damages ill
is to put the claimant in the position which he would have been in had
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the tort not been coninutted; that is to say, it aims to protect his reliance
interest. The defendant is also liable for all the damage directly llowinp
from the fraudulent inducement which was not rendered too remote by
the elainiant's own conduct, whether or not the defendant could have
foreseen such consequential loss (Doyle v. 0/b y [1969] 2 QI 15$, as
approved b y the I louse of Loids in Smith NewCauri Securities Ltd

Scriingeoiei Vicke,c (Asset Management) Lea' [1997] AC 214). Lxcmplarv
(or punilivc) damages cannot be recovered for fraudulent misrepresen-
tattoo because there appears to he no case prior to Rookes v. Ba,,ia pd

[19641 AC 1129 in which such damages were awarded (Al? v. South West

Water Services ltd [1993] OU 507). Aggravated damages ma y, however,
be awarded to compensate the claimant for the mini v to his feelings
(Archer v. Brown [1985] OR 401).

In the case of negligent misrep] esentation at common law, the mis-
i epresentor has committed it tort and damages can therefore. he. claimed.
Once again the award of damages seeks to put the claimant in the posi-
tiomi which he would have been in had the tort not been committed. lime
representoi will he liable for all losses which are a reasonabl y foresee-
able consequence of the misrepresentation (The Wagon Moniid (No. I)

[1961] AC 388), Where the mepresentee has also been at fault, the damages
pa yable na y be reduced on the ground of contributor y negligence (Law
Reform ( ( 'onti ibtitory Nee,lie,ence) Act l945,s. I Graii (,elato 1,0 %,. Rich-

cliff (Group) Lid 119921 Ch 560). Punitive damages are not recoverable
(AL? \,. Small Wc. Water Services Ltd (above)).

In the case Of a claim under s.2( 1) of the Misrepresentation Act 1967,

there was initially some controversy relating to the measure of damages
recoverable. Some argued that damages should seek to put the claimant
in the position he would have been in had the representation not been
made (thus protecting the reliance interest), while others argued that
damages should put the Claimant in the position he would have been in
had the represcntation been true (thus protecting the expectation inter-
est). In (;'lI v. 11n1ersmm (above) and ,lari'is v. Sit a, iv Thnr ' [1973] OH

233, Lord Denning appeared to suggest that the measni c of rc(ovcl y was
the expectation measure and this view was followed b y (irahani .t in Watts

v. Spence [1976] ('h 105. But this view has since been rejected and it is
now clear that the ulcavum e of recover is the reliance measure ( J' '1

Iriot l.rd v. Roç'c'c'oii 119 1, 1 1] 2 011 297 and S/iarnev ford Supplies 1,0'.

Barrington Black and Co 1987] Ch 305, 323). It is suggested that this is
the correct approach because, as we have already noted (13.1). promises
and representations ate functionall y different. A representor does not
promise anything: he simply asserts the truth of his statement and invites
reliance upon that statement. It is therefore appropriate that the measure
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of damages should he the i chance measure (see 'I'aylor. 1957). Allhoueli
damages ai c confined to the reliance measure, it must be rciiie III er ed
that damages arc assessed as if the represcillor had been fraudulent
(Roy.scoi i)jest Ltd v. J?oii'rson F 199112 QI 297), so that (lie remoteness
rules applicable are those pertaining to the tort of deceit, not the tort of
negligence. It has also been held that damages payable under s.2( I) may
be reduced oil ground of the representee's contributory negligence
((7ran Celuto Ltd v. Ric/iclif (Group) Lt(/ I 19,)) J Cli 560), althou p, h it
should he noted that Sir Donald Nicholls v-u reached his conclusion ti)
drawing an ana1og' with the tort of negligence. This reasoning does not
appear to he consistent with the approach of the Court of Appeal in
Roseoi where it was held that the appropriate analogy, was with the 101
of deceit. 'Ihe point is an important one b ecause it appears that contrib-
uitorv neghicence is not available as if

	 to an action in deceit (see
A Ilia,,ce and Leicester Building 5ocietr v. /'dge. top f.oI 

(1991] 2 All 1
35), and 50, On the reason iii	 i Roycot, it should not have hceii in issue
in Gram (Jc!ato as a possible defence to the s.2( I) claim.

In cases 01 innocent misrepresentation the traditional common law
rule was that damages were not available. In nocent misrepi esentat on is
not a tort and therefore the onl y remedy was i escission and an indem-
nit In practice the courts tended to mitigate the rigours of this rule.
i'itliu..r by finding that the representation was in fact riot it
M all hut if contractual lei 11) (see further 8.l--5.t), or b y tincling that the
repr esenta t on was enforceable as a 'collateral contract'. The latter tech-
nique can he illustrated by relerence to the case of Dc La.rsalle v. Guild-
ford 1 190 11 2 KB 215. The claimant was induced to enter into it 	 by
an oral statement made hy the defendant that the drains were in good
ordei I he drains wej C lint ill good older but the lease contained no ref-
ercilce to file drains It was held that the defendant's representation NN,as

enforceable as a warranty which was collateral to the lease. ]iiirs there
were two contracts between the partiesThe first one was 1110, written lease
and the second consisted of the oral statement that the drains Were ill
good order, tIre consideration for which was the entry by the claimant into
tIre lease. However, the courts were not able to lincl the existence of such
a collatet rl contract in every case (see IJei(bu, Svinon,v ai i(I Thc/-
lr'(oii ]l 913] AC 30).

lile need to seek out the existence of it collateral contract has been
i educed by s.2(2) of the Misrepresentation Act 1967 which provides that

'where a person has entered into a contract alter a misrepresentation
has been iriade to him otherwise than fraudulently, and lie would he
entitled, by reason of the misrepresentation, to rescind the contract,
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then, if it is claimed ill any p rocceiJniarising out of the contract, that
the contract ought to he or has been rescinded, the court or arbitrator
may declare the contract subsisting and award damages in lieu of res-
CiSSiOn, it of Opinion that it would he equitable to do so, having regard
to the nature of the Inisrepresentatioii and the. loss that would he
caused b y it itthe contract were upheld, as well as to the loss that jescis-
sion would cause to the other party.'

lins the Courts now have a discretion to a\sarcl tiamuages in lien of rescis-
sion ill the case of innocent misrepresentation 'the lollowing points
.should he noted about Q211 be first is that the power to award damages
is discretionary. IN representee has 110 rid!lii to damages, in contrast to
0(1) ssherc damages arc available as of ri g ht. 'ilic second point is that
damages are in lieu of rescission so that it the claimant wishes to rescind
he cannot recover damages as well (although he niav be able to recover
the value of any benefits which he has conferred upon the defendant, see
1 311 'lliiidlv, the discretion which has been conferred upon the cow 

I is

a 'broad one, to do what it is equitable' (per I lollniann ii in U'i/Iiam
.Siiu/all /1/c V. Cani/nuj 'v/ij,e ('nu,ntv (,j/ [I 9) . l1 I WI R It)! 6, 1036).
The coin ts are directed by the wording of s.2(2) to consider the nature of
the misrepresentation the loss that would he caused by the niisrepri' sen-
tation it the contract were upheld and the loss wInch would he caused to
the nnislellresentcil by rescission lint the weight to be altachict] to t liese
factors very much depends upon the facts of (lie case. ihe courts are most
likely to invoke s.2(2) in a case where a representee has been induced by
a misrepresentation to enter into what has turned out to he a had bargain
for him. Such "as the case in Wi//join Si,ula// itself where the value of the
land \vhih the claimants had purchased had dropped drannatical! y invalue and the y alleged that they were entitled to withdraw from the Con-
tact because the defendant had innocently failed to disclose the existence
of a private foul sewer running across the land. On the facts of the case,
the Court of Appeal found that there had been no misrepresentation by
the defendant but, had there been. the y would have exercised their dis-
cretion to grant the claimants damages in lieu of rescission because the
loss caused to the claimants b y the (nelatively insi gnificant) iminucent mis-
represeiltation was trifling in comparison to the loss which (lie defendant
s ould have expei menced had the Contract been rescinded This leads us

on to the fourth problem, which is Lhe measure of damages to be awarded
in lieu of rescission under s.2( 2). ' [his is a difficult issue, 'Ilic measure
should he less than the measure available under s.2( I ) because the rep-
resentor is less culpable. '('he temptation is simply to award the i cpre-
SCiltec Sonic protection for his reliance interest, but the court must
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proceed carefully here because the award of full icliance damages might
have the effect of protecting the representee from his bad bargain, which
tire court has just refused to sanction by its decision riot to grant rescis-
sion. In the event the Court of Appeal in William ,Si,rdall failcd to provide
us with clear guidance on this point. I ioffniann ii thought that damages
under s.2(2) should never exceed a sum which would have been awarded
if the representation had been a warranty, while Evans LJ was of the view
that the correct measure was the contract measure, that is to say, the dif -
ference between the actual value received and the value which the pi op
erty would have had if the representation had been true..'! he position riiav
hr, that clanriages are limited to 1110 loss in value of what is bou g ht tinder
the contract and that daniaecs for consequential loss are not recoverable
(71iô,na.c Witter Ltd v. '113/' Industries Ltd 11996] 2 All ER 573, 591).

The final point relates to the situation where the claimant had the right
to rescind but has lost it, for example because of lapse of time. Does such
a claimant also lose, the right to claim daniage.s under s.2(2)? 'Flie. point is
the subject of a conflict of authority. In j'Iro,nas Wittcr Ltd V jjjp Indus-
tries Ltd (above) Jacob j held that lie does not, provided ( rat lie had a
right to rescind in the past. But in Floods of Qiu'r'nsferrv 1.eI v. Shand
Construction Ltd [2000] BLR 81 Judge Fluniplir ey Lloyd refused to
follow Tlionia,v Witter and stated that loss of the right to rescind has the
consequence that the court has no jt l lj s dlc6011 t i award (lainairs uuclej
s.2. lie arguments are finely balanced (see Beale, 1995). 'he, latter
view is consistent with a literal reading of the subsection, hut ma y he
undesirable in policy terms because it will mean that a claimant who has
lost the right to rescind will, as far as this subsection is concerned, always
go away empty-handed.

13.10 Excluding liability for Misrepresentation

At common law a person could not exclude, liability for his own fraudulent
misrepresentation (,' I'c'arsotr	 Son Ltd V. Dublin Corporation [1 9071 AC
351), but he could exclude liability for negligent or innocent misi epi esen-
tation, although such exclusion clauses were suhject to strict rules r elating
to incorporation and construction (see 9.4 and I1.4--1 1.7)_  However s.3 of
the Misrepresentation Act 1967 (as amended by s.8 of the Unfair ( 'ontract
Terms Act 1977) limits the freedom of the parties to exclude liability for
the consequences of a misrepresentation. It provides that

'If a contract contains a term which would exclude or restrict -
(a) any liability to which a party to a contract may be subject b y reason
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of an y nlisreprescntation made b y him before the conti act was
made; or

(b) any remedy available to another party to the contract by reason of
such a misrepresentation

that term shall be of no effect except in so far as it satisfies the require-
ment of reasonableness as stated in section 11(1) of the Unfair (on-
tract 1 rnts Act 1977; and it is loi - those claiming that the term satisfies
that rcqtiirelnent to show that it does.

lbs Section applies both to I)JIS incss liabilit y and to nun-business liabil-
itv. It should be noted that, once aeain, the Act is drafted in defensive
terms (see II I) so that it attacks attempts to 'exclude or rçstrict' it 'liii-
bih t y ' or a 'remedy'. ('louses which seek to define the duty may therefore
fall outside the scope of the Act, but it is unlikel y that a representor will
he able to evade the clutches of the Act ntcrely by stating that the rep-
rcscnlee rntist sat isty himself as to the correctness of an y statement made
(C'reindean Propertu's v. Nor/i (1977) 244 PG 547; South Western General
Pre#iv Co Ltd v. .iarton (l92) 263 PG IOW, aop	 Wnd	 dker v. Boyle []d
I All ER 631),

Summary

1 A misrepresentation may be defined as an unambiguous false statement of fact (or
possibly of law) which is addressed to the party misled, which is material (altfioiiqti
this requirement is now debatable) and which induces the contract.

2 Mere puffs, statements of opinion and statements of intention are not statements
of fact.

3 A representation does not induce the contract if the representation was unimpor-
tant, the representee was unaware of its existence or did not allow it to affect his
judgment.

4 A fraudulent misrepresentation is made when it is proved that a false representa-
tion has been made (i) knowingly or (ii) without belief in its truth or (iii) recklessly,
careless whether it be true or false.

5 Negligent misrepresentation is actionable at common law whore there is a Hodley
Byrne relationship between the claimant and the defendant, Jhe exisrance of such
a relationship depends upon a number of factors, including the knowledge of [lie
ropresentor, the purpose for which the statement was made and the reasonable-
ness of the reliance by the represontee.

6 Section 2(1) of the Misrepresentation Act 1967 states that where a misropreson
tation has been made by one contracting party to another, the party making the
misrepresentation is liable to the other in damages unless he can prove that he
had reasonable grounds to believe and did believe up to the time that the contract
was made that his statement was true.

7 The principal remedies for misrepresentation are rescission and damages. Rescis-
sion is in principle available for all types of misrepresentation The effect of rescis-
sion is generally to put the parties as far as possible into the position which they
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would have boon in had the contract not been concluded and in particular to ensure
that the claimant is not nnjustly enriched at the defendant's expense.

8 Damages can be claimed for fraudulent and negligent misrepresentation and under
s.2(I) of the 1967 Act. In all cases the measure of damages is the reliance
rrieaSurn. In the case of innocent misrepresentation the court has a discretion to
award damages in lieu of rescission under 8.2(2) of the 1967 Act.

9 The ability of a contracting party to exclude liability for misrepresentation is con-
trolled by s.3 of the Misrepresentation Act 1967 which subjects any term which
purports to exclude or restrict liability or a remedy for misrepresentation to the
reasonableness test.

Exercises

1 What is a misrepresentation?
2 What is a statement of existing fact? Give examples to illustrate your answer.
3 Distinguish 1)(-lWeell fraudulent, negligent and innocent misrepresentation.
4 What are the advantages to a claimant in invoking s.2(1) of the Misrepresentation

Act 1967 rather than the common law of negligent misrepresentation? Are there
any disadvantages?

5 What are the principal remedies for misrepresentation? What is the difference
between damages and an indemnity?

6 Can a defendant exclude liability for raisropresentalion?
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14 Common Mistake and
Frust rat loll.

14.1 Introduction

Parties occasionally ('iitcr nito it contract on the basis of it common
assumption which (he y later discover was false. A hternat ively, e\'ents occur
after the Ioruiiatuon of the contract \\ liieh Were riot vi(hiin the eoflleuii
plition of the parties when they entered into the contract. In tliCSL' cii -
cnriisf iunces, are the parties bound to carr y out their contract. accord inn to
its terms, even thionli the events which have occurred were not within
their contemplation when the entered into the contract? ihe answer to
this question  is that the courts may, in certain circunist ances, release the
Parties from their ohlrations to perform. But it is very important to
utiderStand the basis 01 the intervention of the courts in these cases. liic
basis is not that the pill ties failed to reach agrcermient.']hese eases are not
like the mistake cases which we disenssed at 4.6, where one paitv is claim-
ing relief on the basis that he was mistaken and that mistake nev,atived
his consent and so prevented a contract comine into existence.

lere the parties do actuall y reach agreement and it valid contract is
initiall y concluded. Hut an event occurs which was unforeseen b y the
parties and which destro ys (lie basis upon s hich they entered into (lie
contract. In sLich it ease the courts must decide who bears the risk of such
an unforeseen event (see Swan, 1980). Where the courts intervene to grant
relic! luc y do so on the ground that it is no longer fair cmi just to hold the
parties to their agreement in such radicall y chaniecl and tinforeeeii
ci rc U 01st alice s.

Whete (lie common misapprehension is present a! the date aJ c,ulrv in to
the contract, the contract ma y be set aside on the ground of common (or,
as it is SdoJ1]etunnes called, 'mutual') mistake. On the other hand, where
events have occun red tijie, the niakine of the contract which render per-
lot niance of the contract impossible, illegal or soniethine iaclicallv differ-
ent from that which was in the contemplation of the panties at the time
at Which the y entem ed nto the contract, (lien the contract ma y he dis-
charged on the grottnd of 'frustration' (oil which we generally Tieitcl.
1994).

Common mistake is Often treated separatel y from frustration on the
ground that the latter is concerned with the discharge of a Contract,
whereas mistake relates to the formation of It contract. It is t me that
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mistake relates to events which exist or occur prior to the making of the
contract, and frustration applies to events which occur after the making
of We contract. But there is, in fact, a strong link between these two doc-
trines, as can be seen from a brief analysis of the following case.

In Anialgaiiair'd In rcs!,neir( c Propert y Co Ltd V. John Walker Sons

11 977] 1 WI .R 161 the defendants sold property to the claimants for
£1.7 0,000. The propert y was advertised as he.in g,s uitable for occupation
or redevelopment and the defendants knew that the claimants wished to
redevelop the property In their pre-contract euclwries tire claimants
asked We defendants whether tire pnTedy was designated as a building
of special historic or architectural interest. 'lire defendants rephed that it
was not but, unknown to both parties, officials at the l)epartment of the
Environment had, oil August 1973, unconditionally included the prop-
erty in a list of buildings to he designated as huilclirrrs of special arclri-
tectural or historical interest. The parties signed lIre contract of sale on
25 September 1973. On the lollowing day the Secretar y of Slate wrote to
Me defendants informing theni that the building had been listed and that
We 1 sting would lake effect the next day when signed by the Secretary
Of State.. The effect of the listing was to cause the value of the property
to drop by £ I ,500,00h0 to approximately £200,000.

In these eircunistarrees, tire clainrants sought to ha'.c the contract set
aside. They argued that the contract should be set aside on 'I till of
mistake or, alternatively, that the contract was Ii ustraed by dic listing of
the building. But into which category did the case fail.' If the listing took
effect before the coriti act was signed on 25 September 1973 the eround
on which the claimants sought relief was common mistake. but, if the
listing took effect after the contract had been signed on the 25th, the
P round upon which relief was sought was frustration. 1 he Court of Appeal
held that the building diii not become a listed building until it was signed
by the Secretary of State on 27 Septeurher. 'ihc ground on which relief
was sought was therefore. frustration. But tire court held that tire contract
was not frustrated because the claimants knew of the risk that the build -
rigs could he listed, as was evidenced by their pie-contract enquiries and
it was it which they had to bear. 1112 listing of the building was riot
an unforeseen event which rendered tilL p.' formance of the contract
sorurethirrg radically different from that which had been contemplated by
the parties (see 14.10).

'linis case demonstrates that there is a strong relationship between
common mistake and frustration, The point at issue in the case was: who
should bear the risk of the listing of the huiidirrg? Whether the case is
treated as one of comninon mistake or frustration, the issue is exactly the
Same, in the remaining sections of this chapter we sliaH give separate
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reatinent to We doctrines of common mistake and frustration, and con-
clude b y identify ing the relationship between the two doctrines

14.2 (olInhlon Mistake

\Vliei e the mistake is Common to both parties, the parties have reached
agreement, but that a g reement is based upon a fundamental mistaken
assumption. In such a case the court may nullify the consent of the parties
and set aside the contract wlndi they concluded, lie lcadinr case on
common mistake is Bell v. Lci'i', ltrot/u'r,v lid 	 )32J AC I l. l'he defen
dants, Hell and Snelhint enter cd into a conti act "All claimants under
sdiicli the y agreed to serve fur live y ears as chairman and viL'e-cliairma!l
I espect ively of a sulisidiai-y colnpilnv of the claimants. One of ti l e. terms
of their agreements was that they must not make an y private profit
for themselves, by doinp, business on their own account, while working for
the subsidiary. But Be defendants, unknown to the claimants, did engage
in business on their own account and (lid not disclose their profits to the
claimants, the claimants later decided that they wished to terminate the
defendants' contracts because 01 a reorganisation of their business. So
the y entered into compensation agreements with the defendants wider
which the y acm ecd Lu pay Hell £30,000 and Snelling £20.t)t)tt in exchange
for their consent to the termination of their service agreements, After the
money had been paid, the clainianis (hiscovered the breaches b y the defen-
dants of their service agreements 'the significance of the hi'eaches by the
defendants was that they would have entitled the claimants to terminate
the Service a g reements without the payment of any compensation In
these circniiistances the clainiants sought to recover the money which
they had paid to the defendants. A crucial Nature of the ease was the
finding of the jumy that, svlien they entered into the compensation agree-
ments, file defendants had forgot ten about their breaches of (hilly. the
pam tics therefore entemed into the compensation a recmcnts uniter a
conimnon nmistake that the service agreements were sal id when the y were,
ill fact, voidable,

'1 lie I louse of Lords held, by a majority of three to two, that the
Ll,inamit could not recosei tile m e Lordon y, ord Atkin and Lord Thanker-
toll held that the mistake was not sufficiently fundamental to avoid the
Contract. Ord I3laneshurgh held that the claimants could not recover
because the y had not pleaded common mistake, but he also expressed his
'entire accord' with the judgments of Lord Atkin and Lord hiiankerton.
The test established b y the majority was well expressed b y Lord Thanker-
ton s lien he said that the cwnmun mistake must 'relate to something
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winch both [parties] must necessarily have accepted in their minds as an
essential clement of the subject matter'. Yet, even applvine, this test, why
was the claimants' mistake not fundamental'? '[fey had paid £50,000 to
tIme dch'ndants, which in 1929 must have been ii colossal mm of nioney.
vlieii they couldhave dismissed (hem wilhout paying an y compensation.

The answer to tins question is not entirel y clear. A partial answer is that
tile I louse of Lords did not want to lay down a principle which would
enable parties to escape from what was merely a bad bargain. They
wanted to hold men to their hariains and to eniphasise the exceptional
nature of the jurisdiction of the court to set aside a contract on the ground
of mistake. But wh y (lid they not recognise that this was, in fact, such an
exceptional ease'? Alter all, the claimants had made. a spectacular mistake.
But it closer analysis of the facts sueeests that time mistake may not have

been as significant as it appears at first sight. It seems that the claimants
were very anxious to carry through [lie rcomganisa(ion and to secure the
defendants' consent to the termination of their service agreements. 'I'his
anxiety and urgency suggested to the majority of their Lordships that the
claimiiin is might have entered into thìe same. agreements, even if the y had
known of the defendants' breaches of dut y Since. it was for the claimants
to establish that the mistake was a lunclamuemital one, the existence of such
a doubt was fatal to their claim (see the useful analysis of Bell adopted
by Steyn .1 in /1 sc(uwa'il Japoiu'o' Patti.: (fliferPt(/(j(J,m(l) lid v. (rcdit (In

I 9 1 I \V 1, 	 25 ).

Ncvem thelcss. it limst be said that the test adopted by the majority is it

relatively open-textured one and 01,'11 it call 	 of varying interpreta-
tions. This is demonstrated by the judgments lit Bell itself because the
niinori ty. Lord Warn ngt on and Lord H ailshani, held that the claimants'
mistake mi'a.r sufficiently fundamental to avoid the contract. In the fol-
lowing sections (14.3-11.6), we shalt seek to ascertain the circ6mstanccs
in which the courts have lickl it 	 mistake to be sufficiently I LIII-

daniental to avoid a con( i act.

14.3 Mistake as to the Existence of the Subject-mailer of
the Contract

."\ mistake ma y be suUmciently lundamenital to avoid a contract where both
panics are mistaken as to the existence of the subject-matter of the con-
tract. For example, in Gallowa y \ Gallowa y (1914) 3011 .R 531 the defen-
dant, assuming his wife to he dead, married the claimant. The defendant
and the claimant later separated and entered into it

	 of separation
under which time defendant promised to pay a weekly allowance to the
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claimant. 1 lie defendant subsequently discovered that his In S t wile was
still alive and fell into arrears. When the claimant sued to recover the
ai nears it was held that she could not do so because the sepai ation agree-
mciii was void on the ground that it was entered into under the eoiirnion
mistake that the parties were, in fact, married.

Greater difficulties arise in the ease of a contract for the sale of non-
existent goods. Section 6 of the Sale of Goods Act 1979 provides that

'where there is a contract for the sale of specific goods, and the eoods
without the knov!edic of the seller have perished at the time when the
contract is made, tile contract is void,

'[his section was thought to give effect to the decision of the I louse of
I .ords ill (.'oritriru'rv. IIa.rtu' (I 556) 5 ElI 1' 673. 'I he parties entered into
a contract for' tIre sale of a cargo 01 corn, which was believed to be in
transit from Salonica to the 1 T nited Kingdom. BLIt, belore the contract
was made arid unknon to both parties, the coin had deteriorated to such
air that the master of tire ship sold it. The seller ar g ued that the
bu yer nernaineci liable for the price of the corn beeaue lie had houigfit air
In terest in the adventure' or such li g hts as the seller had under the ship

ping documents. 1-he 1 louse of I .ords rejected the seller's argument,
licldrnig that the subject-niatter of the contract was not the rights of the
seller under the slnpping documents hut the corn and that, since the corn
did not exist, there was a total failure of coll"idel-atioll and the hu'er Was
not liable to pa y the price But the precise legal basis of tire decision of
the []()rise of Lords in Coiaurir,- has been the subject of some debate and
controvers y anion" law yers. We shall now consider the principal inter-
pft'tations which have been placed upon Couturier.

The first interpretation is that a mistake as to the existence of the
subjeet-riratter- of a contract inevitably renders it contract void. 'l'hk
appears Ii,) be the interpretation placed upon Couturier b y the di afismari
Of section 6 of the Sale of Goods Act 1979. I-Iowevc'r the word 'mistake'
Was not used in any of the judgments in (oiuurier. The Court Was
pally concerned with the constroctiori of tire contr;iet arid the questioni
whether the consRleratioil had totall y failed 'lite court did not establish
such an all-embracing proposition.

The second interpretation, adopted b y l)cnning Li in .SII1' v. Butcher
[1950] 1 K H 671, 691, is that the contract iii Couturier was void because
there was an implied condition precedent that the contract was capable
of performance. Iii Couturier the parties proceeded upon the assuniptioni
that the goods were capable of bein g sold when, in fact, the y were not
and the effect of the implied condition precedent was to render the
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contract void. The difficulty with this interpretation is that it does not
tell us when, or on what basis, the corn (S will imply such a condition
precedent.

The third interpretation is that the question whether or not a contract
is void depends upon the construction of the contract. Such an interpre-
tat ion was placed upon Couturier by the Hi g h Court of Australia in
McRae v. Commonii'ealth Disposals Commission (1951) 84 ( LIZ 377. In
this rather bizarre case the defendants purported to sell to the clitiniants
the wreck of a tanker which was lying o il Jourmand Reef and was said
to Contain oil.'Ilic claimants embarked upon an cxpccliticin in an attempt
to salvage time vessel hut rio tanker was found and, indeed, no such tmmmkcm
had ever existed. Ihe claimants succeeded in their action for damages for
breach of contract. The defendants had argued that there could be no lia-
bility for breach of contract because time alleged contract was void osvinm'
to the non-existence of time subject-maitci of the contract. This aigurnent
was rejected by the court oil 	 ground that the defendants had promised
that such a tanker was in existence and they were liable for breach of that
promise. Couturier was distinguished oil ground that there the parties
had entered into the contract under the shared assumption that the eul ii
was still in existence and could be sold by the seller; that assumption
proved to be unfounded and the contract was held to be void. But in
McRae, the defendants had act uahly prouiiistd that time, tanker was in exis-
tence. Iley had assumed the risk of the lion-existence of time tanker and
for the breach oh their pi omise they weic held liable in damages.

But would an luglish court follow McRae? It seems clear that it is fac-
tually distinguishable from Couturier for the reasons already given. The
result in MeRne seems perfectly just because (lie defendants assumed lime
risk of the non-existence of the tanker and the effect of the decision was
to place that risk upon the defendants. in policy terms there is little doubt
that MeRac should be followed. The difficulty lies in reconcilim.1, McRae
with the wording of section 6 of the Sale of Goods Act 1979 (above).
Section 6 does not provide an insuperable obstacle, however, becaLiSe
it call argued that a case such as McRae is not caught by the actual
woi ding of section 6 since the tanker neveu existed and therefore it could
not have. 'perished'. On this interpretation only contracts for the sale of
goods which once existed but have since perished would he governed by
section 6. Contracts for the sale of goods which never existed would
not be caught by section 6 but would instead be governed by the more
flexible approach adopted in McRae. But such a distinction has little to
commend itself in policy terms.

Alternatively, it could be argued that section 6 is only a rule of con-
struction which can, in a case such as McRae, be ousted by proof of
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contrary intention (see Atiyah, 1957). 'Ilic difliculi v with this argument is
that inaiiv sections of the Sale of Goods Act 197 1) explicitl y state that they

C subject to contrary atZreclnLnt but tiici e is 110 such pIOVisiofl ill Section
6. ]'inailv, it could he ariued that. a1tIiouili the main contract in a case
such as McRae is void, the defendants could be hahie to the eta innuits

under a collateral contract, the terms of which would be that the tanker
was in existence. IliL' Consideration provided b y the claimants would be
the entry into the void contract. It is doubtful whether entry into a void
contract can constitute consideration (but see •Strongnua,u (1945) 1.1(1 v.

11955) 2 013 525 and see flue more flexible approach to consul-
L'uaOon adopted ill Vil/jo,,uv V. Roffe%' Rros. &Nicholls (Ciit,ioi.v) Ju/

1991) 1 Ql I. see 5.11). I ven if the consideration liutcile could be oveu -
come, such a solution would he incler';unt and horribl y autilIcial. iIie con-
tortions which are retuired to evade section 6 and to achieve a
satisfactory solution in a ease such as McRae sueucst that Lnclish cull)-
tract law would be radically improved by the reform of section 6 of the
Sale of ( mod- Act 1979.

14.4 Mistake as to Identity of the Sub ject-matter

A mistake as to the identity of the subject-matter of the coiutiact may be
sulliciently ttulduI)1Cntai to avoid a contract if both parties tluoua,ht that
OWN' were dealing with one thin g when ill fact the y were dcalme with
another. '[here is no Fuglislu case (In this poini (hut see the discussion in
tile ('auiadian case of I)ia,iioi,u/ v, /3rjtjs/, Columbia 11u)rvug/ibred Breed-

crc' Societ y (1966) 52 1)1 1?. (2d) 146).

14.5 Mistake as to the Possibility of I'erlthmiiiug
the Contract

A mistake may he suf6cicntly fundamental to avoid a contract \v here both
par tics believe that tile Contract is capable of being performed when, in
tact, it is not. Professor 'l'icutcl (1999) helpfully divides these cases into
three categories.

[he first cateory is physical impossibilit y. Iii Slieiklu R,other.s 1I v.

Oeh.oier [1957] A( ' 136, the appellants granted to the respondents it

licence to enter and cut sisal growing on their land and ill return the
icspondenls agreed to deliver to the appellants Sh tons of cut sisal Pei
month. Unknown to both parties, the land was incapable of prodtleulg an
average of 50 toils of sisal per month throughout the term of the licence.
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The Privy Council lielil hat the contract was void because the mistake of
the parties related to a matter which was essential to the agreement and
neither pai-ty had assumed the risk of the land being incapable of pro-
ducing such a yield.

The second type of impossibil i ty is legal impossibility, that is to say, the
contract provides for something to be done which cannot, as it

	 of
law, be done, in Cooper v. Phi/hs (1867) LIZ 2 HL 149, the appellant
agi eed to take a lease of a salmon fishery which both partit's believed to
be the properly of the respondents. It WaS subsequently discovered that
the appellant, as the tenant in tail, was the owner of the lishcr The eon
tiact was set aside oil 	 ground that the contract wac legally incapable
of performance because the appellant WaS already the owner of the
fishery.

The third type of mipussibi I tV is commercial impossibility. In Griffith
v. Brvn,er (1903) 19 TI R 434, the parties entered into it contract for the
hire of it room for the purpose of viewing the coronation procession of
Edwaid VII. The procession was cancelled because of the illness of
Edward VII. hlic parties had concluded their contract at 11 am but,
Unknown tI huth parties, the decision to operate on Edward VII wits
taken at i() am. it was held that tile contract was void because the mistake
of the parties went to tile root or the heart of their agreement. Although
the contract was still phvsicaIl and legally capable of performance, tl)('
cancellation ol the procession had undermined the commercial object of
the contiact.

14.6 Mistake as to Qualify

A mistake as to the qualit y of the subject-niatter of the contract may be
SLituiciently t undaiiiental to avoid it contract. But the courts are extrenielv
I eluclant to conclude that a mistake as to quality renders a contract void,
as can he seen front V. Lever Brothers itself (see 14.2). A further dif-
ficulty is created b y the fact that the cases are not easy to reconcile. A
brief account will he given of Sonic of the leading cases and then an
attempt will be made at Some reconciliation.

Iii Leaf V. l,iler	 w,ia(nal Galleries 11950) 2 KB 86. the Court of Appeal
stated that a contract for the sale of it picture would not be set aside on
the ground of mistake if both parties entered into the contract erro-
neously believing the picture to he a Constable. In Harrison and Jones v.
Burton and Lancaster [1953] 1 OR 646, the parties entered into a contract
for tile sale of a particular brand of kapok which was believed to he pure
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kapok tvherl\ in Set, it also contained some hi ush cotton which made
A a COiiliilerciiIty inferior product. It \V5 held that the mistake was not
sufficiently fundamental to avoid the cciiltrac't. In (.)si'ar Gluts Ltd v.
tVil(iams 119571 1 W1..R 370 (see 8.4) both parties entered into a contract
[or the We of a car tinder the belief that the car was a 1948 model when
in fact it v.as a 1939 niodel, Once a g ain the mistake was not sufficiently
fundamental to as oicl the contract. Finall y , in Solle v. Butcher [1950] 1 K13
671. the defendant agreed to lease a flat to the claimant for seven years
at an annual rental of 125111c parties entered into this agreement under
the mistaken assumption that the flat was free from rent control. When
MC claimant chmsecivered that the flat was subject to rent control and
that the rent payable under time legislation was only £140, he sought to
recover the rent which he had overpaid. 'the defendant conuterelainmed
At rescission of the lease on the ground of mistake. 'Fhic Court of Appeal
held that the landlord was entitled to set aside the lease on terms (on
which see 141) but the ratio of the ease is not easy to diseci n because the
judges all took different approaches. Jenkins m dissented on the ground
that the mnktake was one of lass', not fact, and it mistake of lass' at that time
did not emitilhi' the lanihlord to set aside the lease (althou g h toda y a
mistake of bmw would entitle the landlord to seek relief: see Kleinms'ori
ltuim.vo,t Ltd v. l.tncol,m C Y Council [199912 AC 349). Deniiint ii held
that the contract was valid at l:itv but voidable in equitv.The judgment of
Kucknill 1,1 is more difficult. lie held that the landloid was entitled to set
aside the lease on time ground that 'there was a mutual mistake of No on
N matter of fundamental importance, namely, as to the identit y of the flat'.
Some have concluded that Buck nih i . j was of the view that the contract
was void at lass', but that view cannot he reconciled with tile fact that
Hueknill i..m agreed with Denning ii as to the terms on which the We
was to be set aside. H ad the lease been void at law, the court could not
have set it aside on terms in equity (see 14,7). Although the matter is not
We from doubt, it is suggested that Solle can best he understood as a case
in which the lease was valid at law but voidable in equity. One particu-
kirk' noteworth y feature of Siic' is that Lord I )cnniiig clearl y svishmecl to
restrict the scope of the doctrine of comrmlon mistake at las',' because of
the drastic effect which nullity has both for tIle parties tiienmselves and tim
ilniseelit tfur(l parties (sec 46).

On the basis of these cases it would appear to be extremely difficult. it
not impossible, to establish that a common mistake as to quality renders
a contract void. But there are cases in %fich a mistake as to qualit y has
been held to be sufficiently fundamental to avoid the contract. ( )mie such
case is .ceott v. Coo icon 11 903] 2 Ch 249, A contract for the sale of a life
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assurance policy was held 10 he void when, unknown to both parties, the
assured had died and 111L , value of the policy had consequently increased
from £460 to £777. Secondly. in Nicholson and Venn v. Smith-Marrjo
(1947) 177 LI' 189, the defendants put up for auction table napkins 'with
crest of Charles I and authentic property of that monarch'. In reliance
Upon this description, the claimant bought the napkins for £787. It was
later discovered that the napkins were Georgian and were worth only
£105. Flallet i held that the claimant was entitled to damages for breach
of contract but he also held that the claimant could have avoided the con-
tract oil ground of mistake. lire ant liurity of this case has been weak-
cried, however, by doubts cast upon its correctness by I Mining U in Salle
V. Butcher (above).

I-low call cases be reconciled? The general test can he identified
reasonably easily. As I .ord 'Iliankerton stated in Bell v. Lever Brothers
(above), the mistake of the parties must relate to an 'essential and inte-
gral element of the subject matter' of the contract. The difficulty lies in
applying that test to the facts of any given case. Professor Treitel (1999,
p.267) has put forward the following lest: imagine that you call the
par ties, immediately after they made the contract, what its subject-matter
was. If, in spite of the mistake, they would give the right answer the con-
tract is valid at law'. Such a test works satisfactorily in most cases and
helps explain the difference between cases such as Oscar Chess and
Nicholson and Venn. Bitt it does not appear to explain i.eaJ where the
parties woLild surely have said that thev were purchasing a c:oiistahlc and
not simply a picture.I'rcjtci concedes this point, but counters that the dicta
in that case are not conclusive because the claimant 'did not claim that
the contract was void', it is also difficult to apply this test to Scott where
it is arguable that the parties would have given the correct answer, namely
an insurance policy. Although this test cannot reconcile all the cases, it
does provide some useful guidance in considering whether a mistake as
to quality relates to all 	 and integral clement of the subject
matter of the contract',

14.7 Mistake in Equity

As ca ll
be seen froni our discussion of (lie case law (14.3-14.6), the dcci

sion of the House of Lords in Bell v. Lever Brothers Lid has given birth
to an extremely narrow doctrine of common mistake in English law. Such
a restrictive approach can be justified on the ground that it promotes cci -

tainty and protects innocent third party rights. But the narrow approach
adopted in Bell has since been 'supplemented by the more flexible doe-
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trine of mistake in equity' (per Step i in Associated iizpwu'se Rank (Inter-
nwional) Ltd v. (.'rdit du No,1 11 989] 1 WI R 25). A more flexible doc-
trine of mistake in equit y has flourished since Re/I because Hell has been
intetpretcd as an authority on the scope of nustake at Law and not on
mistake in equit y. But (lie relatiorisirip hetwecn irristake. at law and
mistake in equity is an uneas y one. indeed, if the Ilouse of I ..ords in 1)('//
had believed that there was a wider equitable jilliSdictior i to grant relict
in cases of mistake, it is difficult to understand why no reference was made
to such a jurisdiction. A thouch the leadingcases on the scope of mistake
in equit y are now of respectable antiquity (for example, s,11(, v. /Juricliei
was decided in 1949). the House of 1-olds has never had the opportunity
to consider the nelationship between the principles established in Hell arid
the equitable jurisdiction which has been developed since /'ll. But the
relationship has been considered by judges in tic lower coarts and the
Clearest rationalis:utiori of the Cases has been provided by Ste y n i in Asso-
ciated Jjiai'.r' Rank (lriteirrafiwra/) 1M1 V. Credit du Nord (above). Steyn

stated that a court must tirst decide whether the contract is void at
common law, it it is void, then no ques[kni of mistake in equity arises.
Hut, if the contract is valid at law, then the court must consider \Vhetllen
the contract can be set aside in equity. 'lhc role of the equitable doctrine
is therefore a supplementary one, designed to mitigate the hardships
caused by the strict approach adopted at law.

Mistake in equit y differs in three major respects from iiiistakc at law.
The first is that the scope of the doctrine is wider (see Cartwright, 1987h).
In .'uile v. Hotelier (above) Denning 1.1 stated that the mistake must be
'funul:inrcntal' and that We party seeking to set Be contract aside irrust
not himself be 'at fault'. Hut he also asserted that the court has power to
Set aside a contract which is valid at law 'whenever it is of the opinion
that it is umieonsek_'rrtious for Be other party to avail himself of the legal
advantage Well he has obtainicd'. Subsequent cases do not appear to
support the proposition that 'umrconscientiousness' is the basis of the
court's jurisdiction to intervene: nather, they sugest that the mistake must
he 'substantial, although it need not be so fund;iinenlat as to render the
contract void at law. 'l\vo cases help illustrate the scope 01 tire equitable
doct liii e.

The tiNt is (,' i'5t v. Bailey 1967] ('h 42, in which the dekirdant con-
tracted to sell piolierty to tile claimant for .1S50 'subject to the existing
tenancy thcreof'. At the time tire agreement was concluded, both parties
believed that the property was in the occupation of a protected tenant.
When the defendant discovered that the protected tenant had died, he
refused to complete and sought rescission of the contract. The property.
with Vacant possession, was worth f2250. Goff j set aside the contract in
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equity. The second case is Macce v. J'e/Inine Insurance Co 11969] 2 Q13
507. 'lucre the Court of Appeal set aside an insurance company's corn-
pi oroi.se of a claim winch had been entered into by both parties in the
belief that the policy was binding when, in fact, it was voidable oil
gi ound of innocent misrepresentation.

'Ihese decisions are questionable on two grounds. The first is that they
do not sit easily with Bell v. Lever Brothers (above), it is particularly dif-
fic ult to distinguish between Magee and Bc/I v. Lever Brothers (and Winn
ii dissented in Magee o il this ground). In both cases the
claimants paid out in the belief that thete was a valid contract between
themselves and the defendants when the contract was, in fart, voidable:
in Alarc'e the clairnan Is recovered, in Bell they did not, if Magee is indeed
correctly decided, it is hard to resist the inference that the claimants in
Bell would have reco ered if the y had pleaded mistake in equity. Yet if
their Lordships in Bell had thought that the claimants woold have Won
had they brought their claim in equity, surely they would have said so?
Here we see the potential of equity to undermine the common law rules
and, indeed, the decision in fit!! itself. This inconsistency must be laced
up to directl y. it is no longer sufficient simply to refer to the historical

division between law and equity as if that is a justification in itself. It is
not. FLislon of law and equity took place over lOt) years ago and English
la should now develop a uniform set of rules to define the circuintancrs
in which a contract call 	 set aside on the ground of common mistake.

'Ilic second point o il 	 Grist and Magee are open to criticism is
that ill cases (he court concluded that the mistake was substantial
on rather flimsy evidence. It callbe argued that the vendor i ll Grist and
the insurance company in Magee entered into bad bargains on the basis
of inadequate information and then invoked mistake iii equity to relieve
them from the consequences of their own imprudence. As Hoffmann i .

1

observed in William Sindall p/c v. Canibrjc/evJzjre Comm? Council [199-il
I WLR 1016, 1035, the Court of Appeal ill did not 'advert to the
question of contractual allocation of risk' and he was 'not sure' that the
decision 'would have been the same' if they had. 'J'herc is a strong case
for saving that the coun Is have gone too far in equity. It is understandable
that the courts, when exercising their equitable jurisdiction, should wish

to avoid the perceived hardships created by the narrow doctrine of
common mistake at law, but they must also be careful that their relaxed
apju oach in equity does not give rise to hardship by enabling fools to
escape the consequences of their own folly (see Clarion Ltd v. National
Provideiji Institution [2000] 2 All ER 265, 281-282).

The second difference between mistake in equity and mistake at law is
that mistake ill 	 renders a contract voidable and not void, so that
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NN-lien a contract is set aside on the troLlnd of mistake iii equity, ilinocerit
third part V rights can be protected. The third difference is that in equity
the courts have greater i eniedial flexibility because they can set aside th
contract on terms'. Thus, in Grist v. BoiIcy (above) (he contract was
set aside on terms that the defendant should give to the claimant an
opportunity to purchase the property for a proper vacant possession
price , (see too the terms on which the lease was set aside in So/lc s.
Butcher), Despite its dubious legitimacy and the rather liberal way in
which it has sometimes been applied, mistake in equit y is generally
regarded nsa useful, flexible supplement to Conmnion law mistake
(aulthou'.h •' pracil utjhty does not detract from time need to develop
a unifom mu set of rules).

14.8 Frustration

A contract can onl y he set aside omi the ground of common mimistake
where the parties were labouring under the mistake at the Limc,-it which
the y entered into the contract. I Jntorcseeri events which o ...in alter
the contract has been concluded cannot form the basis of a claim for
relief on the ground of mistake, but, in such a situation, a court may
hold that the contract has been discharv,cd b y operation of the doct 0 ic
of frustration. A contract is frustrated where, (liter the contract was con-
cluded, events occur which make performance of time coot met impossible.
illegal or something radically different from that which was in the
contemplation of the pal-ties at the time they entered into the contract.
A contract which is discharged on the ground of frustration is hrouhI
to an end automatically by the operation of a mule of law, in c'.pcctive
of the wishes of the parties (11rr Mu/li v. Cheoimg 'iiie LV ( o 11 9201
AC 497).

It has been argued (14.1) that the principal difference between
common mistake and frustration relates to the ttnm€' at wli ich the misap-
prehension or unforeseen es cmii occurs. Yet it must be conceded that the
time at which tile nusapprehemision or unforeseen event occurs does have
significant consequences; that is to say, it is easier to discover the true facts
at the moment of entr y into the contract than it is to foresee future events.
Therefore it is to he expected that a court will bL readier to discharge a
contract on the ground of frustration than it will be to avoid a contract
on the ground of mistake.. But when one looks at the cases, that expeeta
than is not clearly fultiltcii because the dod i inc of frustration prescritIN
operates within very narrow confines. What is it that explains the teluc-
ance of the courts to invoke the doctrine of frustration?
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14.9 Frustration, Force Majenre and Hardship

It is suggested that I hci C are two principal reasons which help explain liii'
reluctance of the courts to invoke the doctrine of frustration. The first is
that the courts (10 not want to allow the doctrine to act as an escape route
foi a party for wlioni the contract has simply become a bad bargain. The
attitude of the modern courts was well suninied up by Lord Roskill when
he said that the doctrine of frustration was 'not lightly to he invoked to
relieve contracting parties of the normal consequences of imprudent bar-
gains' (Yin' Ncnw [1 952J AC 724, 752). An example of this approach at
work is provided by the ease of I)aei,v Contractor) Ltd v. Forclia,,i UDC
[19561 AC 696.'Ilic claimant contractors agreed to build 79 houses for the
defendants for £94,000. The work was scheduled to last for S months but,
owin g to shortages of skilled labour, the voi k took an extra 14 months
to complete and cost £115,000. ihe claimants, in an attempt to recover a
SUM of money in excess of the contract price, argued that the contract had
been frustrated.'Ihei argument was rejected b y the House of Lords. Lord
Radcliffe staled that it was not

'hardship or inconvenience or material loss itself which calls the prin-
ciple of frustration into play. There must be. as well such cliinie in
the significance cd the obligation that the thilli, undei taken would, if
performed, be a different thing from that contracted for.'

1)avis can be said to he the paradigm example of a bad bargain.
The deal had undoubtedly turned out to be a poor one for the claimants
bu t the courts refused to rescue them. The decision may seem Itaish
but, had it gone the other way, it would have created a new principle
of uncertain ambit, which would have denied to the defendants the fruits
Of the good deal which they had negotiated. The haidship which
Davis possibly creates is moi c than offset by the clear rule which it estab-
lishes and the signal which it gives to contracting parties that the courts
will not lend their assistance to a party who is looking for a wa y out of a
bad bargain. So 6 ustratiijn can be invoked only where the supervening
event rnIicalIy or fill damental/v changes the nature of performance:
it cannot he invoked simply because 	 forjiiance has become more
on ero us.

The second reason for the narrowness of the doctrine of frustration
is that we all know that the future is uncertain; prices may suddenly
increase, inflation may rise, labour disputes break out. Contracting parties

are expected to foresee many such possibilities when entering into a con-
tract and guard against them in the contract. Contracts today often make
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provision for(or (lie impact of unexpected events upon contractual pci for-
mance. A clause which is frequently emplo yed for this purpose is known
as a 'force nlajcur c' clause. In ( Iiwiiiel Island l'', ries Ltd v.Aealink UK
Lid [1988] I Lloyd's Rep 323, the contract between the parties contained
the following force iiiajcurc clause:

'A party shall not he liable in the event of non-fulfilment of any oblig-
ation arising under this contract by reason of Act of God, disease,
strikes, Lock-Outs, lire, and any accident or incident of any nature
beyond the control of the relevant. party.'

Mother clause Nvh&h is often found in commercial contracts is kims a as
:i 'hai (Iship clause'. Such a clause will generall y define what constil tiles
'hardship' (usually of 

all economic variety) and will la y down a pioeedure
to be adopted by the pat ties in the c ciii of such hardship occuri ini. ( cii-
erall y the clause Will impose an obligation on both parties to use best
endeavout S to iencgotiate the contract in good faith ill attempt to alk'
vi:tte the hardship which has arisen (although note in this context the dil-
ictihies which the decision of the House of Lords in (Va/laid \'.Alfle

1199212  AC 128 (discussed at 4.1) might create' for the enforceability of
such an obligation to renegotiate). A further type of clause Which is often
found in commercial contracts is an 'intervener clause'. Such a cliiuc i'
similar to a'liardshi 1 i clause' except that it gives to a third party (the 'inter-
vener') the authority to i esolve. the dispute which has arisen between the
parties. Intervener clauses are regularly employed as a saw-lion to b
invoked in the event of the parties I lieniselves failing to negotiate I heir
sviv out of a hardship event.

What advantares can be obtained b y the u'c of such clauses'! It is SUL-

gested that there arc a number of advantages (see McKendrick, 10Y).
l'ltc first is the pi ovision of a degree of certainty. It is often difficult to
know whether or not a contract has been frustrated. To all this
lmcei taint y can be reduced b y the parties agreeing a list of events which
are to constitute force majeure oi hardship e.vcnts.'l he second is that frus-
tration operates within very nariosv limits (bolli in terms of the events
%\hich constitute frustratin g events iid the s\lch]t of doctrines such as self
induced Iitistritt j on which deny to a party the ability to arene that the
contract was ft ustrated .see 14-16)- On tile cithet hand, force majeure and
hardship clauses give to the parties the opportunity, should they want to
avail themselves of in to agree that a wider class of events shall constitute
force majcure or hardship events. 1r example, an Unexpected increase
in priec. does tot constitute a frustrating event (see Davis Contractors
V. lore/jam UDC (above)) but it is not uncommon for a commercial
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contract to state that aC a bnoinial  increase in prices and wages' shall con-
Stitute a force majcurc event.

The third advan tage is that the parties can make provision for the
coiisc1 Of the occurrence of a force majcurc or hardship event.
F] ustration operates too drastically because it terminates the contract,

illespective of the wishes of the parties (see 14.8). Very often the parties
want to continue theit relationship but to adapt the terms to meet the
new situation, 'this cannot be done under the doctrine of frustration But
force majen Ic clauses often provide for it of Suspension of the con-
tract (to allow more time for performance or to enable the parties to wait
for the Supervening event, such as had weather of it strike, to subside)
More resoi ting to (lie more drastic remedy of terniinatioii, I Iai dship and
intervener clauses are particularly well suited to contracting parties who
wish their re]atiommsl ilf) to continue through changing circunlslances, 'Ilie
remedial rigidity of the doctrine of frustration Contrasts unfavourably
with the flexibility which call 	 obtained by drafting an appropriate force
niajeure or hardship clause.

It is suggested that the ability of contracting parties to make such pro-
vision in their contracts has had a significant impact upon the develop-

ment of the doctrine of frustration indeed, at one point in its history.
Supervening or unforeseen events were not regarded as an excuse for
non -pci fom mnance because the parties could provide against such ac ci-
dents ill thuil conti act. Once a party had assumed all he was
'hound to make it good' (Pa,'adi,ie v. lane (1647) Aleyn 26,27), 'I'his abso-
lutist approach was gradually relaxed during the latter half of the nine-
teenth century and, commencing with 

Taylor v. Ca/dwell (1863) 3 B & S
826 and culminating in cases such as Jackson V. Union Marine Insurance
Co Lid (1874) 1 .R 10 CT 125 and Krell v. Henry I 1903] 2 KR 740, the
courts developed a wider role for the doctrine of frustration and it became
significantly easier to invoke the doctrine. Today, the courts have teverled
to it mote restrictive approach and it is rare to find frustration being
pleaded successfully. For this reason, contracting parties frequently
include force majeure and hardship clauses in their contracts so that they
can allocate the risk of the OCCUlT e l I CC of sLichi unforeseen events (see
furthem 14.16). It is often said that En glish law does not encourage the
adjustment of hamgains in the event of contractual performance becom-
ing Inure onej ous. 'this is not entirely accurate. 'The issue should not be

seen as whether or not English law permits adjustment, 'Ilic real issue is:
Who should do the adjusting? Is it the courts or is it the parties? 'lime
answer which English law gives is that it is for the parties to do the adjust -
ing. While the courts will not adjust the bargain for the parties, they will
not place significant obstacles in the way of attempts by the parties to
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adjust their	 run to meet chillivint, Circumstances (ill) CXCC[)tioll nirgiri
be said to be the decision of the 1 louse of Lords in Wa1firrl V.
discussed at 4.1).

14.10 Frustration: A Sterile Doctrine?

Although frustration is a difficult defence IC) invoke, it should not be
thought that it has become it sterile doctrine which is incapable of devel-
opnrent lire scope of the (h)ct i He was, in fact, expanded by the decision
of the I louse of Lords jir Notional C'aiIti. v. I'aoalpina (lYon/or,,) Lii
11951 A( (,7. For many \cars it w	 tras tho,'ht that the dueti inc of irus-
tratiori could riot apply to it lease because a lease created air interest in
lurid and that interest in hand was Irnuftected by the idle ecct frustrittiri,'
ccnt, lut in /'airalpuw it was held thai as a matter of principle, a lease
could l)c frustrated, iIttioiigli as it matter of practice, it would be rare for
it court to conclude that a lease had been frustrated. Many leases run for
it lone period of time, such as 99 years. and it is difficult to eoncCivc of
such a lease being frustrated because the parties must anticipate that
major chanr'cs will occur during tire 99 y ear perod and so, to a large
extent, they will have assumed the risk of supervening events. the type
of Las(: which ungIrt he Ii rrstrrtcd is a lease of a holiday flat or sonic other
lease Of short duration. Although the plilcticill significance of /wzalpiiio
may be minimal, the decision does displa y a williiitness, in air appropriate
case, to expand the horizons of the doctrine of frustration.

14.11	 IntpossihiIil

A contract which has become impossible of p'r for inanee is frustrated Iii
Jar/or V. Ca/dwell (1563) 3 l & S 826, the defendants granted to tire
claimants a licence to use tIre 'Surrey (iardens and Music I lull' for it series
of concer ts at a fee of 4100(tO per conceit. After the contract lrad been con-
cluded, but before thel first concert was performed, the Irrusic hall Wits
i-leei(leiitally destroyed b y Inc so that it became impossiblc to stage lirc
concerts. 'Ihe claimants argued that the defendants were in hrcaclr of con-
tJact in far rug to supply tire hall and sought to recover their wasted adver-
tising expenditure. But the court held that the contract was frustrated
because the (iestrlretion of the rilusie hall i endcred per for ninrcc of the
contract irripossihle.The frustrating event released both p arties fromtheir
obligations under the contract and so the dkeudants Were no longer
tinder an obligation to suppi the hall and were not in breach (If contract.
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Partial destruction of the subject-matter may also frustrate a contract
where it renders performance of (he contract impossible. Iii example, in
7v/or v. Ca/duel! the contract was for the hire of tile music hall and the
Surrey Gardens', but it was only the music hail which was destroyed.

Nevertheless, because the destruction of the music hail rendered perfor-
fiance of the contract impossible the contract was fiustrated.

Contracts for personal services, such as contracts of employment and
contracts of apprenticeship, are frustrated by the death of either party to
the contract. Similarly, a contract of employment ma y he frustrated if (he
ill-health of an eniployee renders him permanently unfit for work.

A Contract may also be frustrated whole the subject-matter of the.
contract is unavailable for the L13 - OSC of carrying out the contract. For
example, a charterparty was held to he frustrated when the ship was
requisitioned and so was unavailable to the charterer (Bank Line Ltd V.

Arthur Cape! & Co Ltd [1919] AC 435). Iemporary unavailability of the
subject-matter may also frustrate a contract. in Jackson v. Union Marine
Insurance Co (1874) LR 10 CP 125, a ship was chartered in November
1871 and was required to proceed with all possible dispatch from Liver-
1)001 to Newport, and there load a cargo fom carriage to San Francisco. On
her wa y to Newport in early January 1872, the ship ran aground and was
not fully repaired until the end of August 1872. It was held that the con-
tract was frustrated because. (lie ship was not available 1(11 the voyage for
which she was chartered. A voyage to San Francisco ill August 1872
was performance radicall y different from that originally contemplated.

Where the contract is one of fixed duration and the unavailability of
the subject-matter is only temporary, the court must, in deciding whether
the contract has heel) frustrated, consider the ratio of the likely inter-
ruption in contractual performance to the duration of the contract. The
higher the ratio, the more likely it is that the contract will he ft ustrated.
In 71w A'e,,ta (above) a charterparty was frustrated when a long strike
closed the port at which the ship was due to load so that, of the six or
seven voyages contracted to be iiiarle between April and December, nO
toot c than two could he completed (see also Morgan v. Mwiser [1948] 1
KB 184).

14.12 Frustration of Purpose

Where the common purpose for which the contract was entered into cat)
no longer be carried out because of some supervening event the contract
may be fi Listrated. Examples of frustration of purpose are, however,
extremely rare. The reason for this is that the courts do not wish to
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n ovrde an escape route for it
	 for whom the contract has simply

become a bad bargain. A rare case in which it 	 of frustration of
purpose succeeded is Kre// v. henry 11 )03J 2 KR 740. The defendant hired
it flat in Pall Mall fron t

	claimant for two days. 1 he object ill
into (lie coot racE was to view the coronal ion procession of Edward VII,
althounh this was not actually expressed in the contract. After the con-
I met had been concluded, the coronation of Edward VII was postponed
because of the illness of the King. The ( 'our I of Appeal held that the Con -
tract was irutrated. krdl must, however, he conti asted with Ilerne Ray
Sicam Boat Co v. I/nmm [190312 KR 683, in which the defendant hired
it 

ship from the Claimant 'for tire purpose of "lewin g the naval review and
101 a day's cruise around the fleet'. After the contract had been concluded,
the naval review was cancelled because of the illness of Edward VII
Ncerthelcss the court held that the contract was not frustratç'11 \Vhat k
the difference between this case and kid!?

In an swering this question, it is necessary to refer to an example con-
sidered hY \'iughiari Williams I.J in Ku!. it was purl to Vaughan Williams
ii that, if the contract was frustrated on (lie facts of Kri'/I, then it

'would follow that if it 	 was engaged to take someone to Epsom
on Derb y I )av at a suitably enhanced price for such a jou rnev both
parties to the contract would be discharged ill the contingency of the
race at I psoiii for sonic leasori becoriung irnposihle.'

Rut iurghiari Will ianrs rj was of the opinion that such a contract would
1101 be frustrated because he did not think that 'the happening of the race
"'111(i he the foundation of the contract', In Krell, on the other hand, the
'foundation of the contract' was the viewinu' of the coronation I lowever
the contiact in Kri'/I was an cxli cmc'Iv unusual uric. The rooms were hired
out by (he day, excluding the niehl, arid the only purpose which both
parties had iii entering into such an unusual contract was to hire the
I ooms for the purpose of viewing the coronation. So interpreted, the
contract was 6 ui s tratecl. On the oilier hand, in hlcrnc' Ba y .rtea;u1,001
Co v. hlawnr (above) the defendant could still see the fleet arid, although
the defendant's motive iii entering into the contract might have been

to see the naval review, it could not be said that that was the coniirnoni
foundation of he contract'. Similar reasoning explains (lie example of (he
cancellation of the Derby Although the motive of the hirer might have
been to see the Derby, that was ilot of itself sufficient to render tile
happening of the i)ei b y the 'common foundation' of the contract 'lliiis
interpreted, Krell becomes a very narrow decision indeed and it is
not surprising that it has been distinguished in modern cases such as
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Amalgamated /nvestnen1 Property Co Ltd v. John Walker & Sons Ltd
(above, 14.l).

14.13 Illegality

Supervening illegality can operate to frustrate a contract. In l'throsa
Spolka A kcyjna v. Fairbairn Lawson Conthe Barbour Ltd 119431 AC 32,

the respondents agreed to manufacture machines for the appellants and
to deliver them to Gdynia in Poland. 1 lOwevel before the respondents

had completed the manufacture of the. machines, Gdynia was occupied
by the German army. It was held that the contract was frustrated because
in tulle of war it is against the law to trade with the enemy. The public
interest in ensuring that no assistance was given to the enemy in time of
war outweighed the fact that it remained physically possible to manufac-
ture and deliver the machines. Where the illegality is only temporary 

of-

partial, the contract will he frustrated only if the illegality affects he per-

formance of the contract in a substantial or fundamental way (contrast
I)enny, Mott & Diek6i,ro,j v. Jane's B Fraser & Co Lid 11944] A(' 265 and
Cricklt'is'oud Property J/i(.V1/i(c'?t 7riest Ltd V. IA'i'JitO/l v Ifllesuneiyl 7-irrt'1 f 1945 AC'?? 1).

14.14 Express Provision

1 here are a number of limitations upon the scope of [he doctrine of frus-
tration. 'lllree such limitations will be considered here (14.14-1 4.16). 'Ihe
first is that a contract is not frustrated where the parties have made
expi-ess 1 ((Vision for the occurrence of the alleged frustrating event in
their contract. A frustrating event is a silpervening, unforeseen event; it
is not all 	 which has been anticipated in the contract itself. But where
the contract is frustrated oil ground that further performance of the
contract is against the law, because it involves trading with (he enemy
in l i me of war, the operation of the duct rine of frustration cuinot he
excluded by express plovision in the contract. Overriding considerations
of public policy deny 

eff
ect to such a clause (Fate! Bieber and Co v. Rio

11z10 Co Ltd [1918] AC 260).

'Ibe express provision rule has important consequences for force
inajeurc clauses and hardship clauses. The effect of such clauses may he
to exclude the operation of the d octrine of frustration because the con-
tract, oil proper construct i on, will he held to have covered and made
its own provision for the event which has occurred. But the courts have
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generall y subjected to a narrow interpretation clauses which, it is alleged,
make provision for hiit would otherwise be a Iriistiatimig event, In par-
ticirlar, the fact that the contract deals with events of the same icncral
nature as the alleged frust rating event does not mean that the clause deals
with every event ill class. A good example of this restrictive approach
is provided by the decision of thc 1 louse of Lords ui Meoopoluan Water

Board v. Dick, Kerr and Co 11915] AC 119. 1-iere contractors agreed to
construct a reservoir in six years. ftc contract provided that, in the event
Of dela y 'whatsoever and howsoever occasioned', the conti actors were to
appl y to tIre engineer' for an extension of tiine.Wlren the contractors \Verr.'
T'e(lirrred by (io\'errinrcrlt Order to siop tire work and sell their plant, it
was held that the contract was frustrated because tile delay clause was
not intended to appl y to such it fundamental change of circunstaiiccs It
Wit',' held that the clause was intended to cover only temporary difficul-
ties and did not cover fundamental changes ill the nature of the contract
(see too Jackson v. Union Marine In.vurairce Co Ltd (above)).

So tire courts insist that provision for the event he 'full and complete'
before frustration is excluded, and the greater the magnitude of the event,
the less likely it is that it will be held to fall within the scope of the coii-
I 'act. One consequence of this approach is that it is extremely difficult, it
not impossible, to draft it force majeurc clause which will exclude lire
operation of tire doctrine of trust ration completely. As the Mt'tropo/iluii

iter Board case demonstrates, even the widest of clauses ma y be held
not to encompass a pai Licularlv catastrophic event. Similarly, the fact that
a force nrajern-e. clause makes provision rfo a temporary suspension of the
contract on tile. occurrence Of a force niajeure event is likel y to he inter-
preted by the court as an indication that the scope of the clause is con-
tined to tempom iU y interruptions in performance and that it does not
appl y to an event which renders further performance of the contract
unthinkable' (The Playa  LWa [1983] 2 Llo yd's Rep 171, 159).

14.15 Foreseen and Forseeable Events

Given that it I rustrating event is it supervening, unforeseen event, the doe-
In inc ought logically not to apply to an event which is within the con-
templation of time parties. III haney Ltd V. Walker and Ilomirfravs
1.rd [19311 1 ('h 274, the defendant granted to the claimant the right to
display an advertising sign for seven \e.jus o ll tIre defendant's hotel.
Before the seven years had elapsed, the local authorit y compulsorily imi-
cliascd the hotel and demolished it, 'Fire court held that the contract
between (lie Parties was riot In Lrstratecl by tire corripulsory purchase and
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demolitori of the hotel because it was within the Contemplation of the
defendant, at the time that the contract was concluded, that the property
Might be the subject of a compulsory purchase order. The pi uposition
that a foreseeable event cannot frustrate a contract has been challenged,
however, by Lord Denning in The Eugenia [1964] 2 QB 226 (sec too Wi
Tate,,, Jul v. c;arnboa [19391 1 KB 132). The status of these dicta is tin-
certain. Oil One hand, they suggest that the general rule requires
reconsideration, but, on the other hand, they can be reconciled with the
orthodox analysis oil ground that the events in these cases were not
sufticiently foreseeable to satisfy the very high test of foresceability which
is applicable hcie. An event is foreseeable and will prevent frustration of
the contract only where it is one which 'any persuil of ordinary intelli-
gence would regard as likely to occur' (see. 'lieitel, 1999,1). 841, contrast
Hall. 1984). Whatever the precise status of these dicta in 7/ic Eugenia and

v. Ga,,thoa, it is clear that the foresight of war is all 	 issue
where the ground of frustration is trading with the enemy.

14.16 Self-induced Frustration

A party cannot invoke the doctrine of frustration where the alleged frus-
Ii ating event is lii ought about thlough his own conduct or the conduct of
those for whom he is responsible. This inability to invoke ft ustriition is
generally referred to as 'self-induced frustration', It is, however, i j upor-
taut to he clear about the coilsequences of concluding that the 'frustra-
tion' was 'self-induced'. l"rLlstration is generally invoked b y a defendant
who has not performed his contractual obligations as a defence to an
action for breach of contract. But where. the 'frustration' is held to be 'self-
ii duced , the consequence is that the defendant is unable to rely on frus-
ti ation and so, in the absence of any other defence, will be found to he in
breach of contract.

Although the concept of self-induced frustration is clearl y established
in the cases, the courts have never established its limits with any degree
of clarity. In i Lauritzen AS v. Wijsmuller BV (i/it' 'Super S'ert'a,,t 'lieu')
[1989] 1 llo yd's Rep 14$, Hobliouse j defined self-induced frustration as
a 'label' which has been used by the courts to describe 'those situations
where one party has been held by the courts not to be entitled to treat
himself as discharged from his contractual obligations'. On his analysis,
frustration was self-induced where the alleged frustrating event was
caused b y a breach or an anticipatory breach of contract by the party
claiming that the contract has been frustrated, where an act of the party
claiming that the contract has been frustrated broke the chain of causa-
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ton between the alleged frustrating event and the event which made per-
formance of the contract impossible, and where the alleged frustrating
event was not it supervening event, by which he meant 'something al-
together outside the control of the parties'. 'ilius a negligent act by the
defendant will generally amount to self-induced frustration because such
an event is not 'altogether outside the control of the defendant. On the
contrary, it is within his control, notwithstanding the fact that his negli-
gence is a result of his unreasonable failure to exercise that control (see
.Iosepli Constwiii,u' ,S'tea,,i/nj, Ltd v. Imperial SnrcIti,u' (oipori1ion Ltd

119421 AC 154).
Some insight into the scope Of sell-induced frustration can he aicd

Rom an analysis of the lollowing two cases. Ftc first case is Maritinie
National 1',sli ltd v. Ocean jh,rv/e,.c lid 1 1935] AC 524. 11c-defendants
cliarteretl a ship (ruin the claimants but the vessel could only be used for
it intended pilipoSt if it was fitted with an otter Ii awl. An oler li-awl
could onl y he used under licence and, although the defendanis applied
for licences for tine live vessels which the y operated, they were allocated
onl y three hicences, They elected to apply the licenees to the trawlers
wInch they owned duectiv or indirectl y rattier than to the vessel char-

teied I rom tine claimants. 1 lie claimants sLierl for the lire CILIC under the
terms of the contract hut the defendants denied liabilit y to pa y on the
eround that the contract had been lrustratL'd Iv them (allure to obtain a
licence. 'l'hc Privy Council held that the contract was not frustrated as a
result of the defendants' failure to ol'lain a licence for the vessel; tins wa'
a case of self-induced frustration. But the ratio of the decision remained
unclear. On the one hand, it could be arnued that it was the fact that the
defendanits elected to allocate the licences to their own vessels which led
the Privy Council to conclude that tIns ss as ii case of self-induced frus-
tration. On the other hand, it could be nuiinlaincd that the mere fact that
the dcl'udauts had a choice as to tIne distribution of tIlL' hleences was suf-
ticicnt to constitute self-induced fi tistiation.

Our second ease is .1 Lji jti',i /1 S v. liif rmullc, 13V  'fIn' 'Sojn'r Senna,i(

1199111 I I .lovd's Rep I, where the ('unit of Appeal adopted the
Killer of our two possible interpretations of the Manth;' .Viitiuina/ it>/i
case. I% de1cindinnts aiieed to transport (lu cl;•urieeil:.' oil n-i using, at
their option. either Supci- Servant One or Sillier SriiiI 'kin (both of
which were self-propelling barges especiall y designed for the ti ansporta-
(ion of rigs). Prior to the time for performance of the contract the defen-
dants made a decision, which the y admitted was not irrevocable, to
allocate Super Servant Two to tlic' perfornianice of lne coot; net ivitli the
claimants and to allocate Super Sci vant One to the performance of
other concluded contracts. Unfortunately, after the contract had been
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concluded but before the time fixed for periorniariec, Super Servant Two
sank while transporting another rig. The contract could not be pc'rlorrncd
by Super Servant One because of its allocation to the performance of
other concluded contracts and So the. contract was eventually per lot rued
by another, more expensive method of transportation. the claimants
brought an action for damages against the dclendants, alleging that they
were in breach of contract ill failing to transport (he rig in the. agreed
manner. , 111C defendants denied liability on two grounds. The first was that
they arcued that the contract had been frustrated as a result of the sinking
of Super Servant Iwo. '1 his argument was rejected. The ('our t of Appeal
betd that the cause of itot-peifor lititnee of the c,iaracl was tint the
sinking of Super Servant lsvo but the choice of the defendants to allocate
Super Servant One to the performance of other contracts. 'lire existence
Of such a choice was held to be sufficient to tin it the case into one of self-
induced frustration. The difficult) , with this analysis is that the defendant"
had no real choice as to the allocation of Super Servant One. It was impos-
sible to allocate it to the pet tormanee of all concluded cont rack and so
the sinking of Super Servant 'Iwo cuin'fled (lieni to make- such a deci-
sion. The conclusion of the Court of Appeal appears to leave a seller or
supplier Of g(ln(ls iii an impossible position where his source of supply
partially' fails due to an unforeseen event.

Milat this ill( it is important to turn to the defenclinis second
defence, which was that they were entitled to territinate performance of
the contract without incurring any liability under the terms of a force
majeure clause contained in the. contract. One of the force majeure events
listed in the contract was 'perils or dangers and accidents of the sea' and
the Court of Appeal held that this phrase was apt to encompass the
sinking of Sillier Servant Two provided that its sinking was riot attribut-
able to negligence oil part of the defendants or their eitiplo cs.
So. provided there was no negligence on the ic t of the dc1ciidaoi, the
force iiiajeurc clause gave to the de.fertdans'ari effective defence to the
claintiants' claim for damages.

'teper Se'a,tt 'In-n is an interestinr and irilportiutil case because it pro-
'ides us with an excellent example liulli of the narrow conflne.s within

which the doctrine of frustration currentl y operates and of the advantages
Which can be obtained by the incorporation of a suitably drafted force
majeut e clause in a contract. Indeed, the latter point was made abun-

dantly clear by llobhouse i at first instance when he said that if a promisor
wished protection in the event of a partial failure of supplies 'he must
bargain for the inclusion of a suitable force inajeure clause in the con-
tract', The responsibility for adjusting and regulating the bargain iS thus
clearly allocated to the parties and not to the courts. Given the narrow
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coniincs within which frustration currcrrtiv operates, Super $'ervanl iri'o
rirnonstrates that a contracting p;rrty who wishes to he released frOli l his
ohiigalioirs to perform in a wider range of cireulirstanee s roust bargain for
tiic ilICILISi011 of a force IruiIjeiIre, hardship or inlet veirer UlitLiSe in the
contract (see 141).

The Effects of Frustration

As we have already noted (14.8), a contract which is discharged on the
1101111(1 of ir list ratroll is iirr.rrmi',ht to an end autrrrrralicaiiv at the time of
tire frustratini event. For the purposes of ease (Ii exposition, We shall Con-
sider separatel y the effects of trustralion upon a claim to recover money
paid prior to the frustrating event and its effeets upon a claim to I cC(lVcr
the value of goods supplied or services provided prior to the frustratiuc

i\/9UiliIl law it WitS held in itha 5polka A ccepia V. f'airbwr,i,
/..aIl'.V011 (1 flhl)C /ltirbotir Lid [19431 AU 32 (ovenit{imrg C/rand/cr V.

1)041 1 KH 493 where it had been held, essentiall y, that the ios
lay where it fell) that nr 	 rid iior to the frustration of the contract

total failure of consideration. A total failure of
consideration  trises where tire part\' seeking recovery has got no tart of
whirt he has bargained for. In l'i/tro.va (see 14.11) the appellants souglrt
to recover the J,1000 they had paid to the respuirdents on the signing of
the contract. Tire House of Lords held that the consideration for the
payment had wholly failed because the machines had not been delivered
to the appellants and that they were entitled to We recovery of their p e-
piiynrrcrrl.Whrile it is true to say that 1- ,osr I CTJ esenited an improvement
upon the old conrinon law rule cstabiisinecl ill ('Jw,ri/Icr V. R,m'/,.rir'r (above),
it did riot leave the law in all entirely satisfactor y state. Iwo principal
defects remairred. The first was that the payer could onl y recover' inroircy
paid upon a total failure of conside.ratiomr where the failure was only
partial he could not recover (H'/iincup v. hug/ret (1571) LIE (i ('P '15, see
furthL. ) . 2.1.2). The second defect was that the payee could not set off
against the money to he repaid airy e.xpetrdit nrc which Ire had incurred
in the perturnianec of We coirtracl. ]"Or example, on the facts O f Jthro.ta.
the respoirieirts had irreurred expenditure in making, the machines
aitirtrugEr it was, aditrittedly, unclear whether that expeirdittire iriid been

wasted), yet the y were unable to retain any portion of the  1(10(1 which
represented their expenditure upon the machines.

'liris position has been rectilied by the enactrrient of s.1(2) of the Law
Reform (Frustrated Contracts) Act 1943. The effect of this subsection is
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threefold. The first is that moneys paid prior to the frustrating event are
recoverable. Ile second is that sums payable prior to the time of dis-
charge cease to be payable. 'I]e third is that the payee may be entitled to
set off against the sums so paid expenses which he has incurred before
the time of discharge in, or for the purpose of, the performance of the
contract. Section 1(2) meets the two deficiencies of the counnori law in
that the right to recover money is not confined to a total failure of con-
sideration and the payee can set off against the sums repayable any
reliance expenditure which lie had incurred in the performance of the
coritiact. But certain deliciericies remain (for luller consideration we ( otl
and Jones. 1998 and Mckericlrick, I 99S). '[he first is that the section does
eni make clear the basis upon which the court is to calculate the amount
of expenditure which a payee is entitled to retain. Is it all of it. half of it,
sonic other portion of it, or none of it? In Gai/u'rco SA v. 1CM/Fair
Warning (Age/icy) Ltd [1995] 1 \Vl .R 1226. Garland i considered the
various possibilities and concluded (at p.1237) that he could see 'no mdi-
catioii in the Act, the authorities or the relevant literature that the Court
is obliged to incline towards either total reteni ion or equal division'.
Rathici , he thought that his task was to do 'justice in a situation which the
parties had neither contemplated nor provided for, and to mitigate
the possible harshness of allowing all loss to he where it has fllen'. The
emimphiasis is thins placed oil the 'broach natune' of the discretion \'Jlich thìc
count enjoys and the imperative to do justice oil the facts of the ease.
While this apparent reluctance to structure the discretion of the courts is
unfortunate, it is preferable to a rigid insistence upon equal division of
the loss (as has been done b y legislation iii British Columbia: see s.5(3)
Of the I'iustraled Contracts Act 1974). Ile only point which can be estab-
lished with an y degree of certainty in the present context is that the onus
of proof is upon the payee to show that it is just in all the circumstances
f the case for hill retain any part of the prepayment (see Ganu'rc),

at p.1 23). 'J'lie second difficulty created by s.1(2) is that the payee cannot
recover or retain more than the value of the prepayment, so that any
reliance expenditure incurred svliichi is in excess of the prep a y nient cannot
he recovered under s.l (21 although it iiia',' be recoverable under s.l(3)
where the expenditure results in a valuable benefit being obtained b y the
Other party (see below).

\Vc must now consider the effects of frustration upon a claim to recover
the value of goods supplied or services pros icled prior to the frustrating
event. At common law the leading case was Appleby v. Myers (1867) IN
7 CI' 651 - The claimants conlracted to make and erect machinery in the
defendants' factor)' and to maintain the machinery for two years. Payment
was to be upoll completion of the work. After part of the machiner y had
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been ci cctcd, an accidental Inc destroyed the factor' and machinery and
frost rated the coot tact. It was held that the claimants could not recover
in respect of their \vom k because they were onl y entitled to payment when
performance was completed (called the 'entire obligations' or 'entire con-
tracts' rule, see further 21.2) and, as the lire had prevented completion of
the woi k. they were not entitled to pa y ment. This i ule caused obvious
hardship to the provider of service.s under a fnistraied contract and it has
siiice been i el)laeed by s.1(3) of the Law Reform (Frustrated Contracts)
Act 1943. Section 1(3) states that

ltre an y pal t \  to the contract has, b y i cason of anything done by any
oilier panty thereto in. or for the pUrpose of, the performance of the
contract, obtained a valuable benefit (other than a pa y ment of mooney
to which the last foregoing subsection applies) hefoi e the' time of dis-
charge, there shall be recoverable from him by the said other party
such stun (if aiiy ), not exceeding the value of the said benefit to the
nparty obtiimiing it, as the court considers just, having regard to all tile

(yrnstances of the case and, in pat ticular
the amount of any expenses incurred before the time of discharge
by the benelited party in, or for the purpose of, the perfot nianee of
the contract, including an y sums paid or payable by him to any
Odic] hi1rty in pursuance of the contract and retained or recciver-

y, .blc by th'it party undei (lie last forenoing SLIhSL'ction, and
the effect, in relation to the said benefit, of the circumstances giving
rise to the frustration of t lie contract.'

This subsection is an unnecessaril y coniplex provision (for details see
(lolf; 1 11 (1  Jones, 1995 and McKendm iek, [995). its basic effect is that, where
one p°y to the contract has conferred upon the other party a valuable
benefit'. (other than a payment of money which is govet ned b y s.1(2))
before tile time of discharge, lie shall be entitled to recover a 'just sum'
\vhiicli shall not exceed the value of the benelit wInch he has eonfei red
U]ion (he other pat tv. Ill v. 1/ant [1979] 1 Wi .R 753, Robert ( Ioff i con-
cluded that there were two steps involved in a section ] (3) claim. The fli St
was the identilication and valuation Of the benefit. 'liie subsection does
not define what is to count as a benctit: it could he either the value of the
sd vices pci formed or it could be the end product of the services. In RI'
v. hoot (above) Robert (ioff i concluded that ill 'in appn opriate case' it
was the end product which was to he regarded as the benefit. He appeared
to envisage t\\ o circumstances in which a court could have regard to the
value Of	 services in identifying the benefit; the fIrst arising where the
service hv its %cIN nature dcs not result in an end pioduct (lot example.
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the transportation of goods) and the second where the service results in
an end product which has no objective value (for example, a claimant who
commences 'the redecoration, to the defendant's execrable taste, of rooms
which are in good decorative order'). But he held that, where the end
product is destroyed by the frustrating event, the provider of the services
has no claim under s.1(3) because the value of the benefit (namel y, the
end product) has been re(iuced to zero by the frustrating event.This inter-
pretation of 'benefit' has unfortunate consequences. It means that the
result in Appleby v. M yers (above) would be unaffected by tire Act
bee;rr se tIle claimants' work was destroyed by the fire and so did not
result Ti any end product. Although this interpretation of 'benefit' Ira',
'been heavily criticised (see 'Ii'eitel, 1999, p853 and I layer oft and
Waksman, 1 984). such all 	 has also been adopted ill the
( 'orrrnroiiwealth ( Parsons Bros /a'd vS/rca (1866) 53 1)1 .R (2d) 86) arid
it appears to accord closely with the structure of s. 1(3), which draws it (liS-
tinctior between tire claimant's performance and tire defendant's benefit
and so it cannot be said that tile defendant's benefit is the value of the
claimant's performance.

The second step ill it s.1(3) claim is the asessrnent ol a 'just sum'. 1-lere
it must be remembered that the value of the benefit obtained acts as
ceiling on the 'just sum'. Robert Goff i held that the contractual alloca-
tion ul risk will ilvavs he a relevant factor iii deciding whirl is just sum.
But it is very clii tucult to predict what it court will award as a just sum.
Robert (joff i sought to provide it measure. of certainty by stating that tire
airur of the court in assessing tile just sum ought to be 'the prevention of
tile unjust enrichment of the defendant at lIre [clainiant'sJ expense' and
that the assessment should therefore he similar to that undertaken by a
cowl in it quairlooi nr'rint clanu. Itut this approach seems to have been
'ejected by the Court of Appeal vluerr Lawton n.J stated that 'what is just
is ',1j the ti I ' ll judge thinks is just' and that air appellate court is not
entitled to interfere with the assessment of (lie just sum by the trial judge
'unless it is so plainly wrong that it cannot he just' (131, v. /11111f [1982] I
All I 'R (25, 981)). This leaves tine issue to the almost uuitrarnniellecl dis-
cretion of the trial judge. It is regrettable that the Court of Appeal (lid
not est Ii'1sh guidelines to assist trial judges in the exercise of their dis-
(1 etion to ensure a rneasun e of consistency in decided eases and out-of-
Coin t settlements.

It must he concluded that s.1 (3) is shoddily drafted and that it produces
results which arc, in principle, undesirable. A benefit should be identified
as the vat ire of tire services and riot as the end product Of the services. 'Fire
focus of the Act is upon the pre'cntion of unjust enrichment (per Robert
Golf i in HP v. 11am [I 9791 1 WI .R 783, 799) and, consequently, it does
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not address itself to the recovery of reliance losses which do not result in
a benefit to the other party, nor does it seek to apportion the losses
between the patties. In failing to address itself to these issues, the 1943
Act is sadly deficient and it is no surprise to learn that its restricted
approach has recently been rejected in the Commonwealth (see,
generally, McKcndrick. 1991).

14.18 Conclusion

In this chapter we have sought to argue that in eases of common mistake
Lulil tiustrattou the courts are dealing with the same issue;namcly the allo-
cation of risk of an Linforeseen event. In both groups of cases the courts
iie faced s rth an issue of construction: did the contract make provision

for the events which have happened? It it has, then the contract governs
the situation. But it it has riot, then the court must consider whether it has
jurisdiction to intervene and grant relief on the basis of mistake or frus-
Hation, depending on the point in time at which the event occurred. When
the cases are put together in this way it Call seen that mistake ill equity
is eny much the odd man out (note that no one would appear to have
argued that there is a corresponding doctrine of frustration in e(Iuity).

Both mistake at common law and frustration operate within very nariow
confines arid eniphasise the need to hold mcii to their- banains. 'llieir
concen ii is with the preservation of certainty and the desire to prevent the
doctrine from being used as an escape route by those who are looking for
a way out of a bad bargain (the point that both jurisdictions employ the
'same concept' has recently been made b y Evans r.i ill Suidal1 p!
v. Caiir/tridgeslriri' Count y ( 'uiurcil [1994] I WLR 1)) 16, 1039). Mistake in
equity, on the other hand, is a much broader doctrine. Its concern is not
With the preservation of certainty but with doing justice between the
parties and preventing unconscientious conduct. Seen ill this light,

mistake in equity appears even more anomalous and, in fact, its sin vival
a ]);tit of Fnizlisli law may he ittributable siniilv to the fact that there

was rio appeal from the decision of the Court of Appeal in So/Ic' v. Butcher
(above). lo demonstrate this point, reference call made to the fate of
Lord l)erimiine's j trdgment in /Jritj.ih lfovictrmcw 1 ' rel v. london (111(1 I)iv-
(net Cinemas [I 951] 1 KB 190, 195. Six months alter giving judgment in
So/ic v. Butcher, Lord Denning sought in British Moeieto,mews to give the
courts a broader power to qualify obligations in order to do what was
just and reasonable after a subsequent uncor-iteniplaled turn of events.
But, on appeal (119521 AC 166), the house of Lords firmly rejected
Lord Denniiig's innovation and field that (lie court had 110 such broad
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qualifying power.'they held that the only doctrine which could he invoked

to set aside a contract because of -it subsequent unconteniplated Will of

events was the traditional but narrow doctrine of frustration, there can

be little doubt that -it similarl y constituted House of Lords would have

H vcn :qually short shrift to lord Denning's innovations in .S ' /i'. But the

tact that there was no appeal prevented thein from considering the issue.

'I hus the judgment of the Court 01 Appeal survived and, as has been noted

(14.7), it has been applied by the Court of Appeal in subsequent cases.

But 
it cannot he denied that its continued existence is an anomaly which

is out of step with the conservative approach adopted ill law
mistake and frustration eases. 'ftc future of mistake in equity therefore

requires careful examination b y the 1 louse of Lords.

Although it has been argued ill chapter that there is a very close

relationship between C0111 11101) mistake and frustralion, it is important to
acknowledge that this analogy is nol accepted by everyone. Thus, l'i'ofes-
sor 'l'rcitel (1999, .82) has described the analogy between common
mistake and frustration as an interesting and sometimes helpful' one but
argues that it 'should not he pressed too far'. In particular, 'li'eitcl argues
thai mistake and frustration are 'different juristic concepts: the one relat-
ing to the formation and the other to the discharge of contracts Although

it is true that one relates to f y i iflit ion and the other to discharge, they

both relate to the same issue, as can be seen flout the Anmalçoinutt'd

Investments case (1-1.1) and it of Gri/jiths V. Brv,ner (14.5) and

Kid! V. henry (14,1(1). Secoudly,'l'rcitcl arguc.s that events which frustrate
a contract may not be sufficient to set aside a contract on the ground of
misiakc.This point I have already conceded, but the difference isa matter
of degree, not kind. Finally, Treitcl points out that the effects of frustra-
tion and mistake are different; l'rustration cases being subject to the law
Reform (Frustrated Contracts) Act 1943. This is true. But the 1943 Act

was enacted as a response to the particular problems which had eniurged
in ti le law relating to the remedial consequences of frustration as it

of the decision of the. Court of Appeal in Chwuller v. Webster (above).

The Act was not extended to mistake because it was based on it
prepared by the Law Revision Committee, whose terms of reference were
conlined to a reconsideration of Chunmllc'r v. Webster (see MeKendrick,

1991 ). 'the fact that Parliament did not or could not see fit to draw the
analogy between common mistake and frustration in 1943 should not
prevent its from drawing the analogy today. The same principles should
be applicable to the remedial conscqiieitceS of both common mistake and

frustration. In both cases unjust enrichments should he reversed and, if
this is thought to be insufficient to achieve a satisfactory result 

ill 	 cases,
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consider illlort should he iivett to the principles I Poli which art y Ios
cuised hr the mistake or the iruxtralmn esent should he apportioni'd
hetsteen the pm ties. ' there is no need to piovide a different reinediul
eurtinc I M the i'otlse(JUerlees of conimoji ittttiuke uric) trusirnution.

Summary

1 Whore both parties enter into a contract under a common fundamental mistake
which rotates to ari essential element of the stuboct-matter of the contract then
the contract is void at law.

2 A mistake may be sufficiently fundamental to avoid a contract where both parift's
ure mistaken as to the oxr y tene (or possibly the dentrty) of the subject-matter
th contract. Despite the enactment of s.6 of the Sate of Goods Act 1979, a
nistalce as to the existence of the subject-matter 'nay riot inevitably render a coil-

i:i vOim1 it ni ay depend upon the const ructio i cf the cm in mcI (see Mclhio v
(omn.nunweat//m 01sposri/s Cornnriss/on)

3 A mistake may be sufficiently fundamental to avoid a contract whore both parties
believe that the contract is capable of beinq performed whom, in fact it is not The
i mpossibility, may he physical le 01 	 rnmnerciat,

4 A mistake as to ie quality of the slJbject'matter of tIre contract may be sufficiently
fundamental to avoid a Contract. But the COurtS are extremely reluctant to hold a
contract void err srch a qround I ho mistake must relate to sri 'essentral and inte-
gral element of the subject mutter of the contract.

5 Mistake at law is supplemented by the more flexible doctrine of mistake in equity.
A, contract may he set aside in equity where the ristake is a substntial one Sw
a inristrike runders a contract voidable and the courl marry set as'  the contracton terms.

6 A contract is f rustrated where, after the contract was concluded, events occur
wlmerh make performance of the contract impossible illegal or something radically
different from that which vax in the contemplation of the parties at the time tIne',
entered into the Contract.

7 A contract is not frustrated wtioie the parties have rnacte express provision for the
cornsequer.ces of the alleged frustrating event in their contract, where tire aleged
frustrating event was a foreseeable one and where tire frustration was self-
in duced'. But express provision for, arid foreseoutality of, the frustrating event are
inretevant in cases of trading with the enemy
rricontract which is discharged on the ground of Irustratiu is brought to an end

omaticatly by the operation of a rule of law, irrespective of ttie wishes of the
parties.

9 Sums paid prior to the frustrating tii'Ciit arc recoterable suns payable prior to
the time of discharge cease to be payable and the payee nary be entitled to set
ott aqainst the slims so paid expenses which he has incurred before the time of
dcliarge in. or to' th€r purpose of, the performance of the contract is 1(2) of the
1 Li 4i Acti.

10 Where one party to thr contract has conferred upon the other party a 'valuable
benefit' (other than a payment of money which is governed by s. 1(2)) before the
time of discharge he shall be entitled to recover from that other party a 'just Sun)'
which shalt not exceed the value of the benefit which he has Conferred upon the
other party (s.1(3) of the 1943 Act).
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Exercises

1 What is the scope of the doctrine of common mistake at law?
2 What is the proper interpretation to he placed upon the decision of the HOUSO of

Lords in Couturier v. Hastic?
3 When will a mistake as to the quality of the subject-matter of the contract render

a contract void?
4 What is the relationship between mistake at law and mistake in equity?
5 Compare and contrast Boll v. Lever Brothers and Magee v. Pennine Insurance Co.
6 When will the courts hold that a contract has been frustrated? Illustrate your

answer.
7 What is self-induced frustration?
8 What are the effects of frustration upon a contract?
9 What is the relationship, if any, between common mistake and frustration?
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15 illegality

15.1	 Introduction

LU this cliiptci WC tUrn to consider substantive I i I ilitalions upon the
cnRuceabiliv of contracts. As it general i tile. the Courts Will not irilorce
a contiact Mlich is iIleial or winch is othci wise eoiurarv to public policy.
Not, it,, it gener;iT I Ole vtlI they permit the i ceover y of bciielits conicri ed
widei sLich a contract. It may secril pei led IS sensible and p1st br the
courts to refuse tllei assistance to a p;uuiv to a tran,uction tluieli k illctal
or contrar y to public puhey. But the picture is more complex than would
at first sight appear.

	

An example will help to illustrate the issues at stake hcre ill 	 N.

ftH2Oks (186h) IR 1 Ix 213, the claimants were coachbLulclers who liireti
out an ornamental hiou ghan (oi carriaic) to the clefcitdant. [he defen-
dant was a Prostitute and she planned to use the hrouhani to attract ]let
customers. 1 his fact was known to the clainiants. '[he defendant ret iii ned
the brnugh;uni in a damaged condition, having paid onl y the second itusia I-
nuent on it. 1 he claimants' action for daniaces br breach of contract
failed. I he contract was illegal and could not lie enforced.

A number of justifications can be adduced to support such a n ule. 'I he
first is tliiut the court eamitit he. called upon to aid ;I part y to tin
illegal contract 0] to a contract which is contrar y to public polic y. 'hue
second is that lustiee would be tainted and the dignit y of the court
offended by nitervention on behalf of the claimants, The third i ' that
nefusal to grant relief will make cmiN into illegal Contiacts a 11t17ardous
cult cijiuse and skill thus deter people fioni entering into such contracts.

But these arnuinents are not alwa ys Persuasive.'l'lue first argument does
not apply to the	 who innocently enteis into an illegal contract. Nor
us tine dignit y if, the cowl alwas offended liv intervention ( ) it 	 of it
panty to an illecal contract: there is it 	 tliflcreiicc between it contract
nivolvinu gross innionttlitv or it 	 to rob it bank and it
slnch innocciltl\ mIrnuges it lucee of ie g ulatury legislation. The tinrd

argument rests upon the rather dubious assumption that ever yone knos
the law and will lake heed of its deterrent ef(ect. I)eterr ence is also
properly the function of the criminal law, not tile civil law.

Ilici e "lie other conipet ing policies which must he considered. liie first

is the aiguilleilt from freedoni of contract: that the parties should he as
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free as possible to regulate their own affairs. ilie second competing policy
is the need to pi event unjust enrichment. For example, tile defendant in
Pca,'cc V. Itrook.v obtained the use ot the brougham \-tthout having to pay
I he full him-c. Now, oil facts of that case, the 'greater goal' of deterrmg
entry into such contracts may have outweighed the need to prevent (lie
unjust en rich ment of the defendant. But in 01 lieF cases we may not be
prepa ed to cotlntetiancc such unjust enrichment.

It is "cr y important lo understand that the- legal regulation of illegal
contracts and of contracts which are contrary to public policy is cliarac-
tensed by a tension between conipeting potft'ies. 'Ilie courts wish, on the
one hand, to rhseoiii age entry into illegal coiitraets hut, on the other hand,
they also wish to uphold freedom Of contract and prevent Unjust enrich-
inent. The result is tension and a degree of inconsistenc y in the case law.

15.2 Some Difficulties of Classification

Illegal contracts come in different shapes and sizes. Sonic involve gross
I mniora]ity or a calculated attempt to break the law, while others involve
innocent infringement of regulatory legislation. A contract to rob a bank
has little in common with a contract which is performed b y 611c' of the
parties ill a was' that a statutory instrument is I uiocenilv infringed.
Indeed, illegal contracts come in so many different shapes and sizes that
it is difficult to find an appropriate classification for all the cases (see
Furniston, 1965). 'I'reitc'l (1999) distinguishes between contracts which
involve the 'comnn]ission of a legal wrong', 'contracts contrar y to public
policy' and contracts which ate declared by statute to be void' or 'unen-
forceable', (i'heslurc, Imfoot and l'urrnston (19%) distinguish between
contracts which are 'rendered void by statute', contracts which are 'illegal
by Statute or at Coriiiiion law' and 'contracts which are void at coninion
law off of public policy'. No two commentators appear to adopt
the same classification, Hut these different classifications do not re-fleet
radical disagreement as to the content of the relevant rules of law. Rather,
the categorisation is undertaken largely for the purpose of ease of
exposition.

The approach which will be adopted in the present chapter is, first, to
(liscLlss illegality in (lie performance of a contract, and then to distinguish
between statutory illegality and common law illegality.The latter division
should not he taken to suggest that it is easier to establish the existence
Of statutory illegality than common law illegal it 'I'he function ol this
sion is to emphasise that the techniques employed by (lie courts in each
case are rather different. In the case of statutory illegality, the courts arc
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seeLirie to discern the intention (If f irliarrient and the effect of the breach
of tilt ' statute upon the contract. Uut in the ease of eonnrton law iiIetal-
i(, the courts have reater scope to identify their 0\\ 1 conceptions of
priblie polie. tile himitun feature, however. is that the courts do not wish
to be seen to be enrjiiovnit then own idios y ncratic conceptions of public
plhev arid, at the same tune, they are aware that Pariianieut no lris tire
principal role to play in cstahhislnun tire limits of public policy.

15.3	 Illegality in IrI(JrI11aIICc

lilcciiliiv	 ;ill(":t it contract in two principal	 In the lust ilace. tire
cialit\ nia rcItte to tire foimnatroir ot the eoiltiact,o that the contract

is ilk, eal at the rilonielit at which it r toiritect. Such a contract is VojJ a/
iii it/a because it is infected with the illcgillitN Iroin th 'cry outset. See-
ondlv, the iileaiitv ma y arise in the performance of an otherwise valid
and enforceable contract. I I crc the contract is valid at the niornent of for -
trrrition and it is onl y infected with the ilIeahitv when it occurs (ilirinc the
pci tar fiance of tii 	 contract. All exaniple \s iii Must rjte the paini I
par ties cuter into a contract for the trailsport:ntiou of goods, A I the
moment of forniation the contract is ood and enforceable Iut let us
suppose that, is tile it nispori iing the goods. the carrier conimnits a ci inn-
nil ottciice b\ spcedriis. I )oes such an riieeal act. eernnmitted in the courc
of the perforniance of the contiact invalidate the contract? In .i taint
.\/ Iq Jf ? line C OPJlo1Uiio/t \. loop/n Rank J.fI 11 1.).-)71 I Oft 2(17, 251 l)cs Ito i
reiectcd the itreurnent that violation of tile sjieed limit in the course ('I
pci f)ltlranlec of the contract would, of itself, render tire contract uncut
hr ecahic is the party nritv of tire oft enee.'l his nrtist he ri lit.liic clint
liii! eonrts iii)) pass udt'rnetrt oil the offence cornuiiittcd tire civil court'
' Mould enforce tire contract, itut what aic the hunts of this rule: Whet
MH an ihieai ret corrinutted in tire course of periorinairce of the contract
ni dli late tire contract? Iris is 110t an eas y Iftiestion to answer. Separate

nsidt-i ;ilrori irrust be tiverr to the position of the pill (N nsioi committed
the cuimniat otienec mid the pilsitroir of the outer. !itilocerll' 1):111 %.

 Liceidiult wiietirei the I n tl t y who committed tile criirtinai offence can
cnlor-c tile contract it is necessar y to examine tile indpment of 1)1's-un I
ur ,i ./o/r .S/l//)/)1/1 ( ()/j)Q(/ffo/j s..lo.ncili Ralik IJi/ (abov(-). i\ siriposi ncr
connintitted a statutor y offence when he oserloaded his ship ill tile per-
foririance of certain contracts for the carrrae of goods. - 1 he siripowner
was held to he entitled to site to recover the freioirt. despite the ihicerhits.
I )es liii i held that the purpose behind the statute was to penahise the
conduct which led to the contrasenrtion of tile Statute and not to prohibit
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the contract itself. The contract therefore remained enforceable. Similarly,
in Shaw v. (;roo,,t [197012 013 504, a landlord committed an offence by
failing to give his tenant a rent-book. It was held that the landlord
was nevertheless entitled to sue for the rent because the purpose behind
the legislation was to punish his failure to issue a rent-book but not
to invalidate the tenancy agreement (contrast the more restrictive
approach adopted in the earl icr case of Anderson v. tin/tie! [1924] 1 KB
138, where the 'guilty' part y was held to be unable to enforce the
contract). Although both of these cases concern statutory illegality, it is
suggested that the question which should he asked in all cases is: was it
the purpose of the statute (or the common law rule) that ii breach coni
milted in the course of the performance of it contract should invalidate
the. contract?

'1 lie claim by the innocent party to enforce the contract is a much
stronger one, especially where he does not know of or consent to the ille-
gality. 'ilus was recognised b y the court in Archbolds (Ercightage) Ltd V.
S Spangletts 1./tI [1961] 2 OR 374. A contract was made for the carriage
Of a consignment of whisky and, in performing the contract, the carrier
committed a criminal offence because the vehicle which he used to trails-
port the whisky was not licensed to carry goods belonging to a third party.
It was held that the claimant could nevertheless sue. for breach of the con-
ti act of carriage because lie was unaware of the illegality and so was not
tainted by it (see too Mar/es v. I'/ii!ip '1ant & Sons l.td [1954] 1 013 29).
l)cvliii U stated that he thought that

'the purpose of this statute is sufficiently served by the penalties pre-
scrihed for the offender; the avoidance of the contract would cause
grave inconvenience and injury to nienibers of the public without fur-
then uc the object of the statute.'

But where the 'innocent' party has knowledge of the commission of the
illegality, then it is more likel y that he will be unable to enforce the con-
tiact. In Asliniore, Benson, Ica.'c & Cu ltd v. A V Dawson Ltd [1973] 1
\V1 .R 828, the parties entered into a contract for the transportation of
tube banks. The defendants sent articulated lorries which could not law-
fully be used to carry the load. The load was dariiaged in transit. The
claimant stied for damages. 'the action failed because there WJS evidence
that the claimants' transport manager knew of the illegal performance
and that, by sanctioning the illegal performance of the contract, he had
'participated' in the illegality. The crucial role pla yed by the knowledge
of the innocent party appears, at first sight, to he inconsistent with the
maxim that ignorance of the law is no excuse (Nash v. Stevenson
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/wn.o	 lid f19301 2 KII 128). It is ti Lie th;r, whereat IlIC ii(itiieflt of
atform ion,a contract is declared to he iIIeial. (lie kivledt'e of (lie pin tiCs

is irrelevant. Where, on the other hand, the ihleL'ality occurs in (lie Per-
fur malice of a contract which is capable Of lawful perhurriiarice the know!-
erICe ot the innocent party is a relevant eoiisideriitn(nri because lii
ignorance relates, not to the Iann', but to the fact that (lie other contract-
in1i pal L has per [united the contract nm an ihIeal manner. Ihs knowledge
of the illegality is (herelure a relevant consideration.

15.4 Statutory Illegality

A contractact is illegal if its formation is espi esslv or irnp]iedlv prohibited
liv statute. \Vliemc the rnikiiig of (lie eoritiitct is v\pressl\ 'ioliitited, 1()
diftienhties arise: the contract is itlegat. ( healer diftieulties arise e. here it
is alleged that Parliament has iniphiedlv prohibited (lie /nali11g Of such a
cotiti act (see l3ucklev, 19751 The function of the court in such a case
is (0 Interpret the statute to discern whether oil its proper construction,
the Art piohijhits the ruakint' , of such a contract. (he dihtieulty i'i that
Paihianient has often not addressed itself (Ci this issue. o the	 co:' ot
linding' (lie 'intention , of Parliament is frcquenlv an extremely artitIeiah
olIC.

In /6- 111 ( 1111,-mol and Qaha" i 1192112 Jill 716, the Sceds, WK and ITIS
Order 1919 stated that 'a person shall not ... bu y or sell or otherwise deal
ii iiiiseed oil without a licence l'lie defendant mnmsrel)reseinied to (lie

ch,nriiaiit that he had a licence. I he deleridani later refused to accept LIL'11% -
Cri'Of the order.] he claiiiian( sued the defendant for dauia gesh]ie (IL'tefl-
dint aletmed that tile contract was illegal because lie did not liiisc a licence
'I he court held that the claimant could not rli1ninitain hi, action for
damages because such an action 's utilil tinder nine the ptmrposc hchiid
the statutom Hanks 1 -F stated that the Order was a clear and unequivocal
declaration b y the I e gislature in the public interest that this particular-
t ype of contract shall not he entered into. Yet the consequences lot the
claini;int ere estieniely harsh and it liiis been doubted whether time court
correctly identitied fi l e inileri(ii.nn of Parliament (see Greic and 1),ivis.
197, p.117). In an ethtirt to avoid the possibility of a court r1isinier-
fit etilig the intention Of l'arinanient Acts Of Parliament now frequently
sp"d-

y the consequences for a contract winch has been entered into in
bleach of the Act. However, lie courts are generally reluctant to conclude
that a statute implicdly prohibits the nusk irig of a contract (see ,lri'/mbolil.
(I'enghIage) lid V. panglctt lid (aheive) arid Si John Sil ippilig Corp V.
Joseph Raal Lid [1957] 1 QB 267, 29).
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15.5 Gaming and Wagering Contracts

Parliament will occasionally declare a particular type of contract to he
'void'. For example, s.l S of the. Gaming Act 1845 states that 'all contracts
or agreements, whether by parole or iii writing, by way of gaming or
wagering shall he null and void'. The section further provides that no
action can be maintained in any court for the recovery of 'any money or
valuable tiling alleged to be. won upon any wager'. Finall y, the Section pro-
vides that no action call brou ght to recover any money or valuable
thing which has been deposited in the hands of any stakeholder. although
the interpretation placed upon this part of the Section is that a deposit
can he recovered before it has been paid over to the winncr (I)igg!e v.
lIig.v (1877) 2 Lx 1)442).

15.6 Illegality at Common Law

A contract may be illegal at common law. 'Ilie scope of the doctrine of
illegality at common law is extremely wide. It is often summed up in the
maxim that a court will not enforce a contract which is 'contrary to public.
policy'. 'Illegality' at conmion law therefore goes beyond contracts to
commit it and extends, for example, to contracts which are contrary
to good morals and contracts which are prejudicial to the institution  of
marriage. Some commentators seek to divide the cases into two distinct
compartments (see Cheshire, Fifoot and Furnts(on. 1990), l l a t uciv, con-
tracts which are illegal' at common law on grounds of public policy and
contracts which are 'void' at common law oil 	 of public policy. But
this division is a troublesome one because 'those who use the classifica-
tion cannot always agree' oil 	 contracts are 'illegal' and which are
'void' (see Treiicl, 1999. ui. 393). In this chapter we shall not attempt to
divide the cases up ill a manner. Rather, we shall analyse the cases
under the title of contracts which are 'illegal' at common law because they
are 'contrary to public policy' (often referred to, for the sake of brevity,
as 'illegal' contracts) and we shall seek to identify the scope of the doc-
trine of public policy at common law.

In deciding whether a particular contract is 'contrary to public policy',
the courts cannot shelter behind the argument that they are simply giving
effect to the intention of Parliament. They must evolve their own con-
ceptions of public policy. Here the courts are open to the charge of usurp-
ing the function of Parliament and of giving effect to their own personal
opinions on what is, and what is not, morally , j ustitlable, Thus, we find that
Burroughs j once described public policy as 'a very unrul y horse, and
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when (111Cc you gel astride it you never know \vliere it will carry you
(Ric/raoLso,, V. M('llj.VIl (1824) 2 Bing 229, 252). Oil oilier hand, Lord
i)ennin has argued tliat:'witli a good man in the saddle, the unruly horse
can be kept nil control, it can j unip over obstacles' (Enderbv I WI'ti

ball (1uT lid V. 7I1e I'oibnll A.vveiiaiim ltd [] )7 1 (_'h 591' . 606).
The Courts have, in fact, been extremely, cautious and conservative in

their foi mutation of public policy. \Ve shall now survey the different
grounds upon which the courts have held a contract to be contrar y to
public policy and conclude will examination of the scope Of the
doctrine of public policy at common law.

15.7 Contracts Cutitrary to Good Morals

A contract to promote sexual iniiiioralitv is illegal oli the ground that it
is contrary to public policy. We have alread y noted that in Pearce v. Itrooks
(above) it was held that a contract to suppl y goods to a prostitute to he
used by her in the furtherance of her piotession was illegal. Similarl y, a
promise by a mail to pay a woman if she will become his mistress is illegal
(l'"wui V. BOltot! (1797) 3 Ves 368). At one point ill time, contracts
between cohabiting couples who were not married were contrary to
public polic y. But the attitude adopted by the courts towards extia-nnanital
relationships has gradually changed to relied To glowing incidence of
such relationships. Where We parties are living together in a stable' extra-
marital relationship, it is highly unlikely that a court today would corn-
elude that ail entered into by them in relation to the purchase
Of property is contrary to public policy (so, for example, in 'Jin,c/ev V. Mi!-
fiçan 19941 I A( ' 340. it was riot argued that the parties' agreement to
purchase propeiq was unenforceable on the ground that the y were
lovers, ee further 15.18).

15.8 Contracts Prejudicial to Family Life

('ontraci law is also protective of famil y relationships. Contracts iv]iich
are prejudicial to the institution of marl iagC are Contrary to public policy;
thus a contract vluch restrains it party from man rving (1-owe v. l'eer.c
1768) 2 l3urm 2225) or a contract under which one person undertakes to

procure the marriage of another in return for a fee is illegal (li'rnman,i v.
(bar! esceccrr 1, [1905) 2 K B 123, although it is dltmestionahle whci her this
case would be followed today as soeieys attitude to introduction agen-
cies has changed considerably), Rut a promise to pay a sum of mone y to
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a Pei'son for as long as they remain single is valid (Gibson v. /)ickie (1815)
3 NI & S 463). In Spier.v v. 1/ant 1 1 9081 1 KU 720, a promise by a mat] to
marry the claimant after the death of his wife was held to he contrary
10 public polic y because it encouraged sexual immorality and was likely
to encourage the break-up of his marriage (AtholUji it should be noted
that the action for breach of promise to marry has now been abolished
by s. I of Be Law Reform (Miscellaneous Prnvisions) Act 197(J). A sepa-
ration agi cement entered into b y spouses who are living together is
invalid (firodie V. Broda' [1917] P 2711 although such an agreenient can
validly he made once the parties have separated. Similarl y, a parent
cannot by contract iratisler to another adult his tights and duties in rt'la-
11(111 to a child (alihouphi, i ll art appropriate case, an adoption order can
be made by i t court).

15.9 Contracts to Commit a Crime or a Civil Wrong

A contract to conimit a crime is illegal on the ground that it is contrary
to public policy. In B/gus v. Boasted 1195111 All ER 92,1 lie parties entered

to a Contract wliieli was contrary to the exchange control regulations.
The contract was lieki Lobe unenforceable. Similarl y, contracts to (lefraud
the revenue are contrary to public polic y (Miller v. /aF'/ois/-'! (1945) 62
'1 LIZ 85). In Al nude, v. Rat,\on [1930] I KU 169, the parties entered into
a contract to defraud the rating authority by showing the value of die
properly at less than its actual value. 'Ilie contract was held to he illegal
arid unenforceable. A contract is also illegal where it makes provision for
the payment of Jironey to a person as a result of his conlnhissjctn of an
Unlawful act. In Iteresfurd V. Ro't'(/ Lvdi,j,ii' Assuriun cc [19381 AC 556, a
person who had insured Ins life for 150,00(J committed suicide, It was held
that his estate was not entitled to enforce the policy even though it
expressl y covered death by Suicide because, iii that lime., suicide was itcriminal ul 'fence (the reasoning is now practically obsolete because
suicide is no longer a crime). TO permit a person, or his estate, to benefit
11 orn his own crime was held to be cont n arv to public policy.

A contract to cuirlliiit a tort is illegal, for example a contract to publish
a libel (Clo y v. Yatt'. (I 556) 1 II & ('73). Where neither party knows that
the perlornlrancc of the cunti act involves the. commission of ii toil then
Hie contract is not illegal.

A contract to indemnify a person against criminal liability is illegal
where the criminal offence is committed with a guilty intent, but the
Position is unclear where the crime is committed with no guilty intent.
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A contract to indemnify a per son against liability in tort is illegal if the
ort is Intel] t ional Iv and knowingl y committed.

15.10 Contracts Prejudicial to the Adtniiuslration
of Justice

Contracts which arc preudiciaI to the administration of justice are illegal.
Thus a contract to stifle a prosecution ma y be ille g al and ii contract tinder
which one party promises to give false evidence in erintin;ul proceedings
is illegal (N v. /lndreii (I9731 QB 422). Agreements to obstruct bank-
I upicy proceedings me illegal (1:1/iou v. Ric/iarilso,m (1870) 1 .R 5 ('I' 744).
Agrcemcnts wInch tend to abuse time legal process hrencouraging
ti(mn which is not hona tide are contrary to Public policy.

Also contrary to public policy are contracts Which seek to oust the juris-
diction of the courts by stipulating that a cont racti ig party is not entitled
to access to the courts ui the event of a dispute between the parties. Rut
comit raet mug p:irtics ma y validly provide that a dispute must be referred to
arbitration before it can be brought to court (Scott V. Ater y (1855) 5 1 1l('
$11). The scope of jrichicmal control ovei arbitration proceedings has now
been radicitllv reduced. \\'hile a party to all al htration remains entitled
to appl y to the court to challenge all in the arbitrtml proceedmes
'on the ground of serious irregularity affecting the tribunal, the proceed-
ings or the award' (Ar hitrtitiorm Act 1996, s.68( I )), the entitlement to
tmpie ii l to a court on a point of ]uw has been severely curtailed (see Xi9
Of the Arbitration Acl 1996 and the guidelines laid down in The A71w

11)82] ,\(' 724). The parties to the arbitration call contract out of
this limited right of appeal to the court. although in the case of a 'domes-
tic arbitration agreement' such all agreement can onl y he made alter tine
comiiie lice men t of the am hmtration (see s.87 of the Act).

15.J 1 Contracts Prejudicial to Public Relations

(onti acts which are prejudicial to foreign friendly countries are contrary
to public policy amid unenforceable, '111LIS a cOntlacL to facilitate tine
forcible overthrow of the government of a Inc idly country is unen force-
able (Dc Wutz v. Hendricks (I $24) 2 Ring 314) A similar rule applies to
coriti acts which are prejudicial to the interests of the State: trading with
the enemy is declared to be illegal under the Trading with the Enemy Act
1939.
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(Inn-acts wlueh seek to liii ther or promote corruption in public life
are illegal. 'thus a contract to sell a public office or it honour is
illegal. In J'arh(,i.c(om V. ('of/e'c of ttin/ut/rmi'i' Ltd II 925] 2 KB I, tIlL'
lirties entered into a contract under which one part y promised to
procure a knighthood for the other. I he contract was held to be conti ill 
to public policy.

15.12 Contracts in Restraint of Trade

A contract or it covenant in restraint of trade is an tniclertakjin \vllcreb\
one party a g rees to restrict his freedeni to trade or his frecdoill to L'oiiUie

his profession or husniess ill it locality for a specified period of
time. A contract which is in restraint of trade is void and unemibircejifile
unless it can be shown to be reasonable. 'lime doctrine of restraint of trade

is based upon considerations of public policy. ] lit every conit riict contais
an COMM of restraint of trade. Let us suppose that I enter into a con-
tract to give it of fifty lectures over it two-year period. 'lie contract
restricts m y freedom to tiade during the hours iii which I have agreed to
give the lectuie. But such a contract is not cau g ht by the rcr'oimr
doctrine,	 -

\Vhat t y pes of contract are caught b y the doctrine., la ill] ctiiri

nnpoi taut one because whnl the courts have no general powe I to review
contract terms in the name of reasonableness, the restraint of trade clue-

ne gives them the power to strike down a clause unless the Party relying
upon it can show affirmatively that ii is reasojiahle,l lie ducti inL' is a pow-
er ful one and (lie question of its scope is therefore one of fundamental
importance (see Smith. JQTj It is generall y accepted that tirci e are two
principal t y pes of contract to which the doctrine 'mIphies. '['Ile first is a
covenant by an cmp]ovee not to compete with ln eniplover either durinp
or alter his employment, and the second is it covenant b y the seller of a
business and its goodwill not to carry on a business which will compete
with the business bou g ht b y the pnrchacer.'l'he (loctrimie can also appl y to
oilier coriti acts but it is extremely difficult to define its limits, In
I'clrc'/c[till Co /.It/ v. I/a/jerm Guiagc (.S'ioi port) lid [1 %J AC 209. the
docti nie was applied to it contract under which a garage agreed to accept
all of its petrol frurii one supplier for a considerable period of tune. l.ord
Reid stated that he 'would not attempt to define die dividing line between
contracts which are and contracts which are riot iii restraint  of trade' and
that the better approach was to ascertain what \s'erc the le g itimate inter-
ests of the Isupplicisl which they were entitled to protect and tllL'ii iii se
v. liethem tlee restraints were mere thai id (bite for that pinpue'.
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Once it is decided that the contract is subject to the doctrine then it is
for the part y who is seeking to rel y on the clause to show, that it is ca-
sonahle in two respects. 'Ihe first is that it must he reasonable as between
the parties and the second is that it roust he reasonable in the public inter-
est (although the latter reqinreineirt has been ci itieiscd by Smith, 1995).
In anal ysing the reasonableness requirements, we shall discuss separately
Covenants ill Contracts of employment, Covenants ii) contracts for the sale
of a business and, finally, other contracts to which the doctrine applies.

15.13 Conttacs of Employment

A contract of eniployntent Irlily contain it covenant "\Ilich purports to
restrict the freedom 01 the employee to work either during or alter the
termination of his employment. Such covenants are scrutinised with great
care b y the courts. In deciding whether the restraint clause is reasonable
as bet ween the parties, Iwo factors are particularly relevant. 'lie fi rst  is
that the covenant must seek to protect some legitimate interest of the
employer. I ord Parker stated in lIerbt'rt Mo,, is lid v,,S'a.vell' [1 91 oj I
A(' 655, that an emplo y er must establish that he has: sonic proprietary
right, whether in the nature of a trade connection or in the nature of trade
secrets. for the protection of which such a resti ai iii is .....easonably nec-
CSSUI \'. lhitis, an employer can legitimatel y r"uairl an emplo yee who has
come into contact with customers of the einplcivcr in such a wa y as to
acqium e influence over them (Hicli V. Den'es [1921] 2 AC 158) or who has
acquired trade secrets or confidential information belonging to the
etirplover (1','.vt'r (1/1(1 So/i5 '.,Siuetr (1915) 3511 .R 57). But an employer
is not entitled to protect himself against the use of time'personal skill and
knowledge' acquired b y the employee in the c(oure of the employers
business. Such skills belong to time employee and he is tree to exploit them
in the market-place.

The second factor is that the restrunt must be reasonable in lemnis of
subject-matter, localit y and time. An eiimplover is hot generally entitled to
restrain an employee from carrying on it business which is different from
that in which he was emplo y ed Similarly, the i estrai it mmmcl not he wider
in area than is necessary to protect the employers intem esi (see Mason v.
P/amt'de,lm' ('lathing and Supply Co [1913] AC 724, in which a clause
rest raining an emplo yee from working in a similar business within 25
miles of I .ondon was held to he unreasonable), The restraint must also be
reasonable in terms of rime, although it is possible for the restraint clause
to he unlimited in time and still be reasonable (Fitch v, rh'ie	 (above)).

Once it is demonstrated that the restraint is reasonable as between the
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pal ties, it must also be demonstrated that it is reasonable in the interests
Of the public. I lowever, the courts are extremely i eluctant to conclude
tliitt an aereeloent, which is reasonable as betwecn the parties, is Unn-
forceable bcea use it is contrary to the interests of the public, especially ill
the case of it n esti aint clause in it contract Of einploynieiit (but see Wyatt
V. /\fetlinXt'r and /'cr,iaj, 11 933 I KB 793).

15.14 Contracts for the Sale of a Business

A contract for the sale id a huiness frequently Contains a clause tindcr
ss lii Ii thc vendor of the 11u5iiies 5 agrees not to set UI) it similar business
in the iniiiiediitte vicinity for a period of time. 'lie purchaser has bought
the gooulsvill it) the business and he is entitled to protect his purchase by
an iin oprjatelv drawn resti aim clause. Such a clause is not viewed with
the hostility of a restraint clause in a contract of employment.

The restraint clause must he reasonable as between the parties and twotwo
actors are O f pin ticular relevance here. The first is that, the bu yer must

establish a proprietary interest which the clause is seeking to proftet. 'that
is to say 'lieii a hover purchases a business and pa ys for the goodwill of
the business, he is entitled to take rcasonihle steps to protect that inter-
CSI-The second factor is that the clause nutist be reasonable iriihe light of
all the cir"mstanue ol the case, it Will be uuiueasonable if it goes lurthici
than reasonably necessary for the protection of his interest in point of
Space, tinie OF subject-matter. t'hc reasonableness of it depends
upon all the facts of each case (see A"oi'',uf'/ V. Mavj,,i North',, fr/i [I 941
A(' 535, in which it worldwide restraint was upheld because of the limited
number of manufacturers in the particular industry).

(juice the clause is shown to he reasonable as between tile parties, it
oust be shown to hereasonable inn the public interest. The courts have,
once again, been reluctant to conclude that an agreement which is Jea-
sonable as between the parties is unenforceable because it is contrary to
the public interest,,

15-15 Reslriclic IFa(liUg and Aindogotts Agreements

\\e hia\ 1' iiliefthy noted that it is extremely diftieult to define the limit, of
the doctrine of restraint of trade. For example, it was OflCC thought that
exclusive dealing agreements were not within the scope of the doctrine
or. if they were, the y were valid because the y were not eouitrar to the
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public iritciest. But that view received a fatal How as a result of the deci-
sion of the House of lords in /',sv() 'Petroleum 10 V. Ilain'rv Garage
(Siwupoti) Ltd (above). A garage Company, which owned two garages.
entered into a solus agreement with Esso tinder which it agi ecd to buy
all its petrol from Esso, to keep the garage open atall reasonable how s
and not to sell the garage without ensuring that the purchaser entered
into a similar agreement with Esso. One agreement was to last for 5 years
and the other for 21 years. In effect, (lie garage owners were tied to Esso
foi 21 years. It was held that (lie iercciflCnts were governed b y the
restraint of trade doctrine, that the 5 year agicement with Esso \Va\ valid
but that the 21 year agreement was tnvalid.Ahthionghi the courts have been
prepared to extend the scope of the doeti inc of restraint of trade to such
contracts, they have not subjected them to Stringent scrutiny (hut contrast
the mote interventionist approach adopted by the House 01 1 .ords in
,S('hroedc,' Music P:tblis/iitig Co Ltd s'. Macarilae [19741 I \Vl .R 1308.
where there was a considerable disparity in bargaining powei between
the parties). 'ftc courts are Willing to find the existence oi a legi Ornate
interest which such exclusive dealing agreements seek to jiroteet. such as
maintaining retail outlets or protecting a competitive position in the
market-place, and they have adopted a laissez faire appi oach to the rea-
sonableness requirements (sec Alec l.ohfi (Outages) Ltd v. 'Iota! Oil
(Great Britain) lid [I 985] 1 WLR 173). The Conse.quynee of this !uv.sez
faire approach has been that the c o urt ,. have played ii secondary role in
the rce,nlation of all ti-Coiiipetili\'e practices and the primar y role is now
played by Parliament (see the Competition Act 199$) and by European
Community law (see Article 81 of the ' Ircaty ol Rome). ( 'here is no doubt
that Parliament is better equipped than the common lass to engace in ftc
regulation of such allegedly ant i-competitive practices (see Ii cbileock,
1976, where he subjects the decision of the House of I .ords in Schroej/i'r
v. Macaula y (above) to substantial criticism).

15.16 The Scope of Public Policy

1 lie doctrine, of public policy at coniinon law is an exlrenielv conserva-
tive one and operates within relatively rigid confines. Indeed, 1 .01(1 Ihuils-
bur y once stated that the courts cannot in vent a new head of public
policy' (Janson V. l)rieJontcin Consolidated Mines Ltd 19021 AC 484).
Such a restrictive approach is no longer generally accepted. '1 tic courts
are prepared gradually to adapt the existing catcgoi ics to reflect Chang-
ing social and moral values (see, for example, the discussion of contracts
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liet ' ccn cohabiting coii j ilcs at 15.7). altinnieli tlic\ icinaiii c\ticiiicly
reluctant to ext'iid the (lOctrinc I() a (sintiact 01 a t y pe t which the doe-
ti inc has never been I applied before. Such a rigidly controlled doctrine has
lie merit of, limiting (he ability of individual judges to develop their own

idios y nci atic conceptions of public policy. 'I he task of placing limits upon
Freedom of Contract in the name of public policy is therefore left largely
to l'arlianient. A judge in a modern case would not conclude that a
contract which was suppot ted b y 'inadequate consideration was void
because it was 'Contrary to public polic y '. But lie unight be able to sa y that
the contract Nvas voidable becwsc it had been Firocnied by uiitluc influj-
dice or as a result of inequali t y of bargainin p°wer' (see I 7.7 and 17A).
l)oeti inessucli as undue influence, the i ules relating to Contractual capac-
it y (('liapter 16), the legal regulation of exclusion clauses (Chapter 11)
and the penalty clause rule. (213) can all he regarded as 'disguised exten-
sions or applications of (Inc doctrine of public policy' 0 ieitel, 1999,1).442).
While the courts remain reluctant to expand the doctrine of'puhlie policy'
beyond the contracts to which it has traditionally been applied, the influ-
ence of 'public policy' in English law is more likely to be found in cases
of alleged undue influence or 'inequalit y of harcaining power' than in the
eases winch we have discussed in this chapter.

15.17 The Effects of' Illegality

We have alread y noted the general We that an illegal contract will not
be enforced by the courts. Alt liotigh the courts will not enforce the con-
tract. they mae be prepared to give to the 'innocent party a remedy on
some alternative basis. In .S!irg,iian (1945) lid v,,S'jiicrd 11 955] 2 OR
525. the defendant stated that he would obtain the necessary Jic VFl cc s to
enable the claim;njt builders hawfLtlly to niodeinise his house. ilie defen-
cknit failed to obtain all the licenees and he refused to pay for Sonic of
the work which (lie claimants had done, arguing that the contract was
illegal. '[lie claimants were unable to sue on the httilcling contract because
of the failure to obtain all the licences, but the y Were able to recover the
aluc of the work which Toy had done on the ground that the defendant

had breached a co//ajerif icirrrw,(v that he would obtain the necessary
licenees. In S/ic//er V. II,/j [1980] OR 3A it was also reco g nised that
an innocent party to an illegal contract could recover damages for fraudu-
lent misrepresentation . By searching out the existcnce of remedies other
than on the contract itsef[ the court can take steps to protect an innocent
party who has relied to his detriment upon a contract which he has sub-
seq uentiv discovered to be illegal.
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I5.18 The Recovery of Money or Property

A Further question which must be asked is: do the courts permit a party
to an illeual contract to recover an y tienclirs winch he has conferred ti pun
the other patty to 111c contract? The geitcial I tile is that the courts will
not permit the recovery Of benclits transferred under an illegal contract
1-lu/man v. Ju/wsuii (1775) 1 ( owp 341). Once aeain the cow ts ire

seekin g to reconcile two competing policies, namely the prevention of
unjust enrichment and the need to deter cut iv into illegal contracts. Ihe
genel a! rule reflects the latter policy (for a particularly strong expression
of that policy see the judgment of Sir Stephen lrov.n i' in Ii v/or v. Rhail
I 996J ( , [-( - 377.3N0). But there are a tiumber of exceptions to I lie general

rule and these exceptions reflect the former policy (see, for exaiiiple,
t1('/iciI1ieil V. A Iayi Cu (a Jim:) [I 999] 3 All HR ()9, where the Court
of Appeal held that the claimant was entitled to proceed with his resli-
tutionary claim and, in so doing, emphasised the fact that the clainiant
was less blameworthy. than the defendant and that the restitutionary chain:
did not substantiall y undennine the rule which rendered the contract
unenforceable hec:iue the ulitiniajit in his restitutionary claim was not
seeking to-enfojuc the contract (on the basis that the restitutionary claim
was for the reasonable value of the s(:i vices rendered and not the von-
tract price)).

Itelore anal y sin g the general rule and the escelitions, a further cities-
tioli must be asked. Ihat question is: on what ground can a party who has
conferred a benefit on the other party to the contract seek recover y ? The
illegality does not, of itself, confer a cause of action. In man y cases
the illegalit y is emplo y ed as a ilefiiee to an action for the recovery of the
benclit. It could he ar g ued that the general c ule den y ing recover y is based
upon considerations of puN ic policy but that, where the parties are not
ill 1)(I11 (Ic/jell) (equally guilty), the policy objection to reeovei y simply ilis-
appears. I lo ever it is.suggestcd that the preferable view is that in the
cases which follow, the grounds on which recovery is sought are (lie
normal grounds of restit lit [oil, such as mistake or duress, and that the ille-
galit y is used simply as a dcJe,tec to a restitutionary action which would
otheiwise have succeeded (see kirks, 1985).

Alt houeh the precise basis of the claim may not be clear, there are three
exceptional eases in which a party can recover benefits conferred under
an illegal coiitral. [lie tirst exception arises where the parties are not in
purl th'lrcto. I here are two groups of cases here. 'ihie first is where
the claimant was under a mistake of fact which rendered him unaware of
the illegal nature of the contiact, (Ovin v. Bruce (1810) 12 East 225). The
second arises where the claimant was induced to enter into the illegal
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ti aiisac(n)ii by the fraudulent representation of the defendant Which had
the effect ol concealing (he illegal nature of the transaction from the
claimant (i!zo'he.r v. Live,1 aol Victoria Legal Friendl Y Society [19161 2 KB
482) or where the claimant was induced to enter into the contract under
some form of compulsion amounting to oppression (Smith V. Cuff (1817)
6 lvi & S 160). Another aspect of the in pari delicto rule is that recovery
is pc'i mitted where it transaction is rendered illegal under a statute which
was enacted in an effort to protect parties in (lie position of the claimant
(Ka.nonu v. Itoh u-Eghe [1956] AC 539 and Kiriri Comm v. Dewaiji [19601
AC 192).

Secondly, a claimant is entitled to recover it benefit conferred tinder an
illegal contiact if lie repudiates the illegal purpose 

i l l tine. The payer has
a locus poeirifr,zliae (a space or time for repentance) and may wit hdraw
from the illegal contract and recover his l)1ynicnt (see Th y/or v. RoW('rs
(1876) 1 0131) 291 and Kearley N. Thomson (1890) 24 QI3D 742, usefully
discussed by Beatson, 1975). 'the justification for this exception is that (lie
Parties to an illegal contract should he provided with all 	 to
refrain from performing an illegal contract. ilie scope of the exception is,
however, the subject of some uncertainty: for example, it is not clear
whet her the claimant must genuinely repent (probably not, see Millett i
in 'flihe v. Tribe [1996] Ch 107, 135) and the exact Point in time at which
(lie i ight to withdraw is lost is difficult to identify (complete perfurniance
is a bar to recovery but partial performance, apparently, is not: how
'partial' (lie performance can remain before the right to withdraw is lost
is i t matter of conjecture).

hum dlv, a claimant may he able to recover money paid or property
transferred under an illegal contract if he can establish his right to the
nioney or the property without relying upon the illegal nature of the con
tract. The source of this exception lies in the difficult ease of Roivnrak-ers
Ltd v. Barnet lnstrume,rts I.td [194,51 KB 65 (see also I3elvoir Finance v.
.Stapleton 11971] 1 QB 210 and the discussion by Harrison (1949) and
Higgins (1962)). In Baw,nakers the claimants bought machine tools in
contiaveution of the l)e.fcnce Regulations and they delivered the tools to
the defendants under three illegal hire-purchase agreements. The delco-
dams, in breach of the agreements, sold some of the tools and refused to
return (lie remainder. The claimants sued successfully for damages in the
toi t of conversion, The defendants' light to possess the goods terminated
on their breach of the hire-purchase agreements and so the claimants
were able to establish their title to the machine tools without placing any
reliance upon the illegal transactions.

Boivniakcrs was a case in which the claimants were able to establish
their title to the goods at law: but the same principle has since been held
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to he applicable to a pai Lv who call establish the CX isleilee of an equitable
1 opnetary interest in We goods. Ihis was the conclusion ieaehed by the
110 use  of Lords in I ins/ct v. Al/I/i ni [1994 1 I AC 340. Miss Tins Icy (the
claimant) and Miss Milligan (the defendant) were lovers.'l] cv jointly p1ir

a house which was registered ill sole nanie of the claimant in
order to enable the defendant, with the knowledie of the claimant, to
We We benefit claims honi the I )epartinent of Social Seem itv. The
defendant later repented of her fraud and informed the I)SS of what she
had done. 'l'he parties subsequently quarrelled and the claimant nioved
out. She then brought an action scekiiig possL'ssion of the house, assert-

that she \\iS thc We Ile delendaiit could itot ate tie that Site
had an interest in the property at law (because it was registered in Be
sole name of the claimant) but she tisseited that she had all equitable
interest in it by virtue of tier eoiitrihutioiis to the purchase cc Ile
claimant argued that the defendant was not entitled to assert any such
equitable interest because of her participation in the irauri: she could not
invoke the assistance of a court ot equity because she had Hot conic to
equit y with clean hands'. \Vlule this argument was accepted b y 1.01 d (joff
and I .otd Keith. ii "as I ejected b y tire majority. Ihe riiijorily refused to
draw it distinction between Be rule at law and the rule in equit y. Thus
]-()I(] Ill ()\\ ne-Wilkinson stated that

'ml the law is thiiit a party is entitled to enforce ii property right acquired
under all illegal transaction, ill roy judgment the saute ride ()tlglit to
apply to any pioperlv right so acquired. whether such right is he'ih or
equitable.,

Applying this proposition to the facts of the ease, the majority held that
the defendant was entitled to succeed because she did not hue to rely
oa tire illegality to establish lici equitable intejest. 11cr equitable interest
a rose on or dintii v pr nciphes of the law of trusts. 'lIt is is because linglisli
tie, h t resunies that s'he ic two parties provide the purchase iiioricy to buy

a property which is conve yed into the name of onl y one cii (hieni. the latter
is presumed 10 hold tileproperty oil resulting (rust fur 1)11111 parties in
shitires proportisiiiate to their contrihiulions to Be purchase price (known
as time 'presuiliptititi of resulting trust ).lIle c!efericliint was therefore able
to establish her equitable interest b y virtue of the common intention Of
the parties and tier conti ihution to (tic purchase price. She did not need
to ri'ls on the illegalit y. On the contrar y, it was the c/ai,nu,rt who w 
forced to rely On the illegality to rebut tIme presunlptiiiri of resulting trust
and this she could not do. 'ftc defendant's counterelaini therefore
succeeded.
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In different ways both Boit'makers and Tins/el, iLlustrate the inelequacy
of the present remedial regime concerning illegal contracts. Although
Tinslev may be said to have produced a degree of coherence by its refusal
to draw a distinction between law and equity, in another respect the deci-
sion is arbitrary. A simple example will illustrate the point. Suppose the
1arties in Tinsley had been husband and wife. If the husband had been in
the position of the defendant ill his claim would have, failed unless
lie had withdrawn from the transaction before the illegal purpose had
been carried into effect (Tribe v. Tribe [1996] ('ii 107). His claim would
have failed because English law presumes that, when a husband advances
money to his wife, he does so as a gift (known as the 'presumption of
advancement'). While the presumption is rebuttable, the husband could
only have clone SO by relying on the illegality, which the courts say cannot
be done (although it could he argued that the presumption call
rebutted by the simple expedient of showing that no gift was intended,
which need not involve the disclosure of the illegality). Yet, wh y should
it matter whethe.r the parties are husband and wife or lovers? Surely the
answer ought to he the same in both cases? The law currently focuses
attention oil the stale of the pleadings and has little or no regard to the
merits of (lie case. 'I'here is little to commend in such an approach and it
has few supporters. It has recently been rejected by the I high Court of
Australia in Nclsoz V. Ne/son (1995) 70 Al .JR 47, whet e the-Court pre-
ferred to adopt a more flexible approach ill preference to both the major-
ity and minority approaches in Tinsley. Speaking of the majority
approach, Mel lugli J stated (at p.57) that 'the results produced by such a
doctrine are essentially random and produce windfall gains as well as
losses'. Oil 	 other hand, it could be argued that the source of this
Problem lies ill law of trusts; that the presumption of advancement
and the presuniption of resulting It ust are outmoded presumptions which
no longer reflect modern life (see, for example, .Silverwood V. Silir ei tvOoO

(1997) 74 P & CR 453, 458 and Loosw, v. Coonibe.v [1999] Ch 373, 385
where the Court of Appeal noted that the presumptions are out of date
in modern social and economic conditions: ill 	 it Was held that the
presumption (lid not apply between it mart ted mail 	 his mistress, but
it would of course have applied as between himself and his Wi 'v ).

Although there is it
	 of It uth in this argLilncnt, it should be noted

that it does not den y that the law is presently in an unsatisfactory stit.
Nor is the decision in Botvinakc,s entirely free from difficulty. lhe priil-

cipal problem is that, by awarding damages assessed by reference to the
value of the machine tools, the result was de facto enforcement of the con-
tract-. Oil oilier hand, to refuse a remedy would have been to confer
a de facto gift upon the defendants. As Coote has pointed out (1972), 'the
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real ciilhcultv lies in the arbitrary, alI-or-nothiiig charactcr of the common
lLW governing illegal contracts'.

- 111C  coninion law is, in tact, it poor instrument for the regulation of
illegal contracts because of the lack of remedial flexibilit y. For some time
it appeared that Liiglish law was irioving in the direction of it more hex--
ibli', discretionary test uniter the guise of the so-called 'public conscience'
test which was adopted b y the ( 'ourt of Appeal oil number of occasions
(see, for example. I.uro-i),am I_id v. l?ui/rors! [1990) 1 QIt 1). .-\ccording
to this test the coui t should consider fire public conscience ill deeidmg
whether or not to afford the claimant it and should r-iiic ti grant
relict onl y witene 'it would bc an affront to public conscience ... because
the court would thereb y appear to assist or enlcourue tue claimant in his
illegal conduit or to encourage othets in similar acts'. In 'This/cr, lord
(bill rejected such a tcs[.stating that it was 'little different, if at all, front
slat iou that the court has -I 	 whelhei to grant or refuse relief'.
I le held that such a lest could not Lie accepted because it was inconsis-
tent with it line of authority uoing hack to [/ol,ira,m V. Jo/mxoit in 17/5
where it was clearl y established that the courts will not lend their aid tci
.o111eoiie who founds their cause of action upon an illegal act.

Yet it is ttnpomt;mnt to note that Lord (.iotf did not rule out reform corn-
ileteh. Indeed, be acknowledged that the present rules arc 'i ndiserinn-
Rite I li their effect, and are capable therefore of piodueing irliistice' but
lie concluded that the introduction of ntiajor reform was the province of
Parliament, not the cowls. If crc is it precedent for rcform. New 7.caland
has enacted tile ille g al ('ontracts Act 1970. wInch ices to We cmat \Vide
diseretionaly powers to giant such relief as the court 'iii its discretion
thinks list' (see 1-urnist0n, 1972). lmd Golf referred to this Act in his
speech in l'ins/'i- and continued:

' your Lordships have no means of ascertaining how- sucecsstul tI1.. i\r
has proved to be in practice ....In truth, ever ything points to the con-
clusion that, if there is to he a reform aimed at substituting ii system of
diser ctmori:mi relict An the present rules, the reform is one which should
onl y be instituted by the legislature, after a hill irtquir\ into the matter
b y the I .aw ('onitnisslon, such iilllnirv to embrace not onl y the per-
ceived iilvan1aees and disadvantiges of the present law, hur also the
likel y advantages and disadvantages of a system of discretionary relief,
no doubt with particular reference to the New Zealand experience.'

The 'New Zealand experience' would appear to have been rather mixed.
Professor ((rote has written (1992) that the 'choice of relief a; ,d the
criteria for its application have in practiL'e turned out to he siiiihcatit1v
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different from what the iefoi mers appeal to have expected oi intended'
and that the courts like to have 'broadly expressed clisc.ret ions and to
apply them broadly'. I Ic conchide.s by saying that widely drafted legisla-
tion, such as (lie I 97(1 Act,'quickly assumes , I  of its own and that
implied constraints which would 011CC have appeared obvious can as
diluckl y be ignored or forgolten'.'Fhis underlines the need for clearl y artic-
ulated principles to guide the courts if they are to he entrusted with dis-
cretionary powers.

'Ihe Law Commission has now taken tip Lord Goff's invitation and
embarked upon the process of reforming the law relating to the effect of
illegality on contracts and trusts. ['heir provisional recommendation
contained in their Consultation Paper (1999) is that the courts should
he given broader discretionary powers but that the discretion so given
Should he sti uctuierl and limited in the sense that the courts should not
be given the power to apportion any losses between the parties to an
illegal contract. Ill line, the Commission propose that the courts should
have a discretion to decide whether oi not illegality should act as a
defence to:

(a) a claim for contractual enforcement where the formation, purpose
or performance of the contract involves the commission of a legal
wrong;

( b) a claim toi the reversal Of a11 Unjust enrichment ill to
benefits conferred iiidci a coni rict ss hiicii is uuicnf rc;ilTc or
illegality; and

(c) the recogiuutiou ol contractuall y tuansferred or created pr ojlt'l't\'
rights where the formation, purpose, or performance of the con-
tract involves the commission of a legal wrong (other than the
mere hieacli Of the contract ill question) r is otherwise contrary
to public policy but that illegality should not invalidate a disposi-
tion of property to a third party purchaser for value without 110 ice.
of the illegality.

However the Law Commission provisionally m'ecomnleuid that this dis-
cretion should be structured so that, \vlleul exercising its discretion in any
riven case, tile court must have regard to: (i) the seriousness of the ille-
gality involved; (u) the knowledge and inlention of the claimant; (iii)
whether denying relief will act as a determent; (iv) whether denying relief
Will further the purpose of the rule which renders the contract illegal: and
(v) whether denying relief is proportionate to the illegality involved, it is
also important to note that the discretion is limited to the question of
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vhethei or 1101 it COi)t[jLt2t should he eiifoieeil, an Uiljiist cnrtchinient
should be reversed oi a pi opcitv right should he i ecogitised. It s pei'itI-
cahly (k)eS not give the courts the power to apportion an y losses between
the parties or to re-adjust the contract (and, in this sense, Was not go as
tar as the New Zealand Act). As far as the locus po('iii(e/ituu' is concerned,
Ow low Commission piovisionally recommend that a cowl should have
a discretion to allow a party to withdraw from all contract and to
have restitution of henetits conferred under it where allowing the parts'
W withdi aw would reduce the likelihood of an illegal act being completed
or an illegal purpose heijic eat i ied out, but that to succeed in a withdr:twal
chhn the claitniiit lutist tirst satisf y the court that the contract could itt
be enforced against hint. Further, they recommend that in deciding
whether or not to allow a liarty to withdraw and have restitution, a coum I

Should consider whether the claimant genuinely repents of the illegality
(although this should not he a necessary condition for the exercise of the
discretion) and also the seriousness of the illegality. These proposals rep-
I esent an attempt to provide a principled foundation for the law, while at
We same time giving the courts some flexibility in order to achieve a just
iesohiition of eases which conic belore them. 'l'wo points can he made
about these proposals. The first is that the attempt to structure the dis-
erctiomi of, the courts may hail because the relevant factors are stated at
such a hi yll level of generality. Sc eomidlv, it can be argued that the lo-
posals go too lai ill that they bring too many contracts within the scope
of this discret tin'tr v regime (especiall y the fact that the proposals extend
to illegalit y in performance as well as lormalion). lb this extent the pro-
posals can be criticised on the ground that they represent an tindime inter-
ference witll both 

freedom of contract and stimictitv of contract (the y may
also involve it ol human rights, on which see IS). Perhaps one
way of resolving the problem might be to provide that the courts should
start off "All a presruliption in favour of enforcement of the contract and
that this presumption should only be rebutted by clear countervailing
factors.

15.19 Severance

Finally, it niny be possible to 'sever' the illegal part of the contract and
enforce the remainder. If the illegal part of the contract can he separated
from the rest of the contract, without r endem ing the remainder of the con-
tract radicall y different trout the contract which the parties originall y con-
cluded, then the court may be prepared to sever the illegal part, provided
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that severance is not contrary to the P1 1 I)I1c policy which rendered the
contract illegal (see further 'Freitcl, 1999, pp465-7

Summary

1 As a general rule the courts will not enforce a contract which is illegal or which is
otherwise contrary to public policy.

2 Where the illegality arises in the performance of a contract which was valid at the
moment of formation the contract can be enforced by the guilty party only when it
was not the purpose of the statute broken or the common law rule violated that the
contract should be invalidated. In the case of the innocent party, the conract can
generally be enforced by him where he had no knowledge of the illegality.

3 A contract is illegal if its formation is expressly or impliodly prohibited by statute.
The function of the court is to interpret the statute to discern whether, on its proper
construction, the Act prohibits the making of such a contract.

4 A contract may be illegal at common law on the ground that it is contrary to public
policy. Contracts which are contrary to public policy include contracts which are
coarary to good morals, contracts which are prejudicial to family life, contracts to
commit a crime or a civil wrong, contracts which are prejudicial to tho administra-
tion of justice, contracts prejudicial to public relations and contracts in unreason-
able restraint of trade.

S A contract winch is in restraint of trade is void and unenforceable unless it can be
shown to be reasonable. The doctrine applies principally to a covenant by arm
employee not to compete with his employer either during or after his omptoymont
and to a covenant by the seller of a business arid its qoodwill not to cony on a
business which will compete with the business bought by the purchaser. A clause
which is caught by the doctrine is void unless it is reasonable as between the
parties and reasonable in the public interest.

6 Although the courts are prepared gradually to adapt the doctrine of public policy to
ielct changing social and moral values, they remain extremely reluctant to extend
the doctrine to a contract of a type to which the doctrine has never been applied
before.

7 The general rule is that the courts will not permit the recovery of benefits conferred
under an illegal contract. But recovery will be allowed where the parties were not
in piri delicto, where the claimant has effectively repudiated the illegal purpose or
where the claimant can establish his right to the money or the property without
relying upon the illegal nature of the contract.

Exercises

Will the cr,iinis ever enforce an illegal contract? Sliculci the courts ever enforce an
illegal contract?
Compare arid contrast the decisions in He Mahrnoud and ?spahani and Arcimbolds
(Freightage) Ltd v. S Spanglett Ltd.
What impact does illegality in performance have on the enforceability of a contract?
When will a contract be held to be contrary to public policy? Does the doctrine of
public policy reflect any values other than the idiosyncratic values of the judiciary?
A 35-year-old employee agrees with his employer that he will not work for the rest
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of h i s life if the employer pays him a lump siirii mit P1 million. The employer pays
the mommy but the employee has now decided that he wishes to return to work.
Discuss. (See Wyatt V. KmgJingw and Femau [19331 1 KB 793.)

S Joe employs six Iruvelling salesmen. They sell insurance policies Joe wishes to
insert u restraint of trade clause in their contracts of employment. Advise him and
draft a clause which will be suitable to his needs.

7 Can the value of benefits conferred under an illegal contract he recovered?


